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1967-68 
GRADUATE CALENDAR FOR 1967-68 
FALL SEMESTER-1967 
September 9 
September 11 
November 18 
November 27 
December 19 
January 3 
January 13 
Saturday, 
H-K 
L-M 
N-R 
s 
Registration, New 
8:30- 9:00 
9:00- 9:30 
9:30-10:00 
10:00-10:30 
Monday, Instruction Begins 
Gym 8:30 a.m.-1 :00 p.m. 
T-Z 10:30-11 :00 
A-C 11:00-11:30 
D-G 11 :30-12:00 
Saturday. Last Day of Classes Before Thanksgiving Recess 
Monday, Classes Resume 
Tuesday, Last Day of Classes Before Christmas Recess 
Wednesday, Classes Resume 
Saturday, Semester Ends 
SPRING SEMESTER-1968 
January 27 
January 28 
January 29 
April 8 
_ .April 22 
May 25 
June 2 
Saturday. 
L-M 
N-R 
s 
T-Z 
Registration, New Gym 
8:30- 9:00 
9:00- 9:30 
9:30-10:00 
10 : 00-1 0 : 3 0 
Sunday. Midyear Commencement 
Monday, Instruction Begins 
8: 30 a.m.-1 : 00 p.m. 
A-C 10:30-11:00 
D-G 11 :00-11 :30 
H-K 11 :30-12:00 
Monday, Last Day of Classes Before Spring Recess 
Monday, Classes Resume 
Saturday, Semester Ends 
Sunday. Commencement 
SUMMER SESSION-1968 Day and Evening Classes 
First Session Monday, June 3-Friday, July 12 
Middle Session Monday. June 24-Friday, August 2 
Last Session Monday. July 15-Friday, August 23 
Post Session Monday. August 5-Friday, August 23 
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
The State University of New York, established by the State Legislature in 1948, 
comprises 67 colleges and centers. At present, 57 conduct classes : four Univer-
sity Centers, two Medical Centers, ten Colleges of Arts and Science, seven Spe-
cialized Colleges, six two-year Agricultural and Technical Colleges and 28 locally-
sponsored, two-year Community Colleges. 
Three additional Colleges of Arts and Science are in varying stages of de-
velopment. Two four-year campuses, in Nassau and Westchester Counties are 
now in early planning. The third campus as proposed in an amendment to the 
University's 1964 Master Plan, would be upper-divisional (junior-senior years) 
in concept and located in the Utica-Rome-Herkimer Area. Master's level pro-
grams will be offered at all three campuses. 
The Trustees also have approved the establishment of seven additional com-
munity colleges. In varying stages of development, they are sponsored by Oin-
ton, Columbia-Greene, Cortland-Tompkins, Essex-Franklin, Genesee, Herkimer 
and Ontario Counties. 
State University further comprises the Ranger School, a division of the Col-
lege of Forestry which offers a 43-week technical forestry program at Wanakena, 
and the Center for International Studies and World Affairs located at Oyster Bay. 
The University offers four-year programs in many fields, including agricul-
ture, business administration, ceramics, dentistry, engineering, forestry, home 
economics, industrial and labor relations , law, liberal arts and sciences, maritime 
service, medicine, nursing, pharmacy, professional museum work, public ad-
ministration, social work, teacher education and veterinary medicine. 
Its two-year programs also include nursing and liberal arts study and a wide 
variety of technical courses in such areas as agriculture, business, and the indus-
trial and medical technologies. 
Graduate study at the doctoral level is offered by the University at 12 of its 
campuses, and graduate work at the master's level at 24 campuses. The Univer-
sity is continuing to broaden and expand over-all opportunities for advanced de-
gree study. 
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Governed by a Board of Trustees appointed by the Governor. State Uni-
versity of New York comprises all State-supported institutions of higher educa-
tion, with the exception of the four-year colleges of City University of New York . 
Each college and center of State University is locally administered. Although 
separated geographically, all are united in the purpose to improve and extend op-
portunities for youth to continue their education beyond high school. 
The State University motto is: "Let Each Become All He Is Capable of 
Being. " 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
THE CAMPUS AND BUILDINGS 
The College has a campus of one hundred and ten acres, located on Elmwood 
Avenue near Scajaquada Creek in the di stinctive Delaware Park area of the City 
of Buffalo. This location gives ready access to the cultural, historical. research and 
scientific facilities of the second largest city in the Empire State. Many leading 
cultural and artistic institutions are located near the College such as the Albright-
Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo and Eric County Historical Society Building. Kleinhans 
Music Hall and the Museum of Science. The College is easily reached by bus and 
car from all parts of the city, the suburbs. and from railroad, air and bus terminals. 
In 1931. when the College · moved to its present location at I 300 Elmwood 
Avenue. five buildings were erected: Rockwell Hall, named in honor of the first 
President of the College. Harry W. Rockwell , contains the major administrative 
offices and the main auditorium. Jesse Ketchum Hall. named in honor of the man 
who deeded the land to provide for a State Normal School in the City of Buffalo, 
houses the English and language Departments. and the Vocational Technical 
Education and Exceptional Children Education Divisions. Gertrude Mary Bacon 
Hall. named for a former principal of the School of Practice, houses faculty offices, 
seminar and class rooms . The old Gymnasium now houses the College store and 
faculty offices. The original President's residence is now the Faculty House . 
Since I 93 l many structural additions have been added to the growing cam-
pus. The Edward H. Butler Library, named in honor of a past president of the 
former Board of Visitors. contains the College's extensive book and periodical 
collection. Expansion of the Library is underway. Caudell Hall. named in honor 
of Myrtle V. Caudell , former Director of the Home Economics Division, houses 
that Division . The College Union has offices for the Administration of Student 
Activities, and provides a recreational setting for students. 
Irving P. Bishop Hall, named for a former member of the Normal School 
faculty; Susan Frances Chase Hall , named for a former faculty member; George 
Bradford Neumann Hall, named for a former Dean of Men; May Louise Perry 
Hall, named for a former faculty member; High Rise, North Wing, South Wing, 
Scajaquada Halls and Towers, furnish resident accommodations for men and 
women. Louise Margaret Cassety Hall , named for a former Director of the Kinder-
garten Department, contains faculty offices. The Health , Physical Education and 
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Recreation Building, provides space for departmental instruction, spectator sports. 
and recreational facilities . Adelbert Moot Hall, named for a former member of the 
Board of Regents. provides the College community with dining. banquet and 
lounge area. 
Daniel Sherman Upton Hall, named in honor of the third principal of the 
Normal School, contains the Art Education and Industrial Arts Education Divisions. 
The new Science Building houses the biological and physical sciences. The Com-
munication Center contains the most advanced technological equipment and facil-
ities available for group teaching and can seat approximately 1,550 students at one 
time in rooms of varying size. The Home Management House , at 5 Granger Place , 
provides a residence where Seniors live for a five-week period to gain experiences 
in the social and economic management of the home. Albright Hall contains the 
Music Department. A new Campus School enrolls 1,200 children from three-
year nursery school through the twelfth grade. In addition, it houses the Child 
Study Center and has classes for children with exceptional problems of learning. 
LIBRARY FACILITIES 
The collection of approximately 150,000 volumes is accessible on open shelves 
in the Edward H. Butler Library, now in process of enlargement to a capacity 
of 600,000 volumes , with reader accommodation for 2,000. The current an-
nual rate of addition is about 30,000 volumes. Current periodical subscriptions 
number in excess of 1700. Recordings are available for music appreciation, 
speech classes. and recreational listening. The microfilm editions of The New 
York Times and The Buffalo Evening News and a microfilm collection of peri-
odicals, out-of-print materials, and doctoral dissertations are available for read-
ing with the necessary specialized equipment. A Xerox 914 photocopier and a 
Microfilm Reader-Printer are available for reproducing library materials, for in-
dividual use or for use in the reserve room. within the terms of existing copyright 
legislation. Additional books and materials from the State Library at Albany and 
elsewhere may be secured through inter-library loans for faculty and graduate use. 
Special exhibits featuring topics of general interest to the College community 
are prepared by the faculty and the librarians. 
The Laboratory of Instructional Materials provides a variety of curricular 
materials of value to students in education, including story books, textbooks, slides. 
records. filmstrips . pictures. maps and posters. There is also a notable collection 
of drawings and books by Lois Lenski and a small collection of books of historical 
interest. 
Through special arrangements upperclass groups and graduate students are 
given advanced instruction in the use of the Library. 
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GRADUATE CURRICULA 
Graduate courses lead to the Master of Science in Education degree with majors 
in Art Education, Secondary Education, Elementary Education, Elementary Ad-
ministration or Supervision, Exceptional Children Education. Home Economics 
Education, Industrial Arts Education, Vocational Technical Education . 
A Master of Arts degree with a major in English has been established and 
it is anticipated that a similar degree with a major in mathematics will be added 
during the year. Additional degree programs in the liberal arts are being developed. 
CLASS SCHEDULES 
At present there is no formal full-time graduate program offered during the day. 
Graduate students may register for courses in the late afternoon, evening and Satur-
day morning classes , and during the Summer Session in accordance with schedules 
issued by the Graduate Office. Some graduate courses may be scheduled during the 
day session . A student who wishes to complete the degree program in one cal-
endar year should consult the Director of Graduate Studies. 
ADMISSION 
Admission to this College and to all other colleges of the State University of New 
York is based on the academic qualifications of the respective applicant, and is 
made without regard to the race, color. creed. or national origin of individuals . 
Applicants meeting the following requirements are eligible for admission to 
graduate studies in education. The requirements for the Master of Arts degree may 
vary and are listed in the curriculum. 
I. An acceptable academic record. An applicant must be able to present an 
undergraduate scholastic average of 2.3 or higher, an acceptable teaching 
or professional employment record testified by a confidential statement from 
the administrator of the school or other institution wherein employed, and 
recommendations concerning academic and personal qualifications supplied 
by three persons in a position to make valid statements. 
2. An approved bachelor·s degree, i.e., one granted by a teachers college, liberal 
arts college, or university which is accredited by the National Council for Ac-
creditation of Teacher Education, an appropriate regional accrediting agency, 
or a State University. 
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PROCEDURE BEFORE REGISTRATION 
I. Secun.: an Application for Admission blank from the Director of Graduate 
StudiL:s. 
2. Return application , with all data required. before August 1, for registration 
in the; fall semester; December I. for registration in the spring semester; and, 
May I . for registration in the Summer Session. 
3. Furnish the Graduate Office with an official transcript from the college which 
grantc;d the bachelor's degree. Transcript not necessary for graduate of this 
Collcgt.:. 
ADMISSION TO FULL GRADUATE STATUS 
Full graduate status is dependent upon: (a) completion of all credentials required 
for admission to Graduate Studies, and ( b) approval of the Director of Graduate 
Studies and of the appropriate Dean, Division Director or Department Chairman. 
APPOINTMENT OF AN ADVISER 
An advi:--L:r will be a·ppointed after full graduate status is granted. Therefore. the 
student should complete credentials and secure full graduate status as soon as 
possible after application for admission to Graduate Studies is filed. 
ADMISSION TO CANDIDACY 
Filing an application for admission to candidacy for the master's degree is the 
personal responsibility of each student after he has completed a minimum of six 
hours. At the completion of twelve semester hours of graduate work , he must apply 
for candidacy or file with the Director of Graduate Studies a statement that he 
docs not intend to become a candidate for a degree . If, subsequently, he decides 
to_ file for candidacy, he must, at that time, have an evaluation made of all work 
completed for the purpose of formulating a program leading to the master's degree. 
Admission To Candidacy Depends Upon: 
I . A cumulative average of B or better in all courses taken for graduate credit. 
No work of D grade will be accepted. 
2. A recommendation from the adviser of the candidate to the Director of Graduate 
Studies. 
3. The ( iraduate Record Examination Aptitude Test is required. Appropriate ad-
vanced tests in the area of specialization may be required by some Divisions. 
lnforlllation on the graduate Record Examination and other tests may be se-
cured at the Graduate Office. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
1. Completion of a thirty semester hour program of graduate courses. The 
master's program permits a maximum of twelve hours in 400-level courses. 
usually in elective areas. Requirements in major areas must be taken in 500-
or 600-level courses. A graduate student must consult with his division director 
or department chairman before registering for a 400-level course in his major 
area. 
2. A cumulative average of B or better in all graduate courses completed in this 
College . Not more than nine hours of C, and no work of D grade, will be ac-
cepted toward the master's degree . 
3. Completion of residence requirements. A course shall satisfy the requirements 
for residence if it is offered on the campus, within the City of Buffalo, at a 
College Camp, or at a branch established by the College. 
A. For a graduate of this College-a minimum of twenty hours in-residence is 
required out of the total thirty . 
B. For graduates of another college-a minimum of twenty-four credit hours 
in-residence is required out of the total thirty . 
4 . Non-resident credit. Non-resident credit is defined as transfer credit earned 
at another college or university or credits earned in off-campus courses in this 
College . Transfer credits can be accepted for courses taken at another college: 
A. If they are evaluated as being equal in scope and content to those offered 
by this College. 
B. If they form a coherent part of the required program of study. 
C. If they have _been completed within seven years prior to registration at 
this College. 
D. If they are of A or B grade . Credits earned at another college with grades 
of C or D are not accepted for transfer to this College. Transfer credits 
are not included in the cumulative average. 
5. Completion of all course work within six years of registration in first course. 
6 . Student must file an application for the degree immediately after registration 
in the last course or last semester. 
MAXIMUM STUDENT LOAD 
A Students holding full-time teaching positions are limited to a maximum 
of four credits per semester. or eight credits per academic year. 
B. In Summer Session students are permitted to earn a maximum of one credit 
per week of attendance. that is. two credits for a two-week program; three 
credits for a three-week program; six credits for a six-week program, etc. 
C. Maximum load '"' full-time students is twelve hours per semester. 
D. No credit will he !'.1.111tcd for work taken beyond these limits at this College 
or elsewhere. 
SPECIAL STUDENTS 
1. Students not intendi11,• 1" apply for admission to candidacy for the master's 
degree, may be pcr111,11vd lo register for graduate courses as special students, 
with the understand111!• 1 li:1t credits earned will not necessarily count toward 
fulfillment of mastL"r's d,·1'.rcc requirements. , 
2. A special ~tudent dc·1.·1d1111•. to matriculate for the master's degree must request 
an ~valuation of all !'.' ;1d11;1tc credits earned, complete the credentials required 
for full graduate statu~ .. 111d follow a program of graduate study planned by the 
Director of_ G_raduatc· S111dics to meet curriculum, grade and time-limit require-
ments. This includes 1'1,· rule that all course work must be completed within 
six years from the d;11l' "' n.:gistration in the first graduate course. 
3. Not more than twch·c "' 111<.:~ter hours may be earned by a special student unless 
a statement that hL" d,1v •. not intend to become a candidate for the master's 
degree is filed with tli,· I >,rector of Graduate Studies. 
4. An application must h· •.,·n,rcd and filed in the Office of Graduate Studies before 
registration as a SpL'c'1.ll :,ludcnt. 
I 
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GRADUATE ACADEMIC REGULATIONS 
ATTENDANCE 
Attendance at all classes is required unless the student is excused by the instructor. 
A student may be excluded from a course if the instructor considers absences and 
tardiness to be too frequent for acceptable achievement. 
WITHDRAW AL FROM COURSES 
If a student wishes to drop a course. he must complete the necessary form at the 
Graduate Oflice without delay. State University Policy permits refunds of tuition 
but not fees , for dropped courses. See schedule of tuition liability on page 13. 
GRADING SYSTEM 
A 4 quality points E 0 quality point 
B 3 quality points I No points. work incomplete 
C 2 quality points w Official withdrawal 
D quality point 
INCOMPLETES 
I. An 
A. 
B. 
Instructor may grant a status of "incomplete., only when: 
The circumstances which have led to a student's failure to complete course 
requirements are known to be beyond the student's control, viz., serious 
illness; unavailability of material; has been planned for educational reasons; 
etc. 
Chairman/ Director of department division involved has received notice 
of granting of incomplete containing a brief description of nature of un-
finished work. 
2. An "incomplete" must be made up within the following semester, not including 
the summer session. 
3. The Registrar is authorized to record a grade of E for a student who has not. 
within the stipulated time period, fulfilled course requirements. 
4. In the event the Instructor who had granted an "incomplete" is not available 
to evaluate the work done by the student in fulfillment of course requirements 
during the stipulated time period, any recommendation for change from the 
"incomplete" to a letter grade may be made by the Chairman/ Director of the 
absent Instructor. 
5. Appeals from any of these regulations may be made through the Office of the 
Vice-President for Academic affairs. the latter being empowered to issue 
waivers. 
CUMULATIVE AVERAGE 
A cumulative average of "B" or better in all graduate courses completed at this 
College is required for the master of science degree . The cumulative average is de-
termined by dividing the total number of quality points earned by the total number 
of semester hours attempted. If a student has not earned a cumulative "B'' average 
upon completion of the total semester hours required for his program, he may be 
permitted to enroll for additional courses to the maximum number of 6 semester 
hours to attempt to make up his deficiency . 
GRADUATE CURRICULA 
The present requirements for the Master of Science in Education degree in all 
divisions became effective July 1. 1967. All students who begin graduate work 
after that date will meet these requirements. Students who began graduate work 
prior to July I , 1967 have the option of completing the requirements of the cur-
ricula in effect when they began or of completing the new requirements. 
COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM 
As of September I. 1963 the course number system was revised as follows;* 
400 courses-open to upper division undergraduate students and to graduate stu-
dents if so designated in the catalog description or approved by 
Division Director. Additional work is required for graduate credit. 
500 courses-open to graduate students only. 
600 courses-open to graduate students only-generally limited to majors in the 
area or to others with sufficient preparation. 
CREDIT AND ELIGIBILITY 
Credit hours for courses listed will be indicated only for special workshops 
and seminars or in laboratory courses. In all other cases credit will be three semester 
hours in the summer session and two or three hours in fall and spring sessions. For 
exact credit to be earned. consult the fall. spring or summer session schedules. 
Courses at the 400 level are listed only by number and title; course descriptions 
may be found in the general college catalog. Graduate students should consult their 
division director or department chairman before registering in 400 courses in their 
major area or in 400 courses not listed in the graduate bulletin . A maximum of 
twelve hours may be taken m the total master's program. 
Eligibility for all graduate courses is determined by the instructor. 
* Prior lO Sept. I. 1963 all graduate courses were numbered 500 and were limited to graduate 
students only. 
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TUITION AND FEES 
The State University of New York has authorized the collection of tuition and fees 
at a uniform rate . These are subject to change. 
FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS 
Graduate Students 
Full-time Tuition 
College Fee 
Part-time Tuition 
College Fee 
Undergraduate Students 
New York State Residents 
Tuition 
College Fee 
Out-of-State Students 
Tuition 
College Fee 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
$300.00 
$ 12.50 
$ 20.00 
$ .85 
.$ 13 .50 
$ .85 
. $ 20.00 
$ .85 
per semester 
per semester 
per sem. hour 
per sem. hour 
per sem. hour 
per sem. hour 
per sem. hour 
per sem. hour 
The schedule of tuition and fees listed above will also be in effect during the Sum-
mer Session.s plus the collection of a Student Activity Fee of $.25 per semester hour. 
Students whose entire summer session program will be held off-campus are exempt 
from the Student Activity Fee. 
REFUNDS 
A student who is given perm1ss1on to cancel his registration 
payment of tuition in accordance with the following schedule: 
Liability During Semester 8 Week Term 
1st Week O 0 
2nd Week 
3rd Week 
4th Week 
5th Week 
30% 
50% 
70% 
100% 
60% 
80% 
100% 
shall be liable for 
6 Week Term 
0 
70% 
100% 
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ART EDUCATION DIVISION 
The Art Education Division offers courses in the fields of Art Education. De-
sign and Fine Arts to meet the program requirements of Art Education majors as 
well as elective couscs for other graduate programs. 
ART EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Credit 
H ours TECHNICAL AND RELATED FIELDS 12-18 
Expressional Skills 9-18 
Art 513 Summer Art Camp 2-6 
Art 592 Independent Studio in ( Specified Area) 2-4 
Art 610 Graduate Studio in Drawing 3-6 
Art 611 Graduate Studio in Painting 3-6 
Art 612 Outdoor Drawing and Painting 2-6 
Art 613 Graduate Studio in Graphic Arts 3-6 
614 Graphic Arts Relief Precesses 3 Art 
Art 615 Graphic Arts Intaglio Processes 3 
Art 616 Graphic Arts Planographic Processes 3 
Art 617 Graphic Arts Serigraphic Processes 3 
Art 618 Advanced Life Modeling 3 
Art 619 Graduate Studio in Sculpture 3-6 
Art 620 Sculpture in Synthetic Materials 3 
Art 621 Stone and Wood Sculpture 3 
Art 622 Bronze Casting and Welded Sculpture 3 
Art 623 Graduate Studio in Photography 3-6 
Art 640 Graduate Studio in Design 3-6 
Art 641 Graduate Studio in Product Design 3-6 
Art 642 Graduate Studio in Wood Design 3-6 
Art 643 Graduate Studio in Textile Design 3-6 
Art 644 Graduate Studio in Metalsmithing 3-6 
Art 645 Enameling on Metal 3 
Art 646 Graduate Studio in Jewelry 3-6 
Art 647 Casting Techniques in Jewelry 3 
Art 648 Design Workshop in Leather 3 
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Art 649 Graduate Studio in Pottery 
Art 650 Graduate Studio in Graphic Design 
Art 651 Home and Community Design 
Art 652 Seminar Studio in Scenography 
Art 653 Seminar Studio in Light Design 
Art 654 Seminar Studio in Puppetry 
Art 655 Seminar Studio in Stage Costume 
Art 656 Seminar Studio in Technical Production 
Art 657 Seminar Studio in Theater Planning 
Critical E\'Uluation 
Art 520 Field Study of Mexican Art 
Art 521 Field Study of European Art 
Art 522 Field Study of Mediterranean Art 
Art 523 Field Study of Art in Great Lakes Cities 
Art 524 Field Study of Art in New York City 
Art 525 Field Study of Art in New England 
Art 526 Field Study of Art in Washington and Philadelphia 
Art 527 Field Study of Oriental Art 
( See General Catalog for available 400 Series 
History courses) 
Related T nhnical Disciplines 
Art 
With approval of both divisions involved. the student 
may elect graduate courses for which he has the neces-
sary prerequisites in Industrial Arts. Home Economics. 
Exceptional Education. Audio-Visual Education, and 
other related areas. 
DYNAMICS OF TEACHING 
rt.S03 
Art 504 
Art 505 
Art 506 
Art 510 
Art 600 
Art 601 
Art 603 
'' Art 605 
Art for the Culturally-Disadvantaged 
The Role of Art in Our Society 
The Folk Arts in Education 
Colloquium in the Arts 
Art Materials Workshop 
Program Planning in Art Education 
Administration in Art Education 
Teaching Internship in Art 
Seminar in Art Education 
., Required for Master"s Degree in Art Education. 
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Credit 
Hours 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
0-9 
3 
6-8 
6-8 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6-8 
0-6 
3-9 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3-8 
3 
INNOVATION RESEARCH 
Art 59 l Special Research in ( Specified Area) 
Credit 
Hours 
3-6 
2-4 
3 Art 602 Research Workshop in Art Education 
Each candidate. after a conference with his adviser, 
may select one of the following requirements : 
Ed . 595 Research Methods and Techniques 3 
4 
6 
Art 690 Master's Project 
Art 695 Master's Thesis 
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES 9-12 
Chosen by advisement from English, Geography, Mathe-
matics , Music , Philosophy, Science and Social Studies. 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
Total Requirements 
ART 
Art courses at the 400 level may be 
taken for graduate credit with the approval 
of the Art Division Director. 
ART 500-ART IN THE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL 
The use of art materials. processes. and 
procedures in the elementary school: indi-
vidual experience in various medi a appro-
priate at different grade levels: considera-
tion of the role of the classroom teacher in 
self-contained. supervised. or art specialist 
programs: related problems of the school 
curriculum. Elective for Elementary and 
Exceptional Children students . 
ART 501-ART FOR THE PRE-SCHOOL 
CHILD 
The intellectual. emotional, physical. per-
ceptual. and creative development of the 
young child from hirth through the kinder-
garten: roles of parent and teacher in the 
creative growth of the child: implications 
for the choice of materials. processes. and 
procedures appropriate at the pre-school 
0-3 
30 
level. Elective for Elementary and Excep-
tional Children students. 
ART 502-ART FOR THE EXCEPTION-
AL CHILD 
Special problems in the teaching of art to 
children who vary markedly from their 
peers in emotional. physical. mental. or 
other conditions: ranging from the handi-
capped and retarded through the specially 
gifted child; implications for the choice of 
materials. processes. and procedures in in-
dividual cases. Elective for Elementary and 
Exceptional Children students. 
ART 503-ART FOR THE CULTURAL-
LY-DISADVANTAGED 
Special problems in the teaching of art to 
children who vary markedly from others of 
the same age because of deprivations in 
home and community experiences: art as a 
cont ributing factor in equalizing experiences, 
opportunities. personal development: impli-
cation, for choice of activities and pro-
cedures . 
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'ART 504-THF, ROLE OF ART IN OUR 
SOCIETY 
Art as a dynamic force in the life of an in-
dividual and society: creative activity as a 
way of clarifying thought. sensitizing feel-
ings. propagating individual and group at-
titudes. implementing ceremonials. improv-
ing living: unique role of art in development 
of a culture: reports. class discussions. 
·:' ART 505-THE FOLK ARTS IN ED-
UCATION 
A study of the folk arts of music. dance. 
drama. crafts. and folk lore of various coun-
tries: the relationship to history, geography 
and culture; organization of folk art studies 
in school programs and community ac-
tivities: role of art in related programs deal-
ing with the folk arts: reports and discus-
sions. 
*ART 506-COLLOQUIUM IN THE 
ARTS 
Common and related concerns. experiences. 
and activities in the various arts: including 
visual and plastic arts. music, drama. dance~ 
poetry. and other acts of personal or group 
expression: seminar reports. discussions; 
plans for integrated act1v1t1es involving 
several arts. carried out jointly as practical. 
ART 510-ART MATERIALS WORK-
SHOP 
Studio experiences in various materials ap-
propriate for use with younger children 
under typical classroom situations; activities 
such as powder tempera painting, mural 
painting. simple screen printing, cardboard 
printing. clay modeling, frame weaving. 
- - stitchery. extra class studio hours. Elective 
for Art. Elementary, and Exceptional Chil-
dren majors. 
ART 511-GENERAL CRAFTS WORK-
SHOP 
Studio experience in various crafts suitable 
for both adult leisure-time activity and use 
with older children; individualized work in 
wood. metal, clay, textiles. leather, plastics. 
and other materials: designing for the crafts: 
visits to crafts exhibitions; extra class studio 
hours equal to class hours. Elective for all 
students. except Art majors. 
ART 512-DESIGN. PRINCIPLES AND 
PRACTICES 
A study of general design principles and 
applications for non-art majors; the elements 
of design in space organization; theoretical 
abstract. and functional applications to in-
dividual plans and projects; tutorial relation-
ship with instructor; extra class assignments. 
including studio hours equal to class hours. 
Elective for all students, except Art majors. 
ART 513-SUMMER ART CAMP 
A resident summer art camp, emphasizing 
landscape painting in watercolor and oil. 
sketching in various media; work in other 
media with approval of instructor; critiques, 
demonstrations. discussions; location. travel, 
food and housing arrangements, and cooper-
ating organizations to be announced. 
* ART 520-FIELD STUDY OF MEXI-
CAN ART 
A conducted study tour of historic and con-
temporary art in Mexico: including painting, 
sculpture. crafts. architecture, and archeo-
logical sites; visits to major art and craft 
centers, museums, historical examples, and 
contemporary works; individual reports; 
itinerary, travel, living plans to be an-
nounced. 
*ART 521-FIELD STUDY OF MODERN 
ART 
A conducted study tour of historic and con-
temporary art in Europe; including paint-
ing, sculpture. crafts. architecture, and city 
planning; visits to major European museums. 
historic examples, and outstanding contem-
porary works; individual reports: itinerary, 
travel, living plans to be announced. 
* ART 522-FIELD STUDY OF MED-
ITERRANEAN ART 
A conducted study tour of historic and con-
* Acceptable as Arts and Sciences electives in all curricula except Art Education; acceptable 
m Art Education curriculum in Related Areas. 
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temporary art in Mediterranean countries; 
including painting, sculpture, architecture, 
archeological sites; visits to major museums 
and historical examples; related cultural 
studies and individual reports; itinerary, 
travel. living plans to be announced. 
*ART 523-FIELD STUDY OF ART IN 
GREAT LAKES CITIES 
A conducted study tour of art in cities of-
the Great Lakes region; including Buffalo, 
Rochester. Toronto, Detroit, and Cleveland; 
visits to museums and principal examples 
of traditional and contemporary art, city 
planning; related studies and reports: itiner-
ary, travel, living arrangements to be an-
nounced. 
• ART 524-FIELD STUDY OF ART 
IN NEW YORK CITY 
A conducted study tour of art in New York 
City; including painting, sculpture, com-
munity planning, architecture, industrial 
design. interior design; seen at museums. 
art galleries, selected buildings, stores, and 
showrooms; individual reports; 1tmerary, 
travel, living arrangements to be announced. 
• ART 525-FIELD STUDY OF ART IN 
NEW ENGLAND 
A conducted study tour of art in Boston 
and the New England region; including 
painting. sculpture. architecture. industrial 
design. interior design; seen at museums, 
art galleries, selected buildings, stores, show-
rooms. craft centers; individual reports; 
itinerary, travel. living arrangements to be 
announced. 
* ART 526-FIELD STUDY OF ART IN 
WASHINGTON AND PHIL-
ADELPHIA 
A conducted study tour of art in Washing-
ton. Philadelphia, and environs: including 
painting, sculpture, architecture, industrial 
design. interior design; seen at museums. 
and redevelopment; visits to museums, art 
galleries, selected buildings; reports; travel, 
living arrangements to be announced. 
*ART 527-FIELD STUDY OF ORIENT-
AL ART 
A conducted study tour of historic and 
contemporary art in Oriental countries; in-
cluding painting, sculpture, architecture. 
prints. crafts, archeological sites; visits to 
major museums and historical examples; 
related cultural studies and reports; itinerary, 
travel, living plans to be announced. 
ART 590-SPECIAL PROJECT 
Research or investigation of a particular 
problem, to be planned and carried out by 
student; with consultation and advice from 
instructor. 
ART 591-SPECJAL RESEARCH STUDY 
IN (SPECIFIED AREA) 
Research or investigation of a particular 
problem, to be planned and carried out by 
student; with consultation and advice from 
an instructor who agrees to supervise the 
study; aimed at making a general con-
tribution to art as contrasted with personal 
improvement and understanding; reported 
in a document and / or exhibition. Specified 
area included in all college records. 
ART 592-INDEPENDENT STUDIO IN 
(SPECIFIED AREA) 
Independent studio experience by a student. 
with consultation and advice from an in-
structor related to area of study who agrees 
to supervise the study: involving studio ex-
periments and experiences not otherwise 
available in regular course offerings. Spe-
cified area included in all college records. 
ART 600-PROGRAM PLANNING IN 
ART EDUCATION 
Planning the special art room for various 
school levels and purposes. and facilities 
for art in the self-contained classroom: 
interdependence of art program and facili-
ties; organizing curriculum activities in re-
lation to educational philosophy and re-
search in the area; extra class assignments. 
* Acceptable as Arts and ~ciences electives in all curricula except Art Education: acceptable 
in Art Education curriculum in Related Areas. 
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ART 601-ADMINISTRATION IN ART 
EDUCATION 
The role of the supervisor of art in relation 
to the community, school administration, 
classroom teacher. and special art teacher: 
functions of art consultant and special art 
teacher in elementary schools ; preparing 
budgets, procuring equipment and ordering 
supplies; extra class reports and discussions. 
ART 602-RESEARCH WORKSHOP IN 
ART EDUCATION 
Individual and group research in problems 
of art education; reports and discussions of 
current research activity in art education; 
technique s of research as appl ied to unique 
problems in art education and in evaluating 
the effects of unlike influences upon unlike 
individuals: extra class research problems. 
ART 603-TEACHING INTERNSHIP IN 
ART 
Supervised student teaching internship in 
various levels according to needs of the 
stude nt ; including elected experiences on the 
junior college and college level; teaching 
experiences in summer programs on the 
elementary and secondary level, in summer 
camps. special classes; teaching assistant-
ships. 
ART 605-SEMESTER TN ART EDUCA-
TION 
Problems in teaching and supe rvising art in 
various types of communities and schools; 
contemporary philosophy, psychology, prin-
ciples and practices in art and education; 
relationship of current research to programs, 
policies and procedures for the teacher and 
supervisor; extra class reports and discus-
sions. Required of all Art Education majors. 
ART 610-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
DRAWING 
Individual concentration in drawing for 
advanced students; emphasis on growing 
facility of expression, application to painting 
and graphic arts; tutorial relationship with 
instructor; use of model: related study and 
gallery visits: extraclass assignments, in-
cluding minimum studio hours equal to 
class hours. 
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ART 61 I-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
PAINTING 
Individual activities in painting for ad-
vanced students: emphasis on personal 
growth and mastery of chosen media: tutori-
al relationship with instructor; studio and 
outdoor problems: use of model: related 
study and gallery visits; extraclass assign-
ments. including minimum studio hours 
equal to class hours. 
ART 612-0UTDOOR DRAWING AND 
PAINTING 
Direct drawing and painting in and out-of-
doors ; landscape, city and industrial themes; 
minimum use of studio for demonstrations 
and critiques or during inclement weather: 
daily transportation to be arranged; work in 
oil, watercolor, pastel, and other media with 
approval of instructor. 
ART 613-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
GRAPHIC ARTS 
Advanced work in printmaking; relief, in-
taglio , planographic, serigraphic processes: 
related drawing and design considerations; 
parallel studies of graphic artists; care of 
equipment ; tutorial relationship with instruc-
tor; extraclass assignments, including mini-
mum st udio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 614-GRAPHIC ARTS RELIEF 
PROCESSES 
A comprehensive exploration of the relief 
process in graphic arts; including such pos-
sibilities as linoleum and wood blocks. 
wood engravings. and experimental tech-
niques in relief printing; tutorial relationship 
with instructor: extraclass assignments; in-
cluding minimum studio hours equal to 
class hours. 
ART 615-GRAPHIC ARTS INTAGLIO 
PROCESSES 
A comprehensive exploration of the intaglio 
process in graphic arts; including such 
possibilities as etching, dry point , metal en-
graving. and experimental techniques in 
intaglio printing; tutorial relationship with 
instructor: extraclass assignments, including 
minimum studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 616-GRAPHIC ARTS PLANO-
GRAPHIC PROCESSES 
A comprehensive exploration of the piano-
graphic process in graphic arts: including 
such possibilities as ,tone and metal lithog-
raph y, and experimental techniques in 
planographic printing: tutorial relationship 
with instructor: extraclass assignments. in-
cluding minimum studio hours equal to class 
hours. 
ART 617-GRAPHIC ARTS SERI-
GRAPHIC PROCESSES 
A comprehensive exploration of the seri-
graphic process in graphic arts: including 
such possibilities as silk screen and sub-
stitutes. with stencils of paper. film. lacquer. 
tusche-tdue: tutorial relationship with in-
strncto;: cxtraclass assignments. including 
minimum stud io hours equal to class hours . 
ART 618-ADYANCED LIFE MODEL-
ING 
Modeling the human figure from the life 
model; e~phasizing sculptural discipline. ex-
pression. and interpretation: advanced prac-
tice in use of a rmatures. clay, plaster: casting 
from clay forms; tutorial relationship with 
instructor: extraclass assignments, including 
minimum studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 619-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
SCULPTURE 
A ge neral studio in advanced sculpture: 
utiliiing additive. subtractive. a nd construc-
tive methods: continued personal develop-
ment in such media as clay. plaster, wood, 
stone, metal; tutorial relationship with in-
structor; extraclass assignments, including 
minimum studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 620-SCULPTURE IN SYNTHETIC 
MATERIALS 
Casting, additive and subtractive methods 
in scu lpture; utilizing plaster, concrete. plas-
tics, related materials: development of. 
personal expressions and architectural prob-
lems in sculpture: tutorial relationship with 
instructor: extraclass assignments, including 
minimum studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 621-STONE AND WOOD SCULP-
TURE 
Techniques and sculptural concept5 in stone 
and wood carving; forging. tempering sharp-
ening 5tone carving tools: personal and 
architectural problems. related readings and 
gallery visits: tutorial relationship with in-
structor: extraclass assignments. including 
minimum studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 622-BRONZE CASTING AND 
WELDED SCULPTURE 
Lost-wax investment casting: plastics and 
plaster model casting in sand: metal casting 
in other materials: foundry practice. finish-
ing and chemical patination of bronze scu lp-
ture: oxyacetylene welding of steel and brass 
constructions: extraclass assignments. studio 
hours equal to class hours. 
ART 623-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Advanced black-and-white and color photog-
raphy: as a form of expression, as illustra-
tion. as event-recording: as used in the 
making of teaching aids and as used in the 
planning of publications; tutorial relationship 
with instructor; extraclass assignments, in-
cluding minimum studio hours equal to class 
hours. 
ART 640-G RADUATE STUDIO IN 
DESIGN 
The organization of space with paint and 
materials ; the designed form in theoretical. 
abstract. and functional applications: de-
signing for the home. commerce, industry, 
theater. crafts: tutorial relationship with in-
structor: extraclass assignments, including 
minimum st udio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 641-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
PRODUCT DESIGN 
A concentrated study of product design. on 
an advanced le vel; functional and aesthetic 
problems in the design of useful products: 
experience with common and newl y-develop-
ed materials; tutorial relationship with in-
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structor: extradass assignments. including 
m,n,mum studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 642-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
WOOD DESIGN 
The designer-craftsman approach to ad-
vanced projects in wood; hand. power and 
machine tool practice; aesthetic and func-
tional considerations in design: finishing 
methods. care of equipment; tutorial re-
lationship with instructor; extraclass assign-
ments. including minimum studio hours 
equal to class hours. 
ART 643-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
TEXTILE DESIGN 
Advanced work in textile design and proc-
esses; weaving, printing, applique ; tradi-
tional and experimental techniques: indi-
vidual projects and explorations: studies of 
work of designer-craftsmen; tutorial rela-
tionship with instructor; extraclass assign-
ments. including minimum studio hours 
equal to class hours. 
ART 644-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
METALSMITHING 
Advanced practice in metaismithi ng tech-
niques; raising, forging, welding, riveting, 
casting, spinning. other forming methods; 
parallel studies of the work of leading de-
signer-craftsmen; tutorial relationship with 
instructor; extraclass assignments, including 
minimum studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 645-ENAMELING OF METAL 
Preparation and firing of enamels on metal; 
traditional and contemporary processes; 
ch_ampleve, cioisonne. basse taiile, limoges, 
plique a jour, grisaille, experimental tech-
niques; tutorial relationship with instructor; 
extraclass assignments, including minimum 
studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 646-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
JEWELRY 
Practical and aesthetic aspects of jewelry 
design and construction; advanced experi-
ence i_n fabrication techniques, cast ing, gem 
polishing, and stone setting accordi ng to stu-
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dent experience level: tutorial relationship 
with instructor: extraclass assignments . mini-
mum studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 647-CASTING TECHNIQUES IN 
JEWELRY 
Preparing wax models, molds, burning out, 
and lost-wax casting of jewelry in silver 
and gold; utilizing the centrifugal casting 
machine; related steam casting. cuttlefish 
casting, open-mold casting, associated tech-
niques ; extraclass assignments , including 
studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 648-DESIGN WORKSHOP IN 
LEATHER 
Advanced experiment and research in prac-
ucal and aesthetic problems involved in the 
design and construction of leather prod-
ucts; approached from the viewpoint of the 
contemporary designer-craftsman; the use 
of traditional techniques in modern forms, 
and the invention of new solutions appro-
priate to today. 
ART 649-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
POTTERY 
Creative problems in design for market 
production of pottery; practice in forming 
clay and plaster: mold and model making; 
slip and solid clay production; color, glaze, 
kiln operation; tutorial relationship with in-
structor; extraclass assignments, including 
minimum studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 650-GRADUATE STUDIO IN 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 
Developing effective communications in il-
lustration and design; realistic, experimental, 
and expressive approaches; preparation for 
single and multicolor reproduction; planning 
publications; tutorial relationship with in-
structor; extraclass assignments, including 
minimum studio hours equal to class hours. 
ART 651-HOME AND COMMUNITY 
DESIGN 
Functional, aesthetic, geographic, economic, 
social and political factors affecting the de-
sign of home , school. and community; de-
signing and redesigning homes: planning 
new cities and redeveloping older com-
munities and facilities: extraclass assign-
ments, including minimum studio hours 
equal to class hours. 
ART 652-SEMINAR STUDIO IN 
SCENOGRAPHY 
Advanced projects in stage design, with 
interim seminar discussions and project 
reports; historical research on stage design: 
integration of visual design components in 
contemporary productions; theoretical and 
practical applications of original designs; 
problems in the construction and painting 
of stage sets. 
ART 653-SEMINAR STUDIO IN 
LIGHT DESIGN 
Advanced experiments, research, and · prac-
tice in light design. with integrated seminar 
discussions and reports on individual proj-
ects: theoretical and practical experience in 
the use of light as an art form: light as an 
aspect of theater design: practical experience 
in plays under production whenever possible. 
ART 654-SEMINAR STUDIO IN 
PUPPETRY 
Advanced experience in puppet conception. 
construction. staging, and performance; re-
search in all forms of puppetry, with in-
dividual seminar reports and demonstrations 
integrated with studio and research activi-
ties; individual and group study; actual ex-
perience in puppet production whenever 
practical. 
ART 655-SEMINAR STUDIO IN 
STAGE COSTUME 
Costume design and construction for the 
stage: costumes from a ntiquity to the present 
day, with emphasis on the relationship be-
tween stage costume and theatrical style; 
research in costume. studio experience in 
creating costumes for particular periods 
and contemporary productions; seminar 
discussions. 
ART 656-SEMINAR STUDIO IN 
TECHNICAL PRODUCTION 
Advanced research. studio practice, and in-
tegrated seminar reports on the visual as-
pects of the theater; historical research on 
stage machinery, stage crafts. and tech-
niques : play production problems: investiga-
tion and experiments related to contempo-
rary production problems and creative so-
lutions. 
ART 657-SEMINAR STUDIO IN 
THEATER PLANNING 
Integrated seminar and studio experiences 
in theater planning and architecture: edu-
cational, community, and professional 
theater problems; research and reports rela-
tive to theater organization and manage-
ment: forces affecting actor-audience spatial 
relationships; historical and contemporary 
problems. 
ART 690-MASTER'S PROJECT 
A study undertaken by one or more in-
dividuals on a problem of special interest: 
aimed at making a special contribution to 
art or art education. as contrasted with 
normal class or studio activity; may be 
presented, in part. as an exhibit of materials 
collected or prepared - including a major 
exhibit of art work related to study - with 
theories and findings reported in an ac-
ceptable form according to directions given 
by the Graduate Office. 
ART 695-MASTER'S THESIS 
An individual investigation of an original 
problem to be submitted in typewritten 
form according to directions given by the 
Graduate Division ; representing a signifi-
cant contribution to the literature of art or 
art education. acceptable to the slUdent's 
adviser and chairman of the appropriate 
area of specialization. 
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ARTS AND SCIENCES 
The Arts and Sciences are organized into three academic divisions : Arts and 
Humanities. Social Sciences , and Mathematics and Science . The Arts and Humani-
ties include the Departments of English, Foreign Language, Health and Physical 
Education, Music, Philosophy, and Speech and Theater Arts. The Social Sciences 
include the Departments of History, Geography, Political Science-Economics. 
Psychology, and Sociology-Anthropology. The Mathematics and Science area 
includes the Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics , Physics 
and General Science . 
ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
Also see courses listed under ART. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN ENGLISH 
PREREQUISlTES 
Bachelor's degree from accredited college or university. Undergraduate 
cumulative average of 2.75 and average of 3.00 in English on a 4 .00 
scale. Acceptable scores on the Graduate Record Examination . Thirty-
six (36) semester hours in English exclusive of freshman English. 
LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT 
Demonstrated competence in one foreign language. Demonstrated 
competence in written and oral English. These competencies must be 
established prior to the completion of eighteen ( 18) semester hours. 
REQUIRED AREAS OF STUDY 
Courses to be chosen. under advisement. in the following areas so that 
the student will have in his combined undergraduate and graduate 
record at least one course in each area. 
Credit 
Hours 
36 
18-24 
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Linguistics or history of the English language 
Chaucer or Milton 
Shakespeare or Elizabethan writers 
Seventeenth or eighteenth century 
Nineteenth century 
American literature 
World literature 
Twentieth century literature 
Criticism 
Research methods 
THES[S 0-6 
A student may elect. under advisement, 
English 69 5 Thesis ( 6 semester hours) or 
English 690 Project ( 4 semester hours). 
ELECT[VES (under advisement) 
Total requirements 
ENGLISH 
ENG. 401-LITERATURE OF THE 
BIBLE (g) 
ENG. 402-THE EARLY ENGLISH 
NOVEL (g) 
ENG. 403-THE WORLD NOVEL (g) 
ENG. 404-THE AMERICAN NOVEL 
BEFORE 1900 (g) 
ENG. 405-CHAUCER AND HIS 
AGE (g) 
ENG. 406-THE LATER ENGLISH 
NOVEL (g) 
ENG. 407-THE MODERN NOVEL (g) 
ENG. 409-\>IIL TON ( g) 
ENG. 41 I-SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 
ENGLISH POETRY (g) 
ENG. 4 13-SD!INAR TOUR IN AMERI-
CAN LITERATURE (g) 
ENG. 414-REALISM IN AMERICAN 
LITERATURE (g) 
ENG. 415-PHILOSOPHY IN 
LITERATURE (g) 
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ENG. 416-STUDY-TOUR OF 
WESTERN EUROPE ( g) 
ENG. 422-VICTORIAN POETRY (g) 
ENG. 423-VICTORIAN PROSE (g) 
ENG. 424-LATE NINETEENTH 
CENTURY ENGLISH 
LITERATURE (g) 
6 
30 
ENG. 426-EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
ENGLISH LITERATURE (g) 
ENG. 427-FOUNDATIONS OF 
LANGUAGE (g) 
ENG. 430-LITERATURE OF 
IRELAND (g) 
ENG . •MO-WRITING FOR THE 
PROFESSIONS (g) 
ENG. 441-COMPARATIVE DRAMA: 
TRAGEDY (g) 
ENG. 455-CHILDREN'S LITERA fURE 
AND MASS l'v!EDIA (g) 
ENG. 502-STUDIES TN Al\1ERICAN 
LITERATURE 
Seminar in selected aspects of literary cul-
ture in the United States from the Colonial 
Period to the twentieth century. Literary 
movements and periods. intercultural rela-
tionships. and the influence of religious and 
philosophic areas upon literature; focus of 
course upon se lected areas and key figures. 
ENG . 503-REGIONAL AMERICAN 
LilERATURE 
Literature of certain geographical and cul-
tural areas of the United States: New Eng-
land and Eastern. Southern. Western; folk-
ways in American letters; local co lor and 
use of regional materials. particularly in 
fiction. 
ENG . 504-OR IGIN AND 
DEV ELOPMENT OF 
ENGLISH DRAMA 
Liturgical beginnings of English drama; 
miracle and morality plays, inte rludes; rise 
of Engli,h comedy and tragedy; forerunners 
and con temporaries of Shakespeare. 
ENG. 505-SEVENTEENTH ANO 
EIGHTEENTH CENTU RY 
ENGLISH DRAMA 
Stuart successors of Shakespeare; Restora • 
tion comedy and tragedy; Neo-clas,ical and 
sentimental drama; Webste r. Dryden. Wy-
cherley, Congreve, Sheridan. and others. 
ENG. 506-STUDIES IN MODERN 
DRAMA 
Renascence of drama in Europe and Ameri-
ca; Ibsen and the play of ide:i~; realism. 
naturali sm, symbolism, socio logical drama. 
ENG. 508-LITERATURE OF GREECE 
AND ROME 
Readin g in English translation and discus-
sion of selected masterpieces ; relationship 
to later literature in English_ and other mod-
ern lang uage, . 
ENG. 510-EMERSON AND THOREAU 
Writing of Emerson and Thoreau against 
the background of European and American 
transcendental ism. 
ENG. 514-STUD IES IN CHILDREN'S 
LITERATURE 
Types of children's literature; criteria of 
book ,election; reading interests of children; 
preparation of bibliography. May not be 
taken for credit by studen ts who have taken 
Eng. 210. 
ENG. 518-MAJOR AMERICAN POETS 
Nineteenth century poets of first rank and 
their contributions to a national literature. 
ENG. 519-LITERATURE A D THE 
WORLD TODAY 
Current ideas expressed through novels. 
plays. and critical reports; contribution of 
the magazine, newspaper and motion pic-
ture to the world's view of America. 
ENG. 520--SHAKESPEAREAN 
TRAGEDY 
Esthetic and philosophic qualities of Shakes-
peare tragedy studied in the playwright's 
mature plays: readings in Shakespeare 
criticism. 
ENG. 521-STUDIES TN MODERN 
ENGLISH POETRY 
Significant trends and figures in English 
poetry since 1900; close ,tudy of two or 
three writers from the following list: Hardy, 
Housman. de la Mare. Masefield. Eliot. 
Auden. and Thomas. 
ENG 522-STUDIES IN MODER:-.i 
AMERICAN POETRY 
Significant trends and figures in American 
poetry since 1912 ; close study of two or 
three wr iters from the following list: Robin-
son. Frost, Stevens, Jeffers, Millay. Cum-
mings. Benet, Crane. Nicholl. and Lowell. 
ENG. 523-SHAKESPEAREAN 
COMEDY 
Principal comedies from Lo, ·e·s Labour's 
Lust to The Tempest; backgrounds of Eliza-
bethan comedy; Shakespeare's early and ex-
perimental work; later mature achievements 
and the comic idea in farce. high comedy, 
bitter comedy, and ideali,tic romance. 
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ENG. 531-STUDIES IN 
COMPARATIVE 
ROMANTICISM 
Nature of Roma nticism: historical back-
grounds of nineteenth century Engli, h and 
American Romanticism: Continental Ro-
mantici sm: stud y of a limited number of 
English and American writers such as 
Wordsv.,orth , Byron, Shelley, Hawthorne, 
Poe. 
ENG. 532-LITERATURE OF 
CONTINENTAL EUROPE: 
SEVENTEENTH AND 
EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES 
Reading in English transl a tion of selected 
novels, plays. and essays illustrating neo-
classical and pre-revolutionary tendencies 
in France. Germany, and other · European 
countries. 
ENG. 533-LITERATURE OF 
CONTINENTAL EUROPE: 
THE MIDDLE AGES 
Reading in English translation of represen-
tative works of the Middle Ages: impor-
tance of this literature as source material 
for later writers. 
ENG. 534-LITERATURE OF 
CONTINENTAL EUROPE: 
THE RENAISSANCE 
Petrarch, Boccaccio, Machiavelli, Castigli-
one, Ariosto, and others in English trans-
lation and their rel a tion to the literature 
of England. 
ENG. 535-LITERATURE OF 
CONTINENTAL EUROPE: 
THE NINETEENTH 
CENTURY 
Reading in English translation of selected 
masterpieces: Rousseau and his disciples: 
romantic poetry, fiction, and drama; realism, 
naturalism, symbolism in the various types 
of literature. 
ENG. 545-SPENSER AND HIS AGE 
Survey of the non-dramatic literature of 
the sixteenth century, with t:mphasis on the 
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works of Spenser: development of the lyric 
and prose styles; nature and influences of 
the Renaissance and Reformation . 
ENG. 551-THE HEROIC TRADITION 
IN CHILDREN'S 
LITERATURE 
Traditional heroic works of literature as they 
have been interpreted for children. Pre-
requisite: Eng. 210 or 514. 
ENG . 552-HISTORICAL BACK-
GROUNDS OF 
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 
Historical survey of children's literature and 
of the writers. illustrators, and social forces 
which have shaped it. Prerequi.1ite: Eng. 
210or514. 
ENG. 553-CLASSICS OF CHILDREN'S 
LITERATURE 
Study in depth of several literary classics in 
children ·s literature. PrerequiJite: Eng. 21 O 
or 514. 
ENG. 554-FANTASY AND THE 
MODERN LITERARY 
FAIRY TALE 
Survey and evaluation of the significant 
writers of fantasy for children from Hans 
Christian Andersen to the present. Prerequi-
site: Eng. 210 or 514. 
ENG. 555-REALISTIC FICTION FOR 
CHILDREN 
Realistic fiction for children: regionalism. 
ethnic and religious groups, children of 
other lands. Prerequisite: Eng. 210 or 514. 
ENG. 556-NON-FICTION IN 
CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
Readings for children in such fields as his-
tory, science, and mathematics. Prerequi-
site: Eng. 210 or 514. 
ENG. 557-POETRY FOR CHILDREN 
Adult poetry of interest to children: poetry 
written specifically for children. Prerequi-
site: Eng. 210 or 514 . 
ENG. 558-BIOGRAPHY AND 
HISTORICAL LITERATURE 
FOR CHILDREN 
Selected writings in biography and historical 
fiction for children. Prerequisite: Eng. 2 JO 
or 514. 
ENG . 561-FOLKLORE AND HISTORY 
Relationships between history and oral 
tradition: folklore as an aspect of area 
and social studies in history: contributions 
of historians to fol~lore. Prerequisite: 
Twelve hours of undergraduate or graduate 
courses in literature . 
ENG . 562-FOLKLORE AND 
LITERATURE 
Uses of folklore. in terms of both content 
and style, in major literary works and peri-
ods, with emphasis on English and Ameri -
can literature. Prereq uisite: Twelve hours 
of undergraduate or graduate courses in 
literature. 
ENG. 563-BRITISH FOLKLORE 
Collection and research in English, Scottish . 
and Irish folk traditions, with emphasis on 
developmental work in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries; relationship between 
British and American folklore scholarship. 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of undergraduate 
or graduate courses in literature and an in-
troductory course in folklore. 
ENG. 564-MAJOR GENRES OF 
FOLKLORE 
Major forms in which folk traditions are 
found: tales, ballads and songs, prov.erbs and 
riddles, customs and rituals, games: their 
interrelationships and universal scope. Pre-
requisite: English 340. 
ENG. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT 
Research or investigation of a particular 
problem, to be planned and carried out 
with guidance of instructor. 
ENG. 600-STUDIES IN THE 
STRUCTURE AND 
FUNCTION OF 
LANGUAGE 
Fundame ntal principles basic to all lan-
guages: theories of the origin of language: 
the nawre and psychology of language ; 
phonetics and phonemics: alphabets and 
systems of writing; language types and 
families: word origins and changes in 
me aning: emphasis upon practical applica-
tion; of linguistic principles. Prerequisite: 
Eng. 427 . 
ENG. 602-LITERARY CRITICISM 
A survey of literary criticism past and 
present , with exercises in applying the stu-
dent"s critical skill to the study of specific 
works : individual student emphasis upon 
the study of a period , author. idea, or form. 
ENG. 607-SECONDARY SCHOOL 
LITERATURE 
Readings in prose and poetry appropriate 
to the secondary school; examination of 
the function of "literature for adolescents'' 
in the secondary English program. Re-
quired of students extending certification 
to include English in secondary schools 
who have not had English 213. May not be 
taken for credit by students who have taken 
Eng. 213. 
ENG. 609-THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
Historical development of the English lan-
guage: political and social influences for 
change; growth of grammatical science and 
lexicography; contemporary problems of 
usage: semantics; trends in American Eng-
lish. Prerequisite: Eng. 427. 
ENG . 610-ENGLISH GRAMMARS 
Different approaches to the analysis of the 
English language; brief history of the de-
velopment of the English language: historical 
survey of the study of language; detailed 
study of the contemporary scientific ap-
proaches to the study of English including 
the Fries ( word order). Chomsky ( trans-
formational-generative), Trager-Smith ( as-
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pectua!). Pike ( tagmemic-generative), a nd 
Lamb ( st ratificational) grammars. Prerequi-
site: Eng. 427. 
ENG. 615-SEM INAR I INETEENT H 
CENTURY ENG LISH 
LITE RAT URE 
Seminar in selected literary figures o r as-
pects of the literary culture of England in 
the nineteenth century. Prereq uisite: will 
va ry according t0 the specific subject of 
the seminar. 
ENG . 620-ANGLO-A M ER ICAN 
FOLK LYRIC 
Study of the forms of folkso ng other than 
narrative forms: lyric. game and play-party, 
religiou5: an exa min at ion of both content 
and form. as well as manner of perform-
ance. Prerequisi te: Nine hou rs of under-
grad uate or graduate cou rses in literature 
and six hours of cou rses in folklore. 
ENG. 62 1-RESEARCH PROBLEMS IN 
FOLKLORE 
Inten sive study of a particular a re a of re-
search in fo lklore . approved by the gradua te 
committee and carried out under the direc-
tion of an adviser. Prerequisire: Fifteen 
hours of graduate courses in folklore . 
ENG . 622-THE FOLKTALE AND 
OTHER TRADITIONAL 
NARRATIVE FORMS 
Different forms of narrati ve folklore; his-
tOry of folktale studies: scholarl y tools of 
folk narrative resea rch and their use . Pre-
requisire: Twel ve hours of undergraduate 
or graduate courses in literature and six 
hours of courses in folklore. 
ENG . 623-THE FOLK BALLAD 
Study of the folk ballad through the canon 
of T he English and Sco11ish Popular Bal-
lads: relationships with Scandinavian and 
other European forms; brief examination of 
broadsides and other semi-traditional forms. 
Prerequisite: Fifteen hours of undergraduate 
or graduate courses in literature. 
ENG. 624-FOLKLORE FIELD WORK 
Practical experience in the field collection 
of folklo re. wit h coordina ted discuss ion of 
problems and techniques; evaluation and 
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annotation of collected materials. leading 
to presentation in potentially publishable 
form. Prerequisite: Fifteen hours of un-
dergraduate or graduate cour,es in litera-
ture and nine hours of gradua te courses in 
folklore. 
ENG. 625-FOLKLO RE THEORY 
Examination a nd discussion of the major 
theo ries of folklore stud ies . Prerequisite: 
Nine hours of gradu a te cou rses in fo lklo re. 
ENG. 626-FOLKLORE AND 
CULTURE 
Relationship, between folklore and cu ltural 
st udie5, wi th emphasis on the American and 
Briti sh anthropo logical sc hools. Prerequisite: 
Twelve hours of undergraduate and grad-
uate courses in literat ure and three hours 
of courses in fol klore or anthropology. 
ENG. 630-SEMINAR IN CO MEDY 
Practi ce and theory of comedy from Aristo-
phanes to the present. Prerequisite: A major 
or its equivalent in English, comparative 
literature, foreign lan guage, or speech and 
theatre . 
ENG 631-THE MEDIEVAL 
ROMANCE 
Romance literature, with special attention 
to the Arthurian cycle of romances and its 
influence on the hi story of English litera-
ture. Prerequisire: A major or its equiva-
lent in English, folklore. co mparative litera-
ture , or foreign language and litera ture . 
ENG. 690-PROJECT 
Study undertaken by one or more individu-
als on a problem of special interest; must 
be submitted in acceptable form accordin2 
to directions given by the Graduate Office~ 
ENG. 694-RESEARCH IN 
LITERATURE AND 
LANGUAGE 
A study of the basic materials. methods. 
and problems relevant to research in En g-
lish literature and language. 
ENG. 695-THESIS 
An individual investigation of an origin a l 
problem to be submitted acco rdin g to direc-
tions given by the Graduate Offict:. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
FRENCH 401-CONTEMPORARY 
FRENCH LITERATURE 
(g) 
FRENCH 404-F RENCH LITERATURE 
(g) 
LATIN 404-READING FROM ROMAN 
PHILOSOPHY (g) 
SPANISH 401-CERVANTES (g) 
SPANISH 402-SPANISH CLASS ICAL 
DRAMA (g) 
FRENC H 50 1-OLD FRENCH LAN-
GUAGE AND LITERA-
TURE 
Intensive reading of the major works of Old 
French literature. with discussion of the 
import ant literary a nd lin guistic featu res of 
the works read. Oral and written reports 
in French on the readings assigned. 
FRENCH 502-ADVANCED FRENCH 
COMPOSITION 
Further guidance and practice in the acqui-
sition of a good French style of writing, the 
selected stylistic examples from major con-
temporary French authors. Frequent written 
assignments in French . 
FRENCH 503-THE NEW NOVEL IN 
FRANCE 
Reading and extensive discussion of repre-
sentative novels of authors of the "nouvelle 
vague" ( Robbe-Grillet , Butor, Sarraute . 
Duras, ere .) Frequent oral and written re-
ports. 
FRENCH 504-READINGS IN FRENCH 
LITERATURE 
A reading course whose content will be 
varied to conform to the specific needs of 
individual students , aimed at filling in any 
outstanding gaps in the student's linguistic 
and literary preparation. 
SPANISH 50 1-EARLY SPANISH 
LITERATUR E 
Readings in the major genre prior to the 
Golden Age. Emphasis on the epic and the 
Cid. the poetry of Juan Ruiz and the origins 
of the drama and novel. Collateral readings 
to illustrate cultural background of the 
period. Reports a nd discussions in Spanish. 
SPANISH 502-EARL Y SPANISH 
Intensive oral practice through diction a nd 
conversation. Analysis of adequate written 
style through st udy of a variety of con-
temporary sou rces . Oral and written presen-
tations will be required in Spanish. 
SPANISH 503-THE LATIN AMERICAN 
NOVEL 
Representative novels from major Latin 
American nations illustrative of litera ry, 
social and political developments in the 
hemi sphere . Collateral readings , reports and 
discussio ns in Spanish . 
SPANISH 504-READINGS IN SPANISH 
LITERATURE 
Direc ted readings in areas of Spanish Litera-
ture and literary criticism in which the stu-
dent requires further work. Intended to pro-
vide greater breadth or depth of study of 
Spanish literature as the individual's needs 
and dictate . 
MUSIC 
MUS. 400-AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC 
(g) 
MUS. 403-DRAMATIC MUSIC (g) 
MUS. 404-THE ART OF ENJOYING 
MUSIC (g) 
MUS. 405-MUSIC LITERATURE FOR 
YOUNG LISTENERS (g) 
MUS. 407-MUSIC HISTORY (ANTI-
QUITY THROUGH 
BAROQUE) (g) 
MUS. 408-MUSIC HISTORY (CLASSI-
CAL THROUGH 
ROMANTIC) (g) 
MUS. 409-MUSIC HISTORY (CON-
TEMPORARY) (g) 
MUS. 410-AFRO-AMERICAN MUSIC 
(g) 
MUS. 41 I-CONDUCTING (g) 
MUS. 413-VOICE CULTURE AND 
REPERTORY (g) 
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MUS. 418-LATIN AMERICAN MUSIC 
(g) 
MUS. 500-MUSIC IN EDUCATION 
Public school music education; contribu-
tions of various composers and music edu-
cators to public school music and to general 
culture; required readings; listening to rec-
ords; ideas on school assemblies. 
MUS. 501-SURVEY OF MUSIC 
LITERATURE 
Survey of music from antiquity to the pres-
ent; examination of scores; book reviews 
from texts in library on development of 
vocal and instrumental music . 
MUS. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT 
Research or investigation of a particular 
problem, to be planned and carried out by 
student, with consultation and guidance from 
instructor. 
PHILOSOPHY 
PHIL. 402-PHILOSOPHY OF 
PSYCHOLOGY (g) 
PHIL. 403-!7th-!8th CENTURY 
RATIONALISTS (g) 
PHIL. 404-BRITISH EMPIRICISM (g) 
PHIL. 405-PLATO AND ARISTOTLE 
(g) 
PHIL. 406-THEORY OF LOGIC AND 
MATHEMATICS (g) 
PHIL. 407-THEORY OF VALUE (g) 
SPEECH AND THEATRE 
ARTS 
SP. & T.A. 528-SEMINAR IN CREA-
TIVE DRAMATICS 
Philosophy, methods. and materials of in-
formal playmaking with children; attention 
to special interests and creative projects. 
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE 
MATHEMATICS 
MATH . 401-MODERN GEOMETRY II 
(g) 
MATH . 403-APPLIED ANALYSIS (g) 
MATH. 404- MATHEMATICAL 
METHODS IN APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS (g) 
MATH. 405-PROBABILITY AND 
STATISTICS II ( g) 
MATH. 406- NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
(g) 
MATH. ~7-ADVANCED 
CALCULUS II (g) 
MATH . 412-MATHEMATICAL 
LOGIC (g) 
Mathemati..:s courses at the 400 le vel may 
be taken for graduate credit only with the 
written approval of the Chairman of the 
Mathematics Department. 
All 600 Courses have the following pre-
requisites : A student must have completed 
satisfactorily a minimum of 24 semester 
hours of undergraduate mathematics with at 
least 12 semester hours beyond Analytic 
Geometry and Calculus which includes 
a course in abstract algebra and a course 
in higher geometry. Additional prerequisites 
may appear after course descriptions. 
MATH. 500-MATHEMATICS IN THE 
ELEMENTARY 
CURRICULUM 
Development of number; rationale of proc-
esses; relationships; generalizations; meaning 
and significance of number and processes; 
mathematics as a language; measurement; 
problem solving; visual aids ; professional 
literature; analyses and reports of readings; 
individual research and project. Prerequisite: 
Math. 2 IO or 203 or equivalent. 
MATH. 502-WORKSHOP IN 
MATHEMATICS 
Selected topics in the field of elementary 
mathematics; analysis of research; individu-
al study of a problem and written report of 
findin gs; committee study and reports on 
problems. Prerequisite: Math. 2 IO or 203 
or equivalent. 
MATH. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT 
Research or investigation or a particular 
problem. to be planned and carried out by 
student. with consultation and guidance 
from instructor. 
MATH. 605-THEORY OF SETS 
Sets; relations ; functions; order and Zorn's 
lemma ; original numbers and their arith-
metic; cardinal numbers and their arith-
metic. 
MATH 606-HISTORY OF 
MATHEMATICS 
Chronological study of the development of 
elementary mathematics; national achieve-
ment s; of ages or periods; selected biog-
raphies ; appraisals and critiques; problem 
studies. 
MATH. 607-FOUNDATIONS OF 
MATHEMATICS 
The axiomatic methods; theory of sets and 
infinite sets; real number system and linear 
continuum; the complex number system; 
groups and their significance for the founda-
tions; development of various viewpoints 
on foundations. 
MATH. 609-THEORY OF NUMBERS 
Counting and recording of numbers; prop-
erties of numbers; Euclid's algorithm; prime 
numbers; the aliquot parts; in<le1erminate 
problems and their theory; Diophantine 
problems; congruences; analysis of con-
gruences; Wilson·s theorem; Euler's theo-
rem; theory of decimal expansions; the 
converse of Femat's theorem; the classical 
constructional problems. 
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\l:\TH. 610-MODERN ALGEBRA I 
Cy,li..: groups: transformation groups; fac-
tor groups: groups wit h operators; isomor-
phism theo rems: composition series: direct 
products of groups, Sylow theorems; residue 
cla,s rings, operations on ideals : extensions 
of rings. 
:\l:\TH. 6 1 I-MODERN ALGEBRA II 
Pol~ nomial rings ; factorizat ion in polynomi-
al domains: maximal, prime, and primary 
ide:ils: in noetherian rings: prime fields: 
exten,ions of fields: splitting fields: separa-
bilit): irreducibility; Galois theory. 
\!.-\TH . 6 I 2-NON-EUCLI D EAN 
GEOMETRY 
Hi ,torical development ; hyperbolic plane 
gwme try: elliptic plane geometry: topics 
from hype rbolic a nd elliptic trigonometry; 
con,istency of non-Euclidean geometrics. 
\1:\TH. 613-TOPOLOGY I 
Introducto ry se t theory; transformations: 
torologica l equivalence: topologica l spaces: 
mecn..: spaces. Prerequisite: Math . 3 I I (In-
troduction to Topology), or Math . 607 or 
\I.1th. 615 . 
\1.-\TH. 614-THEORY OF MATRICES 
The algebra of matrices and determinants: 
equl\ :ilence. si milarit y and congruence re-
lations on matrices: vector spaces: linear 
tr:insiormations: characteristic roots and 
ve.:wrs: applica tion s. 
\1.-\TH . 615-THEORY OF FUNCTIONS 
OF A REAL VARIABLE 
Pwl't'rties of sets: cardinal and ordinal num-
bers: real numbers: real functions, derivative 
o.L .L tunction. and sequences of functions: 
BIOLOGY 
BIOL. -WI-ECOLOGY 
BIOL. 403-ECONOMIC BIOLOGY 
AND COi\"SE RVATION (g) 
l:!IOL. 40+-PLANT MORPHOLOGY (g) 
BIOL. 405-ORGANIC EVOLUTION 
(g) 
BIOL. 406-BIO\lETR ICS I (gl 
3-+ 
mea.,ure and integration theory . Prerequi-
site: Math. 309 (Adva nced Calculus I-
recommended). 
MATH . 6 16-TH EO RY OF FUNCTIONS 
OF A COMPLEX 
VARIABLE 
Complex numbers: analytic functions: geom-
etry of eleme ntary functions: contour in-
tegrals: power se ries: conformal mappin g of 
sim ply connected regions. Prerequisite: 
Math . 309 (Advanced Ca lculus I) or Math. 
615 . 
MATH . 617-TOPOLOGY II 
Regu lar. norm a l, · an d completely regu lar 
spaces; Hil bert space: space of conti nuous 
functi ons; complete metric spaces; product 
spaces. metriza tio n and paracompactness: 
uniform spaces. 
MATH . 619-DIFFERENTIAL 
GEOMETRY 
The differential geometry of curves and sur-
faces with the use of vector and tenso r 
methods: curvature and tension; moving 
frames: curvilinear coordin ates; the funda~ 
menta l differential forms; intrinsic geometry: 
curves on a surface : applications to prob-
lems in dynamics, mechanics. and elasticity. 
Prerequisi te: Vector Analysis or Advanced 
Calculus recommended. 
MATH. 690-PROJECT 
A study undertaken by one or more individ-
uals in acceptable form according to di-
rections given by the Graduate Office. 
MATH. 695-THESIS 
An individual investigation of an original 
problem to be submitted in typewritten form 
according to directions given by the Gradu-
ate Office. 
BIOL. 408-PLANT PHYSIOLOGY (g) 
BIOL. 409-FIELD BIOLOGY (g) 
BIOL. 411-PARASITOLOGY (g) 
BIOL. 413- ORNITHOLOGY (g) 
BIOL. 4 15-RADIATION BIOLOGY (g ) 
BIOL. 418-LIMNOLOGY (gJ 
BIOL 603-ADVANCED GENETICS 
A study of recent advances in the area of 
chemical genetics including the fine struc-
ture of ON A, enzyme inter-re lationships and 
action. Statistical treatment of genetic data. 
and population genetics. Individual experi-
mental work under direction of instructor. 
Four hours per week. including laboratory . 
Prerequisite: one year of General Biology 
( Biol. 111-1 12) or its equiva lent. Genetics 
( Biol. ~03). General Physiology. 
BIOL. 607- BIOM ETR ICS II 
Enumeration data with more than one de-
gree of freedom, analysis of variance in 
two o r mo re groups of measurement data 
and with two o r more criteria of ..:lassifi-
cation, covariance. multi pie regression and 
covariance. binomial and Poisson distribu-
tions. and principles of expe rimental de-
sign. Fou r hours per week, including labora-
tory. Prerequisites: Biol. 406--Biometrics 
I, o r equivalent. 
BIOL. 6 10-PROTOZOOLOGY 
Morpho log y, physiology, and taxo nomy of 
the protozoa: live cycles of selected free-
living and parasitic species: importance in 
environmental inter-rel at io nships and signi-
ficance in human proble ms. Four hours per 
week. incl udi ng laboratory. Prerequisi te: 12 
sem. hrs. in biological sciences. 
BIOL. 614-TAXONOMY OF 
VASCULAR PLANTS 
Principles and techniques of vascular plant 
identificatio n and classification. Major em-
ph as is o n pl ant families of Northeastern 
United States and adjace nt Canada. Pre-
requisites: Genetics. Ph ys iology and Ecology. 
BIOL. 615-ADVANCED 
BACTERIOLOGY 
Study of the various groups of bac ter ia. 
particularl y those common in nature a nd 
affecting the health and welfare of man. 
Four hours per week. including laboratory. 
Prerequisite: 12 sem. hrs. in biological sc i-
ences. including Biol. 20 I. 
1 BIOL. 616-TOP ICS IN ANIMAL 
PHYSIOLOGY 
Special topics in anim al physiology. Pre-
requisites: Ge neral Physics; Organic C hem is-
try; one year of physiology. Four hours per 
week. 
BIOL. 617--SEM INAR 
Investigations and discussions of topics of 
current interest to biologis ts. Topics to be 
announced. Two hours per week. Graduate 
Biology Majors may enroll with permis-
sion of the instructor. Special Note: May 
be taken twice if different topics are plan-
ned . 
BIOL. 618-ETHOLOGY 
Causation. function. a nd biologica l signifi -
cance of instinctive behavior a nd learning 
in animals , and their application to eco logy 
and evolution. Three hours per week. Pre-
requisite: Minimum of I 8 hours of biology. 
BIOL. 619-PLANT ECOLOGY 
Trophic re la tions of plant communities in 
ecosystems. environmental factors influen-
cing vegetation. theory and practice of 
sampling and ana lyzing data. and interpre-
tation of the dynamics of pattern . distribu-
tion. and sequential development of plant 
communities. Classification: Elective. Pre-
requisite: A course in biometrics or statistics 
and a course in taxonomy of vascular 
plants. Credit: Three semester hours: two 
I-hour lectures and one 3-hour laboratory 
or field session per week. Additional all-
day field trips may be required. 
BIOL. 665-ALGOLOGY 
Taxonomy, ecology, morphology, ultrastruc-
ture, physiology, and economic importance 
of selected species of fre shwater algae. Pre-
requisite: Biology 401-Ecology. or the 
equivalent. Four hours per week including 
laboratory. 
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BIOL. 690-RESEARCH PROJECT 
IN BIOLOGY 
A study undertaken by one or more in-
dividual; on a problem of ,pecial interest: 
must be submitted in acceptable form ac-
cording to directions given by the Graduate 
Office. 
BIOL. 695-RESEARCH THESIS 
I N BIOLOGY 
An individual investigation of an origina l 
problem to be submitted in typewritte n 
form according to directions give n by the 
Graduate Office. 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEM. 400-INORGAN IC CHEM ISTRY 
(g) 
C HEM . 401-BIOC HE\IISTRY (g) 
CHEM. 403-INSTRC\.IENTAL 
C HEMISTRY (g) 
C H EM. 404-C HEMISTRY SEMINAR 
( g) 
C H EM. 420-NUCLEAR C HEMISTRY 
(g) 
C HEM . 500-ADY ANCED ORGANIC 
CHEMISTRY 
rheoretical and mechanist ic trea tment of 
organic chemistry. Special Topics. Prereq-
uisite: I year of Organic Chemistry. 
CHEM. 501-ADYANCED PHYSICAL 
CHEM ISTRY 
A treatment of advanced topics in physical 
chemistry. including an in troduction to the 
principles of the quantum theory and sta ti s-
tical mechanics. atomic and molecular spec-
tra. and the modern vale nce theory. Pre-
requisite: one year of Physical Chemistry. 
C H EM. 502-BlOCHEMlSTRY II 
Special topics in Biochemistry. Prerequisite: 
24 sem. hrs. of Chemistry including o ne 
semester of Biochemistry. or consent of in-
structor. 
CHEM. 510-SPECIAL TOPlCS IN 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
Adva nced topics of a reasonably broad na-
ture will be discussed in some detail with 
emphasis o n the current sta te of our knowl-
edge. These topics are essentially indepen-
dent of each other and the student may en-
roll for thi s course as often as possible pro-
vided th at he has not received cred it in this 
course for the same topic. Prerequisite: One 
year of Organic Chemistry. 
CHEM. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT 
Research or investiga tion of a particular 
problem to be planned and carried out by 
the student, with consultation and guida nce 
from instructor. 
CHEM. 690-RESEARCH PROJECT IN 
CHEMISTRY 
A study undertaken by one or more indi-
viduals on a problem of special interest; 
must be submitted in acceptable form ac-
cording to directions given by the Graduate 
Office. 
CHEM. 695-RESEARCH THESIS IN 
CHEMISTRY 
An individual investigation of an original 
problem to be submitted in typewritten form 
according to directions given by the Gradu-
ate Office. 
GEOLOGY 
GEOL. 400-GEOLOGY OF NEW 
YORK STATE (g) 
GEOL. .401-STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
(g) 
GEOL. 402-GEOLOGY OF NORTH 
AMERICA (g) 
GEOL. 403-GLACIAL GEOLOGY (g) 
GEOL. 404-OCEANOGRAPHY (g) 
GEOL. 540-MARINE GEOLOGY 
Descriptive and ana lytical approach to the 
sed iment at ion . stra ti grap hy and structure 
of the ocean basi ns. Four hou rs per week. 
including labo ratory; occasional field trips. 
Prerequisites: Geol. 302 and 303, or Geo!. 
404 . 
GEOL. 600-FIELD GEO LOGY 
Applications o f geo logical principles and 
techniques in the interpretation of earth 
fe atu res in the field. Prerequisite: I 8 sem. 
hrs . in geology. 
GEOL. 601-ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 
Origin. composition, alternation. and en-
richment of ores, origin of fossil fuels and 
other non-metalliferous deposits: conserva-
PHYSICS 
PHY. 603-A DY ANCED THERMO-
DYNAMICS AND 
STATISTICAL PHYSICS 
Thermodynamics. its laws, some elemen-
tary applications ; kinetic theory, some ele-
mentary applications ; statistical mechanics. 
classical and quantum statistics, ensembles. 
Classificatio 11: Elective for Physics Majors: 
others by permission of instrucwr. Pre-
requisi te: Phy. 303 and Math . 202 or Ph y. 
414, o r the equivalent. Credit: Three semes-
ter hours ; three I-hour lectures . 
tion of geologic resources. Prerequisites: 
18 sem. hrs. geology, inorganic chemistry. 
GEOL. 603-ADVANCED GENERAL 
GEOLOGY 
Curre nt topics and recent literature in-
volving geologic research. Prerequisite: 18 
sem. hrs. in geology. 
GEOL. 605-GEOLOGY SEM INAR 
Readings, reports, and discussion of cur-
rent geological problems and research. Pre-
requisite: 24 sem. hrs. in geology. 
GEOL. 690-RESEA RC H PROJ ECT IN 
GEOLOGY 
A study undertaken by one or more indi-
viduals on a problem of special interest: 
must be submitted in acceptable form ac-
cording to directions give n by the Graduate 
Office. 
GEOL. 695-RESEARCH THESIS IN 
GEOLOGY 
An individual investigation of a n orig inal 
problem to be sub mitted in typewritten form 
according to directions given by the Gradu-
ate Office. 
PHY. 606-ADVANCED QUANTU;\I 
THEORY I 
Quantum formalism and its interpretations, 
origi ns of the theory, Schroedinger equa-
tion, one-dimensional systems. statistical in-
terpretations, WKB approximation ; appli-
cations to simple systems, separation of 
variables. central potential, scattering prob-
lem. hydrogen problem, Rutherford scat-
tering, the harmonic oscillator. Classifica-
tion: Elective for Physics Majors ; others by 
permission of instructor. Prerequisite: Phy. 
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406. Phy. 414. Phy. 415 and Phy. 417 or 
Ph y. 616. or the equivalent. Credit: Three 
semester hours: three I-hour lectures. 
PHY. W7-ADVANCED QUANTUM 
THEORY II 
Quantum mechanical ;ymmetries and in-
variance. angular momentum. identical par-
ticles and the exclusion principle. conserva-
tion laws. time reversal. methods of ap-
proximation. stationary perturbations. vari-
ational method. collision theory: introduc-
tion to relativistic quantum mechanics and 
to quantization of the electromagnetic field. 
C/assi/ication: Elective for Physics Majors: 
others by permission of instructor. Prerequi-
site: Phy. 418. Phy. 419. Phy. 606 a nd Phy. 
616. or the equivalent. Credit: Three semes-
ter hours: three I-hour lectures. 
PHY. 608-NUCLEAR PHYSICS 
Properties of atomic nuclei and related 
phenomena: nuclear models . binding energy. 
nuclear forces. Cla.1.1ificatio11: Elective for 
Ph ys ics Majors: others by permission of 
instructor. Prerequi.1ite: Ph y. 406 and Phy. 
415. or equivalent. Credit: Three seme~ter 
hours: three I-hour lecture~. 
PHY. 609-ADVANCED 
SPECTROSCOPY 
A study of selected complex spectra and 
the evidence they have provided for the 
development of atomic theory. C!tw,ifica-
tion: Elective for Ph ysics :\lajors: others by 
permission of instructor. Prerequisite: Ph y. 
406 and Phy. 409. or the equivalent. Credit: 
Three semester hours: three I-hour lectures. 
PHY. 611-ADVANCED SOLID 
STATE PHYSICS 
Crystal structure; cla,,ification of solids ac-
cording to binding: propagation of waves in 
solids: thermal properties: dielectric proper-
ties; paramagnetism and diamagnetism; free 
electron theory of metals: band theory of 
solids: semiconductors. Classi{icatio11: Elec-
tive for Physics Majors: others by permis-
sion of instructor. Prerequisite: Phy. 406 
and Phy. 415. or equivalent. Credit: Three 
semester hours: three I-hour lectures. 
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PHY. 616-ADVANCED DYNAMICS I 
Review of vectorial particle dynamics: La-
grangian formulation of mechanics: the 
two-body central force problem: rigid body 
motion in three dimemions. Classi/ication: 
Elective for Physics Majors: others by per-
mission of instructor. Prerequisite: Phy. 414. 
Phy. 415 and Phy. 417. or the equivalent. 
Credit: Three semeste r hours; three I-hour 
lectures. 
PHY. 617-ADVANCED DYNAMICS II 
Conti nuation of Phy. 616; special relativity 
in classical mech anics: Hamilton·s equatiom 
of motion: canonical transformations: Hamil-
ton-Jacobi theory: theory of sma ll oscilla-
tions ; Lagrangian and Hamiltonian func-
tions for continuous systems and fields. 
Classification: Elective for Physics Majors: 
others by permission of instructor. Prerequi-
site: Phy. 419 and Phy. 616. or the equiva-
lent. Credit: Three se mester hours: three 
I-hour lectures. 
PHY . 618-ADVANCED ELECTRICITY 
AND MAGNETISM I 
Theory. boundary value ;,roblems. and di-
electrics in electrostatics: magnetostatics: 
time varying fields and Maxwell"s equa-
tions: plane electromagnetic waves: wa ve 
guides and resonant cavities: radiatin(! svs-
tems and diffract ion. C/asJi/ication: ~ El~c-
tive for Physics Majors; other by permis-
sion. of instructor. Prerequisite: Ph y. 414. 
Ph y. 415. Phy. 416. Phy. 418 and Ph y. 419. 
or the equivalent. Credit: Three semester 
hours: three I-hour lectures. 
PHY. 619-ADVANCED ELECTRICITY 
AND MAGNETISM II 
Continuation of Phy . 618: magnetohydro-
dynamics and plasma physics ; special rela-
tivity ; relativistic particle mechanics; colli-
sions between charged particles: radiation 
by moving charges: bremsstrahlung; multi-
pole fields: radiation damping , scattering. 
and absorption. ClaHi{ication: Elective for 
Physics Major; ; others by permission of in-
structor. Prerequisite: Phy. 618. or the 
equivalent. Credit: Three semester hours: 
three I-hour lectures. 
PHY. 625-PHYSICS SEMINAR 
Selected reading. reports. discussion and 
evaluation of research in physics and the 
teaching of physics. Clcmi/ication: Elective 
for Physics Majors: others by permission 
of instructor. Credit: One to three semester 
hours. 
PHY 690-RESEARCH PROJECT 
IN PHYSICS 
A study undertaken by one or more in-
dividuals on a problem of specia l interest: 
the problem must be approved by the 
Graduate Committee of the Department of 
Physics before the project is begun; a report 
on the project must be submitted in ac-
ceptable form according to directions given 
by the Graduate Office. 
PHY. 695-RESEARCH THESIS 
IN PHYSICS 
An individual investigation of an original 
problem to be submitted in typewritten 
form according to directions given by the 
Graduate Office. the problem and procedure 
must be approved by the Graduate Com-
mittee of the Department of Physics before 
the investigation is begun. 
GENERAL SCIENCE 
SCI. 409-HISTORY OF SCIENCE (g) 
SCI. 410-SCIENCE IN THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
CURRICULUM (g) 
SCI. 415-BASIC SCIENCE OF 
RADIATION AND 
RADIOISOTOPES (g) 
SCI. 527-CURRENT RESEARCH IN 
SCIENCE 
Study of current research in the various 
sciences: implications of such research for 
present and future iiving; implications of re-
search in science for the secondary school 
science curriculum. Prerequisites: Six semes-
ter hours in each of two sciences. 
SCI. 528-SEMINAR IN SCIENCE 
EDUCATION 
Current trends in science education in the 
public schools: recent research in science 
education: problems of individual students. 
Prerequisite: Two years experience teach-
ing scie nce as a special subject. 
SCI. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT 
Research or investigation of a particular 
problem. to be planned and carried out by 
the st udent. with consultation and guidance 
from instructor. 
SCI. 690-PROJECT 
A study undertaken by one or more in-
dividuals on a problem of special interest: 
must be submitted in acceptable form ac-
cording to directions give n by the Grad-
uate Office. 
SCI. 695-THESIS 
An individual investigation of an original 
problem to be submitted in typewritten 
form according to directions give n by the 
Graduate Office. 
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SOCIAL SCIENCES 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ANTH. 402-CULTURAL 
ANTHROPOLOGY (g) 
ANTH. 403-LANGUAGE AND 
CULTURE (g) 
ECONOMICS 
ECON. 401-INTERNATIONAL 
ECON OM IC RELATIONS 
OF THE UNITED STATES 
(g) 
ECON. 403-COMPARATIVE 
ECONOMICS SYSTEMS (g) 
ECON . 502-WORKSHOP IN 
ECONOMICS 
Consideration of economic concepts in the 
curriculum: American economic system: role 
of government in free enterprise economy: 
money. banking. and credit: selected group 
projects in areas of investments. labor-
management relations. agriculture aspects of 
foreign policy. t:conomy of the Niagara 
Frontier, and government regulatory agen-
cies. 
ECON. 503-GOVERNMENT AND THE 
AMERICAN ECONOMY 
Economic and political background of the 
rise. nature. and extent of government aid, 
- promotion. and regulation of the American 
Economy: economic im pact of the Federal 
Government on business. agriculture. labor. 
conservation. a nd world trade; current poli-
cies to promote economic growth and sta-
bility. 
ECON. 505-STUDIES IN CONTEM-
PORARY ECONOMIC 
PROBLEMS 
Internatio na l trade: international fin a nce: in-
flation; labor legi lation: problems of labor 
and management: price levels. 
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GEOGRAPHY 
GEOG . 402-MAP INTERPRETATION 
FOR TEACHERS (g) 
GEOG 404-GEOGRAP HY OF THE, 
SOVIET UNION fg) 
GEOG . 405-GEOGRAPHY OF THE 
f\1EDITERRANEAN 
WORLD (g) 
GEOG. 500-GEOGRAPHY OF 
EASTERN ASIA 
Physical and cultural geog raph y of China, 
Japan. Korea, Mongolia. and the countries 
of sou theast Asia: emphasis on the major 
economies and their relationships to the 
natural environment. 
GEOG. 501-STUDIES IN INDUSTRIAL 
GEOGRAPHY 
Study of man 's major occupations and their 
relationships to the natural environment; 
emphasis on select topics in agriculture, 
manufacturing. and mining that a re of 
world-wide significance. 
GEOG. 502-GEOGRAPHY IN THE 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
Methods and techniques of teaching geog-
raphy in the seco ndary schools with empha-
sis on the 9th grade level; elements of the 
natural and cultural environments that 
should be emphasized in seco ndary school 
geography: and the general geography of 
Eastern Asia, South and Southeast Asia, 
and Subsaharan Africa. 
GEOG. 503-STUDIES IN RESOURCE 
CONSERVATION 
Principles of natura l resource conservatio n: 
select problems in resource conservation . 
soil erosion . water pollution. destruction 
of forests. grasslands, and wildlife, flood 
control. and depletion of minerals: emphasis 
on conservation in the United States and 
New York State. 
GEOG. 504-STUD IES IN THE GEOG-
RAPHY OF ANGLO-
AMERICA 
Regional divisions: landforms. climates. 
soils. natural vegetation. drainage. major 
economies: emphasis on the leading econo-
mies o'f each region and their rel atio n,hips 
to the natural environment. 
GEOG. 505-STUD IES IN THE GEOG-
RAPHY OF MIDDLE 
AMERICA 
The physical and cultural geography of 
Mexico , Central America. and the We,1 In -
dies with emphasis on the problems man 
has encountered 1n hi s attemph to adjust 
to the natural e nvironment. 
GEOG. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT 
Re sea rch or investigation of a particular 
problem . to be planned and carried out 
by student. with consultation and guidance 
from instructor. 
HISTORY 
HIST. 400-TWENTIETH CENTURY 
EUROPEAN DIPLOMACY 
(g) 
HIST. 401-AMERICAN EXPANSION 
SINCE 1783 (g) 
HIST. 402- HISTORY OF THE SOVIET 
UNION (g) 
HIST. 403--HISTORY OF AMERICAN 
FOREIGN RELATIONS (g) 
HIST. 404-THE SOUTH, SECTIONAL-
ISM , AND THE C IVIL WAR 
(g) 
HIST. 405-THE RENAISSANCE AND 
REFORMATION fg) 
HIST. 406-THE FRENCH REVOLU-
TION AND NA POLEON (g) 
HIST. 407-GERMANY SINCE 1871 (g) 
HIST. 408-HISTORY OF AMERICAN 
THOUGHT (g) 
HIST. 412-HISTORY OF EAST 
CENTRAL EUROPE (g) 
HIST. 414-HISTORY OF THE 
BALKANS SINCE 1453 (g) 
HIST. 415-HISTORY OF IBERIA 
FROM THE RECONQUEST 
TO 1815 (g) 
HIST. 500-STUDIES IN TWENTIETH 
CENTURY AMERICAN 
HISTORY 
Aspects of American life ,ince 1900: signifi-
cant trends. policies, and ideas in politics. 
diplomacy. and national culture: topics for 
~tudy dictated by student needs and in-
terests . 
HIST. 501-STUDIES IN TWENTIETH 
CENTURY EUROPEAN 
HISTORY 
Stud y of a central theme selected by in-
structor and class. such as: modern politi-
cal ideologies : international relations: in-
dividual country, region or period. 
HIST. 502-THE UN ITED STATES AND 
ITS INTER-AMERICAN 
RELATIONS 
American policies toward the Latin Ameri-
can Republics and the Dominion of Cana-
da: recognition ; Monroe Doctrine: imperial-
ism: peaceful settlement: cultural inter-
change: hemisphere security; regionalism . 
HIST. 503-SOCIAL AND INTELLEC-
TUAL HISTORY OF THE 
UNITED STATES 
Social roots of systems of thought; effect of 
ideas upon American society: continuing 
patterns of thought. such as Puritanism. lib-
eralism. democracy: contributions of intel-
lectual leaders. 
HIST. 504-HISTORY OF THE 
AMERICAN FRONTIER 
West ward movement of settlement in terms 
of trader-trapper, farmer. cattle and mining 
frontiers; a nalys is of myth and interpreta-
tions. with emphasis upon the edenic and 
heroic conceptions in contemporary ac-
coun ts. both fiction and non-fiction . 
HIST . 505-STUDIES IN AMERICA 
COLONIAL HISTORY 
Comparison of colonial policies pursued by 
European powers in the New World; modi-
fication in a new environment of such trans-
pl anted elements as the family. church. 
schools. economy, and government. 
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HIST. 506-PROBLE\!S OF CONTEM-
PORARY ENGLAND 
Rise of trade unions: industrial and labor 
relations: career of the Labor Party: pro-
grams for social democracy: the changing 
world position of England. 
HIST. 507-THE UNITED STATES IN 
CONTHIPORARY WORLD 
AFFAIRS 
United States foreign policy; United States 
and the United Nations: Atlantic and Pa-
cific commitments: internal problems such 
as defense. production. inflation. and taxa-
tion. 
HIST. 508-REFOR\! AND 
REFOR\IERS IN 
AMERICAN CIVILIZATION 
Economic and social milieu creating need 
for reform; personality characteristics of 
reform leaders: st ructure and operations of 
reform movements: selected reform move-
ments and periods of widely-sponsored re-
form sentiment: changes wrought in Ameri-
can society. 
HIST. 509-HISTORY OF RUSSIAN 
DIPLOMACY 
Problems of Russian and Soviet foreign 
policy. with specia l emphasis on the post-
revolutionary period. 
HIST . 600-SHIINAR IN THE 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 
AMERICAN HISTORY 
Sources. monographs and general histories 
- -- in_ Lhe biWiography of American history; 
collections of historical materials: historical 
organizations and services: analysis of se -
lected topics and authors. 
HIST. 601-SH!INAR IN THE 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 
EUROPEAN HISTORY 
Sources. monographs. and gene~al histories 
in the historical bibliography of se lected 
European countries: collections of histori-
cal materials: hist0rical organiza tions: prob-
lems of research: analysis of se lected topics 
and authors. 
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HIST 602-SE!\IINAR IN MODERN 
RUSSIAN HISTORY 
Research in the problems of the Soviet 
Union. from the establishment of Marxism 
on Russian soil to the present. emphasizing 
ideological prohlems and Russian foreign 
policy. particularly toward Europe. 
HIST. 603-SEI\IINAR IN MODERN 
EAST CENTRAL 
EUROPEAN HISTORY 
Research in the problems of the nations lo-
cated between Ru,sia and Germany, a nd 
between the Baltic Sea and Turkey. from 
the middle of the nineteenth century to the 
present with special emphasis on ideological 
conflicts and foreign policy. 
HIST. 609-LOCAL HISTORY: 
RESEARCH METHODS 
AND TECHNIQUES 
Preparation of individual research papers 
on some undeveloped aspect of local his-
tory: guidance in historical research and 
writing techniques. 
HIST. 610-SEMINAR IN 
CONTEMPORARY 
EUROPEAN HISTORY 
Problems of Contemporary Europe from 
the unification of Italy and Germany to 
the prese nt; nationalism. imperialism and 
communism; the struggle for domination of 
Europe after World War I and World War 
II. 
HIST. 611-SEMINAR IN 
AMERICAN HISTORY 
Problems in American social. intellectual. 
or diplomatic history as determined by 
student needs and staff: historical method-
ology. the philosophy of history and histori-
cal writi ng: individual projects and seminar 
discussion. 
HIST. 695-THESIS 
An individual investigation of an original 
problem to be submitted in typewrillen 
form according to directions given by the 
Graduate Office . 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
P.S. 401-lNTERNATIONAL LAW 
AND ORGANIZATIONS (g) 
P.S . 403-HISTOR Y OF POLITICAL 
THEORY (g) 
P.S . 505-CONTEMPORARY AFRICA 
An examination of the dimensions. dilem-
mas. and directions of the emerging African 
states: examples of interaction with the 
Western world: discussions of the social 
and economic changes underway. 
P.S. 506-INTERNATIONAL RELA-
TIONS IN THE WORLD 
TODAY 
Topics such as international organization. 
international law. regionali sm. economic 
development, role of ideologies. or relation-
ship of domestic and international politics. 
P.S. 507-THE CONSTITUTION: 
POLITICS AND COURTS 
Foundations of American constitutionalism 
and the politics of the Const itution ; estab-
SOCIAL STUDIES 
S.S. 401-POLITICAL BEHAVIOR AND 
PUBLIC OPINION (g) 
S.S. 502-WORKSHOP IN METHODS 
AND MATERIALS IN THE 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
Consideration of unit. topic . discussion. 
project. problem. and laboratory methods; 
teaching aids such as film strips; pictures. 
models. and library reference materials: 
types of evaluation. 
S.S. 504-STUDIES IN NON-WESTERN 
CULTURES: THE MIDDLE 
EAST 
An area study of characteristic cultural fea-
tures of the countries: examples of inter-
action with Western world; cultural and so-
cial changes underway: examples of prob-
lishment of judicial review and its functions 
throu gh history: the evolution of Federal 
power over interstate commerce and taxa-
tion: federalism. separation of powers. a nd 
states rights through history: courts and the 
protection of individual rights - civil. 
political. and property. 
P.S. 508-CONTEMPORARY EURO-
PEAN POLITICAL 
MOVEMENTS 
Party ideologies. organization. parliamen-
tary tactics. propaganda. campaigns, elec-
toral geography. and socia l composition: 
party systems. individual parties. and pres-
sure groups. 
PS. 509-CASE STUDIES IN LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT AND 
POLITICS 
Structure and practice; revenues and ex-
penditures: public housing, health. and wel-
fare: planning and zoning: educational-po-
litical relationships: topics selected in ac-
cordance with student needs and interests. 
lem s typica l of the underdeveloped nations 
in the world today. 
S.S. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT 
Research or investigation of a particular 
problem. to be planned and carried out by 
student. with consultation and guidance 
from instructor. -
S.S. 690-PROJECT 
A study undertaken by one or more indi-
viduals on a problem of special interest ; 
must be submitted in acceptable form ac-
cording to directions given by the Graduate 
Office. 
S.S. 695-THESIS 
An individual investigation of an original 
problem to be submitted in typewritten 
form according to directions given by the 
Graduate Office. 
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SOCIOLOGY 
SOC. 401-JUVENILE DELINQUENCY 
(g) 
SOC. 403-CONTEMPORARY 
SOCIOLOGICAL 
THEORY (g) 
SOC. 404-SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION 
(g) 
SOC. 410-SEMINAR ON 
ALCOHOLISM (g) 
SOC. 501-CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL 
PROBLEMS 
Problem areas of American society: sources 
of information: techniques for discoverinc 
and analyzing ,ocial problems: analysis of 
several major problems. selected in accor-
dance with student needs a nd interests. 
SOC. 503-SOCIOLOGY OF CRIME 
Nature and extent of crime; causes. condi-
tions a nd theories regarding crime; adm inis-
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tration of justice: treatment of criminals: 
crime prevention. 
SOC. 505-POPULATION ANALYSIS 
A D PROBLEMS 
United States and world populations: quan-
tity increase and decrease. di stribution. mi-
gration. and composition of population: 
bearing of these factors upon economic. po-
litical. and social problems and upon social 
values. action. and structure. 
SOC. 506-M INORITY GROUPS IN 
AMERICAN CULTURE 
Major racial. nationality, and religious 
minority groups in America treated from 
the cultural, hi storica l. and familial point 
of view: current a nthropological and psy-
chological data on uniformities, differences, 
pre judices. and discrimination. 
, .. ..,",.·'~W 
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PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
Professional Studies includes the Divisions of Elementary Education, Secondary 
Education, Exceptional Children Education and the Department of Education. 
Details concerning the programs and courses offered are provided under these 
headings in thi s Catalogue. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND 
EARLY SECONDARY EDUCATION 
Depending on his undergraduate preparation and certification, the student may 
earn a master's degree in Elementary Education or in Elementary and Early 
Secondary Education. Appropriate courses to each program should be selected 
from Group A and Group B as well as the choice of Education 60 I or 532. 
REQUIRED PROFESSIONAL COURSES 
(Select one course from Group A and one course from Group B and 
one course from either A or B.) 
GROUP A 
Ed. 411 , 605 
or 
Ed. 537 
Ed. 415 
Ed. 527 
Ed. 420. 620 
Ed. 414, 614 
or 
Ed. 545 
Ed. 621 
or 
Ed. 542 
Ed. 418, 518 
Ed. 419 
Ed. 502 
Evaluation Techniques in the Elementary School 
Evaluation in the Secondary School 
Seminar in Early Childhood Education 
Problems in Education Services for Young Children 
Teaching the Language Arts in the Elementary School 
The Teaching of Reading 
The Teaching of Reading in the Secondary School 
The Elementary School Curriculum 
Seminar in Secondary School Curriculum 
Workshop in Audio-Visual Education 
Methods and Materials in the Elementary School 
Programmed Learning 
Credit 
Hours 
9 
45 
GROUP B 
Ed. 509 
Ed. 519 
Personality Adjustment in the Elementary School 
Applied Mental Hygiene 
Ed. 410, 606 Philosophy of Education 
Ed. 541 
Ed. 556 
Ed. 540 
Ed. 529 
Ed. 503 
Ed . 523 
Ed. 412 
REQUIRED 
RESEARCH 
Ed. 595 
Ed. 60 I 
or 
Social Foundation of Education 
Group Dynamics 
Studies in Human Growth and Development 
Adolescent Psychology 
Educational Psychology 
Principles and Practices of Guidance 
Comparative Education 
COURSES IN ARTS A .\'D SC/E,YCES 
Chosen by advisement from Art. English. Geography. 
Mathematics. Music. Philosophy. Science and Social Sci-
ences . Those extending certificatio n to grades 7. 8, or 9 
must complete at least six hours in their major discipline. 
Elementary Education majors must take six hours in their 
concentration. 
Research Methods and Techniques 
( Required of all ca ndid :ites) 
( In addition. each candidate. after a conference with his 
adviser. must select one of the following requirements.) 
Seminar in Elementary Education 
Ed. 532 Secondary School Education 
Ed. 690 Project 
Ed. 695 Master's Thesis 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
Total Requirements 
46 
12 
5-9 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
3 
30 
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALSHIP AND OR 
SUPERVISION 
Experienced teachers desiring the elementary school prineipal·s provisional certifi-
cate should complete the bachelor's degree and six semester hours in Ed. 603 and 
604 . Candidates for the permanent certificate must complete the bachelor's degree 
and thirty hours in approved graduate courses including. in addition to Ed. 603 
and 604. three to six hours in Ed. 607. 615. 621. or 552. 
Experienced teachers desiring the elementary school supervisor's provisional 
certificate should complete the bachelor·s degree and six semester hours in Ed. 630 
and 631 . Candidates for the permanent certificate must complete an additional 
twenty-four semester hours in approved graduate courses. six of which should be 
in Ed. 621 and 65 l. 
Studl'nts who /w1·e not received a per111(111e11t Ele111e11tW")' C errificate f)rior to 
Sept. I , 1966 may not enter this firogra111. 
REQUIRED PROFESSIO.VAL COURSES 
Ed. 603 Organization of the Elementary School 
Ed . 604 Administration of the Elementary School 
or 
Ed . 630 Principles of Supervision 
Ed. 631 Supervision of Teaching 
Education Electives 
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIE:VCES 
RESEARCH 
Ed. 595 
Ed. 690 
Ed. 695 
Chosen by advisement from Art. English. Geography. 
Mathematics, Music, Philosoph y, Science. and Social Sci-
ences . 
Research Methods and Techniques 
Project 
Master's Thesis 
( Each candidate. after conference with his adviser must 
select one of the above requirements.) 
UN RESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
Tora/ R equiremenrs 
Credit 
H oun 
12 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
8-10 
3-6 
3 
4 
6 
4-10 
32 
-+ 7 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
The State University College at Buffalo offers graduate study leading to the degree 
of Master of Science in Secondary Education with majors in English. Mathematics. 
Science. or Social Studies. Science areas include Biology. Physics. General Science. 
Chemistry and Earth Science . 
The student may take a major in mathematics and a minor in science. a major 
in science and a minor in mathematics. or a major and minor in two areas in science . 
The student who completes the requirements for a Bachelor of Science de-
gree in Secondary Education with a major and a minor in science or mathematics 
receives provisional certification until he completes the additional thirty-two hours 
for his master of science degree. The completion of the work provides permanent 
certification ; however. the student may obtain permanent certification by com-
pleting thirty hours of prescribed graduate courses. This work must be com-
pleted within a period of five years after receiving the bachelor's degree. 
THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH IN SECONDARY 
(JU IOR AND SENIOR HIGH) SCHOOL 
PREREQUISITES 
Undergraduate preparation including six hours in com-
position and communication and preparation in writing. 
linguistics, literary materials for adolescents, English 
literature. American literature and world literature. speech. 
oral interpretation. 
REQUIRED COURSES 
RESEARCH 
Ed. 595 
or 
Required of all students who are candidates for the 
master's degree. Each candidate, after conference with 
his adviser, must select one of the following: 
Research Methods and Techniques ... 
Eng. 694 Research in Literature and Language 
Eng. 690 Project 
Eng. 695 Master's Thesis 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 
Ed. 545 Teaching Reading in the Secondary School 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
Tow/ R equirements 
48 
Credit 
Hours 
42 
18 
3-6 
3 
4 
6 
3 
3-7 
30 
THE TEACHING OF MA THEMATICS IN SECONDARY 
(JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH) SCHOOL 
Credit 
Hours 
PREREQUISITES 24 
Undergraduate preparation including a minimum of 
24 hours in mathematics courses selected by advisement 
from the following: College Algebra; Trigonometry; Ana-
lytic Geometry and Calculus I, Il, III, Introduction to 
Modern Algebra ; Linear Algebra ; Modern Geometry L 
ll ; Differential Equations; Probability and Statistics I, II; 
Elementary Theory of Numbers; Advanced Calculus I and 
II; Numerical Analysis; Sets and Logic; Introduction to 
Topology. 
REQUIRED COURSES 18 
RESEARCH 
18 semester hours required in graduate mathematics 
courses selected by advisement. 
Required of all students who are candidates for the 
master's degree. Each candidate. after conference with 
his adviser, must select one of the following requirements: 
Ed. 595 Research Methods and Techniques 
Math . 690 Project 
Math . 695 Master's Thesis 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 
Secondary Education Elective (Student may elect a 
course in mathematics in lieu of this requirement.) 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
Total Requirements 
THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN SECONDARY 
(JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH) SCHOOL 
PREREQUISITES . 
Major Area of Specialization 
Chemistry and Physics majors require, in addition, 
Differential and Integral Calculus. Also required, one 
year in each of the other sciences and in mathematics . 
3-6 
3 
4 
6 
3 
6 
30 
Credit 
Hours 
48 
24 
49 
REQUIRED COURSES 
RESEARCH: 
18 semester hours are required in graduate science and 
mathematics courses selected by advisement. 
Required of all students who arc candidates for the 
master's degree. Each candidate. after a conference with 
his adviser. must select one of the fol lowing requirements: 
Ed. 595 Research Methods and Techniques 
Biol.. Ch .. Geo!.. Phy. or Sci . 690 Project 
Biol.. Ch .. Geo! .. Ph y. or Sci. 695 Master's Thesis 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 
Secondary Education Elective (Student may elect a 
course in science in lieu of this requirement.) 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
Tow/ Req11ire111en1s 
THE TEACHING OF SOCIAL STUDIES IN SECONDARY 
(JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH) SCHOOL 
PREREQUISITES 
Undergraduate preparation including at least six hours 
in Cnitcd States History; six hours in European History; 
and the Social Science core of at leas t 24 hours, including 
a full yea r's work in four of the following 6 areas: Anthro-
pology. Economics, Geography, History other than United 
States or European. Political Science, Sociology. 
REQUIRED COU RSES 
RESEARCH: 
Required of all students who are candidates for the 
master 's degree. Each candidate, after a conference with 
his adviser, must select one of the following requirements: 
Ed. 595 Research Methods and Techniques 
S.S. 690 Project 
S.S. 695 Master' s Thesis 
PROFESSIO,VAL EDUCATION 
Seconc.iary Education Elective (Student may elect a 
course in Social Studies in lieu of th is requirement.) 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
Tora/ Requirements 
50 
18 
3 
4 
6 
3 
6 
30 
Credit 
Hours 
42 
18 
3 
4 
6 
3 
6 
30 
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN EDUCATION 
MENTAL RETARDATION 
REQ UIR ED COU RSES 
*Ex.Et.I . -+03 
*Ex.Ed. 40-+ 
*Ex.Ed. 408 
*Ex.Ed. 413 
*Ex .Ed . 418 
Ex.Ed. 419 
Ex.Ed. 420 
Ex .Ed. 508 
Ex .Ed. 509 
By advisement from the following: 
Mental and Educational Measurements 
Curriculum Prac tices fo r Children with Mental 
Retardation 
Creative Arts for Mentally Retarded 
Nature and Needs of Exceptional Chi ldren 
Practicu m in Mental Retardation 
Teaching the Severely Retarded (Trainable) 
Speech Problems of Children 
Understanding the Problem Ch ild in the Classroom 
The Gifted Chi ld 
Ex.Ed. 527 Guidance of Chi ldren who are Exceptional 
Ex . Ed . 590 Special Projec t 
Credit 
Hours 
12 
REQ UIRED COURSES l ,V ARTS AND SCIENCES 10 
Chose n by advisement from Art, English, Geography, 
Mathematics. Music. Philosophy. Science and Soc ial Sci-
ences. 
'" These courses meet New York State certification requirements. Students seeki ng certificatio n 
shouid con~tdt with the Division Directo r before first regi,tration. 
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RESEARCH 
Ed. 595 
Ex.Ed. 690 
Ex.Ed. 695 
Research Methods and Techniques 
Project 
Master's Thesis 
( Each candidate. after conference with 
select one of the above requirements .) 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
his adviser, must 
Total Requirements 
PHYSICAL HANDICAP 
REQUIRED COURSES 
Ex.Ed. 403 
*Ex.Ed. 413 
*Ex.Ed. 417 
Ex.Ed. 420 
*Ex.Ed. 421 
Ex.Ed. 508 
Ex.Ed. 509 
By advisement from the following: 
\1ental and Educational Measurement 
Nature and Needs of Exceptional Children 
Curriculum Practices for Children with Orthopedic 
Handicap 
Speech Problems of Children 
Practicum in_ Teaching Children with Orthopedic 
Handicap 
Understanding the Problem Child in the Classroom 
The Gifted Child 
*Ex.Ed. 527 Guidance of Chi ldren Who Are Exceptional 
Ex.Ed. 590 Special Project 
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Chosen by advisement from Art, English. Geography, 
\1athematics, Music. Philosophy, Science and Social Sci-
ences. 
RESEARCH 
Ed. 595 
Ex.Ed. 690 
Ex.Ed. 695 
Research Methods and Techniques 
Project 
Master's Thesis 
( Each candidate, after conference with 
select une of the above requi rements.) 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
Total Requirements 
his adviser. must 
3-6 
3 
4 
6 
2-5 
30 
Credit 
Hours 
12 
10 
3-6 
3 
4 
6 
2-5 
30 
*These courses meet New York State certification requirements. Students seeking certification 
should consult with the Division Director before first registration. 
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SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY 
Credit 
Hours 
REQUIRED COURSES 
Ex.Ed. 412 
Ex.Ed. 413 
Ex.Ed. 415 
Ex.Ed. 416 
Ex.Ed. 506 
Ex.Ed. 609 
Ex.Ed. 612 
Ex.Ed. 616 
Ex.Ed. 617 
Ex.Ed. 590 
REQUIRED 
By advisement from the following: 
Audiometry and Hearing Aids 
Nature and Needs of Exceptional Children 
Speech Reading and Auditory Training 
Seminar in Stuttering 
Workshop in Education of Children with Hearing 
Impairment 
Advanced Seminar in Voice and Articulation Disorders 
Neuropathologies of Speech 
Advanced Clinic in Speech and Hearing Disorders 
Seminar in Cleft Palate 
Special Project 
COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Chosen by advisement from Art, English, Geography, 
Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, Science and Social Sci-
ences. 
12 
10 
RESEARCH 
Ed. 595 
Ex.Ed. 690 
Ex.Ed. 695 
Research Methods and Techniques 
Project 
Master's Thesis 
3-6 
3 
4 
6 
( Each candidate. after conference with 
select one of the above requirements.) 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
his adviser, must 
2-5 
32 Total Requirements 
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN EDUCATION 
EX.ED. 403-MENTAL AND EDUCA-
TIONAL MEASUREMENT 
(g) 
EX.ED. 404-CURRICULUM PRAC-
TICES FOR CHILDREN 
WITH MENTAL RETAR-
DATION (g) 
EX.ED. 408-CREATIYE ARTS FOR 
MENTALLY RETARDED 
(g) 
EX .ED. 412-AUDIOMETRY AND 
HEARING AIDS (g) 
EX.ED. 413-NATURE AND NEEDS 
OF EXCEPTIONAL 
CHILDREN (g) 
EX.ED. 414-INTRODUCTION TO 
AUDIOLOGY (g) 
EX.ED. 415-SPEECH READING AND 
AUDITORY TRAINING 
(g) 
EX .ED. 416-SEMINAR IN STUTTER-
ING (g) 
EX.ED. 417-CURRICULUM PRAC-
TICES FOR CHILDREN 
WITH ORTHOPEDIC 
HANDICAP (g) 
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EX.ED. 418-PRACTICUM IN MENTAL 
RETARDATION (g ) 
EX.ED. 419-TEACHING THE 
SEVERELY RETARDED 
(TRAINABLE) (g) 
EX.ED. 420-SPEECH PROBLEMS OF 
CHILDREN (g) 
EX .ED. 421-PRACTICUM IN TEACH-
ING CHILDREN WITH 
ORTHOPEDIC HANDI-
CAP (g) 
EX.ED. 506-WORKSHOP IN EDUCA-
TION OF CHILDREN 
WITH HEARING IM-
PAIRMENT 
Practicum work under supervision with 
class of children having varying degrees of 
hearing impairment: from moderate to pro-
found loss. Observation and participation: 
experimwtation in techniques and materials. 
EX.ED. 508-U DERST ANDING THE 
PROBLEM CHILD IN THE 
CLASSROOM 
Personal and social factors as related to the 
problem child: case study of an individual 
pupil and group discussion of report. En-
rollment limited to fifteen. Open to grad-
uate students in any division. 
EX.ED. 509-THE GIFTED CHILD 
Study of the nature and needs of children 
who are gifted: examination of such pro-
visions as acceleration. partial-segregation. 
enrichment. special classes: criteria for iden-
tifying; implications for classroom teacher. 
EX.ED. 527-GUIDANCE OF CHIL-
DREN WHO ARE 
EXCEPTIONAL 
Education, social and vocational guidance 
of children who are exceptional because 
of intelligence, physical development, be-
havior, speech and hearing. 
EX.ED. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT 
Research or investigation of a particular 
problem to be planned and carried out by 
student, with consultation and guidance 
from instructor. 
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EX .ED . 604-WORKSHOP IN CURRI-
CULUM FOR CEREBRAL 
PALSIED CHILDREN 
Structured to encourage formulation of 
realistic curriculum for slow-learning cere -
bral palsied children in the elementary 
school grade range. Participants will be re-
quired to originate curricular proposals. 
working under guidance provided by work-
shop specialists. Prerequi site : EX .ED. 407 
or equivalent. 
EX .ED. 609-ADVANCED SEMINAR 
IN VOICE AND ARTICU-
LATION PROBLEMS 
Etiology and treatment of more severe voice 
and a rticulation problems. Cleft palate and 
esophageal speech. Investigation of current 
research . Prerequisite: EX .ED . 405. 
EX .ED. 612-NEUROPATHOLOGIES 
OF SPEECH 
Neuropathologies of speech etiology and 
clinical treatment of cerebral palsy. dysar-
thria. aphasia. and aphasoid speech prob-
lems. Prerequisite: EX.ED . 405 . 
EX.ED. 616. ADVANCED CLINIC IN 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
DISORDERS 
Experience in the clinical diagnosis of 
speech problems and in the application of 
therapeutic procedures to severe ,peech 
problems. Prerequisite: EX .ED. 405. 
EX.ED. 617-SEMINAR IN CLEFT 
PALATE 
Study of multiple problems and clinical 
management of cleft palate persons, em-
phasis on diagnostic and therapeutic meth-
ods: consideration of etiologic. embryologic. 
morphologic. psychologic. and cran iofacial 
i;ruwth factors. 
EX.ED. 690-PROJECT 
A study undertaken by one or more indi-
Yiduals on a problem of special interest: 
must be submitted in acceptable form ac-
cording to directions given by the Graduate 
Office. 
EX ED. 695- THESIS 
An individual investigation of an original 
problem IO be submitted in typewritten 
form according to directions given by the 
Graduate Office. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
ED. 400-ELEMENTARY STATISTICS 
(g) 
ED. 403-HISTORICAL AND PHILO-
SOPHICAL FORCES IN-
FLUENCING SECONDARY 
EDUCATION (g) 
ED. 410-PHJLOSOPHY OF EDUCA-
TION (g) 
ED. 41 I-EVALUATION IN THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (g) 
ED. 412-COMPARATIVE EDUCATION 
(g) 
ED . 414-THE TEACHING OF READ-
ING (g} 
ED. 415-SEMINAR IN EARLY CHILD-
HOOD EDUCATION (g) 
ED. 418-AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCA-
TION (g) 
ED. 419-METHODS AND MATERIALS 
IN THE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL (g) 
ED. 420-TEACHING THE LAN-
GUAGE ARTS IN THE 
E~EMENTARY SCHOOL (g) 
ED. 423-COMPARATIVE EDUCA-
TIONAL SYSTEMS: WEST-
ERN EUROPE ( g) 
ED. 424-PEOPLE & INSTITUTIONS 
IN INDIA (g) 
ED. 425-THE FAMILY AND THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (g) 
ED. 427-COMMUNITY SERVICES 
FOR YOUNG CHILDREN (g) 
ED . 435-ADVANCED STATISTICS: 
INFERENCE AND PRE-
DICTION (g) 
ED. 502-PRACTICUM TN PROGRAM-
MED INSTRUCTION 
The use of teaching machines and program-
med instruction. programming techniques 
and means of evaluating programs . Labora-
tory experiences. 
ED. 503-EDUCATIONAL 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Study of various theories of learning: his-
tory of educational psychology: measure-
ments of learning: variables and their in-
terpretation: application of learning theory 
to the teaching situation. 
ED. 504-THE COMMUNITY JUNIOR 
COLLEGE 
Purposes, functions, and characteristics of 
the Communit} Junior College: historical 
and philosophical backgrounds: current is-
sues in higher education : the improvement 
of instruction : administration and organiza-
tion: student personnel services : school and 
community relations: related research. 
ED. 508-SUPERVISION OF STUDENT 
TEACHING 
Clarifying responsibilities of sponsor teach-
ers : planning effective conferences with stu-
dents: developing ways of helping students 
evaluate their own growth: keeping diversi-
fied records: clarifying long and short term 
planning; helping students plan learning ex-
periences . 
ED. 509-PERSONALITY ADJUST-
MENT IN THE ELEMEN-
TARY SCHOOL 
Dynamics of human behavior: prevention 
of maladjustment; corrective programs: 
formation of habits and attitudes: recent 
clinica l research . 
ED . 510-HISTORICAL FOUNDA-
TIONS OF EDUCATION 
Evolution of educational theories. activi-
ties. programs. and institutions : relieious . 
political. social. and cultural effect; on 
schooling: men and movements that have 
affected American education: role of the 
school in the development of Western 
Civilization . 
ED. 512-EDUCATION IN THE 
U.S.S.R . 
Analytical study of educational pattern, in 
the U.S.S.R.: organizational structure: gov-
ernmental involvement in policy decisions: 
philo,ophical beliefs underlying educational 
deci,ions : psychological theories underl yini; 
educational practices: comparison of educa-
tional programs in open and ciosed ,o-
cieties. Prerequisite: ED. 4 IO. o r ED. 412. 
or equivalent. 
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ED. 515-LABORATORY EXPERIENCES 
IN THE STUDY OF YOUNG 
CHILDREN 
Observing children in various learning situ -
ations; joint teacher-student planning of 
learning situation: review of teaching media 
for young children: emphasis on stimulating 
intellectual curiosit y throu gh discovery : 
recording, interpreting and reporting child-
hood beh avior. 
ED. 518-SELECTED AUDIO-VISUAL 
TOPICS 
Topics of common concern explored in 
depth ; individual investi gation of a specific 
problem: recent developments in the field 
of instructional med ia. Prerequisite : ED. 
418 or equivalent. 
ED. 519-APPLIED MENTAL HYGIENE 
Principles of mental hygiene and their appli-
cation to personality development, emotional 
and social adjustment, and human relation-
ships: application of mental hygiene prin-
ciples to processes of teaching, pupil learn-
ing, classroom management, and conduct 
of the teacher in lay and professional re-
lationships. 
ED. 523-PRINCIPLES AND PRAC-
TICES OF GUIDANCE 
The philosophy of guidance, its place in 
present education ; identifying interests, and 
attitudes, and understanding problems of 
the age group and individuals; techniques 
of counseling and methods of investigation; 
the role of the teacher, specialist and ad-
ministrator in guidance; school, home, com-
munity resources in a guidance program. 
ED. 527-PROBLEMS IN EDUCATION-
AL SERVICES FOR YOUNG 
CHILDREN 
Current social and economic trends affecting 
the lives of young children; curriculum con-
tributions for developing individual and 
group living; educational problems confront-
ing teachers in this specialized field. 
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ED. 528-HUMAN RELATIONS 
Inter-group problems relatin g to race. reli-
gion . or nationa l origin; slow and rapid 
learne rs; old and new residents ; "fringers" 
and participants: competitive practices in 
school ; dividing and integrating factors 
affecting learning. 
ED. 529-ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY 
Characteristics and problems of adolescents 
in our society ; relationship of adolescent 
behavior to earlier development: special 
provisions of the early secondary school for 
this age group. Prerequisite: six semester 
hours in Human Growth and Development 
or its equivalent. 
ED. 532-SECONDARY SCHOOL ED-
UCATION 
Origin and functions of secondary education; 
curriculum patterns; guidance and explor-
atory programs; articulation between el-
ementary school and senior high school; 
extra-curricular activities ; evaluation in the 
secondary school ; research methods in solv-
ing problems listed above and others suggest-
ed by students. 
ED. 535-METHODS OF TEACHING 
SECONDARY SCHOOL SCI-
ENCE 
Objectives of science teaching; methods of 
reaching those objectives; evaluation of the 
results of science teaching. Not for students 
who have credit for ED. 318, ED. 328, or 
equivalent. Otherwise required for persons 
who wish to be certified to teach sciences. 
Lectures, discussions, and role experience. 
ED. 536-SECONDARY SCHOOL PROB-
LEMS AND METHODS 
Objectives of secondary school education; 
basic principles of learning and motivation; 
curriculum concepts; organizing learning ex-
periences; providing for individual differ-
ences; teacher-pupil planning; selecting and 
organizing learning materials; audio-visual 
aids to learning; utilizing school, civic, and 
community resources; status and practice of 
the ·core-curriculum; nature and purposes 
of resource units ; evaluating pupil growth. 
Required of students extending certification 
to teaching in earl y secondary schools. 
ED. 537-EVALUATION IN THE SEC-
ONDARY SCHOOL 
Relationship of evaluation to instructional 
objectives; selecting, admini sterin g, sco ring, 
recordin g and interpretin g standardized and 
teacher-made instruments for evaluating 
ment al abilities, educational achievements, 
personality cha racteri stics, interests and ap-
titudes; diagnosis, guidance counsel ing and 
improving instruction ; organizin g programs 
to provide for individual diffe rences; modern 
practices in recordin g pupil progress; sta ti s-
tical concepts and meth ods of collect ing, 
tabul ating, and interpreting data. 
ED. 539-WORKSHOP IN TEACHING 
SPANISH IN THE ELEMEN-
TARY GRADES 
Spanish conversation ; Spanish civilization; 
observation and participation in a Spanish 
demon stration class in the Campus School; 
evaluation of text material s and other teach-
ing aid s. 
ED. 540-STUDIES IN HUMAN 
GROWTH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
Research in child and adolescent growth; 
changing concepts in mental, emotional, 
social. and personality growth ; planning, 
executing and evaluating "action research ." 
ED. 541-SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF 
EDUCATION 
Relationships of school to ·society; contem-
porary social problems affecting education, 
social groups and institutions ; school and 
community relations; nations; national, state 
and community organizations affecting edu-
cational programs and the development of 
social understandings in pupils. 
ED. 542-SEMINAR IN SECONDARY 
SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
Curricular and extra-curricular programs 
related to social, economic, and community 
changes; relationship of principles and proce-
dures of curriculum development to educa-
tional objectives; relationship of extra-cur-
ricular activities to curriculum areas ; adap-
tation of the curriculum to adolescent abili-
ties, needs, and interests; various patterns 
of curriculum development ; financing . or-
ganizin g, scheduling, and supervising extra-
curricular activities ; bases for determining 
extent and type of student participation in 
school management. 
ED. 545-TEACHING READING IN 
THE SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Need of readin g instruction in secondary 
school; nature o f reading process; types of 
readin g programs; reading instruction ; plan-
nin g an effective Secondary Reading Pro-
gr am. 
ED. 547-CORE PROGRAMS IN THE 
EARLY SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Nature of block-of-time and core programs, 
teacher-pupil planning, prepa ration of re-
source units, guidance and evaluation pro-
cedures. 
ED. 548-WORKSHOP IN TEACHING 
FRENCH IN THE ELEMEN-
TARY GRADES 
French conversation; observation and parti-
cipation in a French demonstration class in 
the Campus School; evaluation of text ma-
terials and other teaching aids. 
ED. 552-LEGAL PROBLEMS OF EDU-
CATION 
Foundations of Public School Law; legal 
problems arising out of the operation of the 
public school system ; New York State Edu-
cation Law; selected cases from state and 
federal courts ; common law principles. 
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ED. 556-GROUP DYNAMICS IN EDU-
CATION 
Theory and practice of group procedures 
in the school: development of understand-
ings. skills and attitudes conducive to suc-
cessful group leadership and participation: 
group study and evaluation: the school group 
in its sociological. psychological and phil-
osophical setting. Laboratory experience . 
ED. 557-TEACHI:--.'G MATHEMATICS 
IN TH E J U N IO R H I G H 
SCHOOL 
Methods and materials relating to selected 
topics in the field of early 5econdary mathe-
matics: analysis and evaluation of research 
and experimental materials; individual study 
of a problem and written report of findings: 
committee study and reports on problems. 
ED. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT 
Research or investigation of a particular 
problem, to be planned and carried out by 
student. with consultation and guidance from 
in,tructor. 
ED. 595-RESEARCH METHODS AND 
TECHNIQUES 
The scientific method. including various 
methods of research: an analysis of different 
types of research studies; procedures in de-
veloping a research paper; elementary sta-
tistical terminology: collecting. classifying. 
and evaluating data. Required of candidates 
for master of science degree not writing a 
.!_hesis or completing a research project. 
ED. 601-SEMINAR IN ELEMENTARY 
EDUCATION 
The use of scientific educational research 
methods in studying problems in Elementary 
Education: the selection and discussion of 
current educational problems: the selection 
and development of a significant problem 
in student's area of interest and submission 
of a research paper. Required of Elementary 
Education candidates for the master of 
science degree. Prerequisite: ED. 595. 
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ED. 603-ORGANIZATION OF THE EL-
EMENTARY SCHOOL 
Major concepts in Elementary Education: 
administration of the elementary school: the 
curriculum: grouping of students: the school 
plant: trends in school building design: co-
curricular activities: pupi I safety measures. 
Required for principal"s provisional and 
permanent certification. Prerequisites: El-
ementary Provisional or Permanent Certific-
ation and two years of successful elementary 
school experience. 
ED. 604-ADMINISTRATIO:---1 OF THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
New York State educational sys tem: legal 
aspects: school board, educational finance : 
responsibilities of the principal: business 
management. school plant management; 
plant maintenance ; pupil transportation: 
pupil accounting: pupil counseling: teacher 
recruitment. selection, employment. assign-
ment, orientation. evaluation . tenure and 
dismissal. Required for principal's provision-
al and permanent certification. Prerequisites: 
Elementary Provisional or Permanent Certi-
fication and two years of successful element-
ary school experience. 
ED. 605-EVALUATION IN THE ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL 
Evaluating growth of pupils; evaluation re-
lated to teaching objectives; informal , objec-
tive. and essay type tests: selection. admin-
istration and scoring of measuring instru-
ments; study and use of different kinds of 
evaluation procedures: statistical methods 
in handling and interpreting data. Prereq-
uisite: ED. 411. 
ED. 606-PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCA-
TION 
Principle5 underlying educational practices; 
changing concepts of education: education 
in a democratic society; teaching procedures 
as determined by a democratic concept of 
education . Prerequisite: ED. 410. 
ED. 607-GENERAL SCHOOL ADMIN-
INSTRATION 
Principles of school administration: historical 
beginnin gs; national, state, and local re-
sponsibilities for education: district; town-
ship. and county administrative units ; boards 
of edu·cation: school services: health , super-
vision. resea rch. library, and attendance: 
teacher selection. salary, tenure . in-service 
education : school building programs . Prereq-
uisities: ED . 603. 604 . 
ED. 614-THE TEACHING OF READ-
ING 
Importance of reading in present day society, 
research in child development and learning 
and its implication in the teaching of read-
ing; trends in the teaching of reading: de-
velopmental levels of reading; reading in 
the content areas; methods and materials: 
evaluation and guidance of pupil growth in 
reading. Prerequisite: ED. 414. 
ED. 615-WORKSHOP IN 
TARY SCHOOL 
TRATION 
ELEMEN-
ADMINIS-
Selection, induction and guidance of new 
teachers ; development of school-community 
relations; curriculum improvement; adjust-
ment of school facilities to increasing enroll-
ments; in-service education of staff person-
nel ; elementary school problems suggested 
by the group. Prerequisites: ED. 603, 604. 
ED. 620-T E AC H I NG TH E LAN-
GU AGE ARTS IN THE ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL 
Factors that influence language growth: in-
terrelationship of the language arts skills of 
spelling. reading. speaking. writing, hand-
writing, listening; factors affecting creative 
writing. creative dramatics, choral speaking, 
and leisure reading; recent research in the 
areas of the language arts: developmental 
language arts program. Prerequisite: ED. 
420. 
ED. 621-THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
CURRICULUM 
Review of child nature. learning processes, 
purposes of the elementary school: conflict-
ing philosophies and principles of curricu-
lum development; types of curriculum organ-
ization: transitional steps: methods and 
materials: crrative activities: mental health: 
community resources ; individual differences. 
ED. 630-PRINCIPLES OF SUPERVI-
SION 
Historical developments and changing con-
cepts of supervision: principles of effective 
supervisory programs: types of adminis-
trative organization: maintaining staff mor-
ale. Prerequisites: Elementary Provisional or 
Permanent Certification and two years of 
successful elementary school experience. 
ED. 631-SUPERYISION OF TEACH-
ING 
Principles of supervision: classroom obser-
vation; evaluating teaching: effect of teach-
ers' purposes and research on choice of 
subject matter and teaching procedures: 
teacher-pupil relationships; group and in-
dividual conferences; induction of new teach-
ers; intervisitation; demonstration teaching; 
teachers' meetings; bulletins: workshops·, 
evaluation of program. Prerequisites: ED. 
630: Elementary Provisional or Permanent 
Certification and two years of successful ele-
mentary school experience. 
ED. 651-PROBLEMS IN ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL SUPERVISION 
Advanced study of special problems of 
supervision; the roles of the teacher and 
supervisor in the total school program: 
human relations; group dynamics: creative 
teaching; in-service education; teacher selec-
tion and evaluation; self-evaluation by teach-
ers: educational leadership; role of special 
teachers. Required for permanent certificate 
in Elementary School supervision. Prereq-
uisites: ED. 630, 631. 
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ED. 690-PROJECT 
A study undenaken by one or more in-
dividuals on a problem of special interest: 
must be submitted in acceptable form ac-
cording to directions given by the Graduate 
Office. 
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ED. 695-THESIS 
An individual investigation of an original 
problem to be submitted in typewritten form 
according to directions given by the Gradu-
ate Office. 
APPLIED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Applied Science and Technology includes the divisions of Home Economics Edu-
cation . Industrial Arts Education and Vocational Technical Education. The 
programs and courses offered by each division are described under the divisional 
headings . 
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
TECHNICAL 
Clothing-Textiles 
Equipment 
Family Finance 
Family Life 
Foods-Nutrition 
Housing 
Management 
Supervision 
PROFESS/ONA L 
Evaluation 
Trends in Teaching Home Economics 
Homemaking Education for Adults 
Curriculum Planning in Home Economics 
Credit 
Houn 
10-12 
2-6 
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES 6-10 
RESEARCH 
H.Ec. 600 
Chosen by advisement from Art, English, Geography. 
Mathematics. Music. Philosophy. Science and Social Sci-
ences. 
Seminar in Home Economics Research (Required) 
( Each candidate. after conference with her adviser. mav 
elect to take H.Ec. 690 or H.Ec. 695 in addition to 
H.Ec . 600. H.Ec. 600 may serve as a basis for these.) 
H.Ec . 690 Research Study 
H .Ec. 695 Master·s Thesis 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
Tow! Requiremenrs 
2-6 
2-3 
4 
6 
0-6 
30 
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HOME ECONOMICS 
H.EC. 402-HOME MANAGEMENT ( g) 
H.EC. 408-ADVANCED NUTRITION 
(g) 
H.EC. 409-HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
AND FAMILY RELATIONS 
-THE INDIVIDUAL AND 
FAi\-lILY IN SOCIETY AND 
CULTURE (g) 
H.EC. 420-HOUSING AND THE 
COMMUNITY ( g) 
H.EC. 425-ADVANCED CLOTH!, G 
(g) 
H.EC. 426-FOOD DE1'1ONSTRATION 
AND MEALS FOR LARGER 
THAN FAMILY GROUPS 
(g) 
H.EC. 427-DRAPING AND FLAT 
PATTERN DESIGN (g) 
H.EC. 428-MEAL MANAGEMENT (g) 
H EC. 429-HOME ECONOMICS AND 
INTERNATIONAL 
EDUCATION (gJ 
H.EC. 430- ISSUES OF THE MODERN 
AMERICAN FAMILY (g) 
H.EC. 43 I-FURNISHING THE HOME 
(g) 
H.EC. 437-ADVANCED TEXTILES (g) 
H.EC. 447-CLOTHING IN RELATION 
TO H UMAN BEHAVIOR 
(g) 
H.EC. 502-PERSONALITY 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE 
FAl'vlILY 
A-study of personality development in con-
temporary American family life. Emphasis 
on the family as an important factor in 
shaping the growth and adjw.tment of chil-
dren , adolescents and adults . Recent re-
search on child development in the family 
is considered. Designed for teachers who 
wish a greater understanding of their sill-
dents and themselves. ~ 
H.EC. 503-FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 
The family viewed longitudinally: develop-
mental tasks of family members at each 
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,tage of the family life cycle: research on 
marriage succe,, a nd family cri,is attitude,: 
values. and standard, regarding family liv-
ing. 
H.EC. 509-TEXTIL ES 
A study of the newer d~velopments in the 
field of textile, with particular emphasis on 
information for the con;umer with re ga rd 
to the se lection. utilization and care of 
modern textiks. 
H EC. 510-HOUSING AND HO:VIE 
FURNISHINGS 
Problem, related to housing and home 
furni~hing,: planning and construction; field 
trips. 
H.EC. 516-FAM ILY CLOTHING 
A study of economic, psychological. and 
sociological factors that affect the purchase. 
selection. care and construction of clothing 
for the family: management of time. money. 
and energy as they relate to family prob-
lems; development of individual studies in 
areas of particular interest. 
H .EC. 519-HOME 1'IANAGEMENT 
Consideration of problems of the family in 
relation to the management of the home: 
speakers and consultants; home management 
hou se will serve as the laboratory. 
H.EC. 520-FAMIL Y FINANCIAL 
PLANNING 
Consideration of family financial problems: 
alternate choices in the light of family 
goals and values; examination and evalu-
ation of available materials for use in teach-
ing. 
H.EC. 523-FIELD EXPERIENCES IN 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Study of the functions of home experiences. 
criteria for evaluating directed home ex-
periences, relationship of homemaking teach-
er, parents and pupils; community relation-
ships; guidance and evaluation. Prerequisite: 
The student must be a teacher and must 
have taught at least one of the courses in 
the basic sequence. Homemal,.ing I. 2. 3 
( preferably Homemaking 3) the yea r prior 
or be a n.:wl y hired teacher who is to teach 
at least one course in the basic ,equence the 
following year. 
H .EC. 590- SPECIAL PROBLEM 
lnve,tigation of a particular problem to be 
planned and carried out by ,t udent . with 
consultation and guida nce of (I) an in-
struction and / or instructors approved by 
Home Economics Graduate Committee: ( 2) 
a member of the Home Economics G radu-
ate Co mmittee . 
H EC. 600-SEMINAR IN HOME ECO-
NOMICS EDUCATION 
Recent research and problems in the field 
of Home Economics Education: special 
problems selected by individual students 
from the area of Home Economics Edu-
cation. 
H.EC. 601 - TRENDS IN TEACHING 
HOME ECONOM ICS 
Problems in teaching of Home Economics 
based upon individual needs and interests 
of workshop participants. Individual con-
ferences; group discussion: joint activities . 
Prerequisite: One year of teaching ex-
perience. 
H.EC. 602-LEADERSHIP IN HOME 
ECONOMICS 
SUPERVISION 
Consideration of the development of home 
economists for leadership positions in edu-
cation a nd in related areas within the pro-
fession including bacl,.ground and principles 
of supervision, role of the supervisor re-
lated to leadership, · human relations and 
evaluation . 
H.EC. 604-ADV ANCED FOODS 
Recent research and trends in food prepara-
ti·on and technology. Some experimental 
work in food preparation. 
H.EC. 605-RECENT ADVANCES IN 
NUTRITION 
Review of principles of nutrition. Current 
trends and research in nutrition . Emphasis 
on application of nutrition information to 
specific problems of individual and society. 
H.EC. 606-ADVANCED HO1'IE 
MANAGEMENT 
Newer developments in the field of manage-
ment in the home: problems met in teaching 
management in secondary and ad ult classes: 
individual work on probh:ms in accordance 
with student needs. 
H .EC. 607-EVALUATION IN HO~IE 
ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
Techniques and instruments for identifying 
and appraising progress toward goals in 
home economics; methods of teaching ap-
propriate to the achievements of these ob-
jectives: individual work on problems of 
evaluation encountered in teaching. 
H.EC. 608-ADVANCED CLOTHING 
Ores~ design and pattern making, including 
consideration of alteration problems met 
in clothing classes. 
H.EC. 611-RESOURCES FOR TEACH-
ING FAMILY RELATIONS 
Role playing, panels. types of discussion, 
appropriate use of films, etc.; collection. 
critical evaluation. and use of materials for 
teaching family relationships at the second-
ary school level. Prerequisite or co11comi-
ta11t: A functional course in family rela-
tionships such as H.EC. 503, Family Re-
lat ionships . 
H.EC. 612-HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
Survey and evaluation of developments in 
large and small equipment used in homes 
and schools; field trips, laboratory and 
demonstrations. 
H.EC. 615-HOMEMAKING EDUCA-
TION FOR ADULTS 
A study of recent develor:ments in home-
making education for adults . Discussion of 
problems which arise in adapting facilit ies. 
resources and in the organization of such 
groups. 
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H.EC 617-RECE T TRE OS IN 
CLOTHING 
Interpretation. use and evaluation of present 
trends in teaching clothing construction; em-
phasis on techniques and the importance 
of management in the use of time, money, 
energy and equipment. 
H.EC. 621-CURRICULUM PLAN ING 
IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Offers an opportunity to study the planning 
of junior-senior high school homemaking 
curriculum: study of special needs of youth 
in thi, age level. 
H.EC. 690-RESEARCH STUDY 
An undertaking engaged in by one or more 
students related to the area of special in-
terest. The study must be planned co-opera-
tively and approved by a member of the 
Home Economics Graduate Committee . 
H.EC. 695-THESIS 
An individual investi ga tion of an original 
problems to be submitted in typewritten 
form according to directions given by tht: 
Graduate Office . 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION 
COURSES IN TECHNICAL AND RELATED FIELDS 
Professional 
I.A. 601 
I.A. 628 
I.A. 690 
Education: 
Seminar in Industrial Arts 
Industrial Arts Curriculum 
Master Study 
Technical Education: 
Credit 
H ours 
8 
2-3 
2-3 
4 
8 
Chosen by advisement from the following: I.A . 508. 
512, 513, 613, 615, 617, 618, 619. 621, 627, 629, 630, 
631, Art 610. 
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES 8 
Chosen by advisement from Art, English, Geography. 
Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, Science, Social Sciences. 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 6 
Total Requirements 30 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
I.A . 402-GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION 
PROCESSES (g) 
I.A . 403-PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY (g) 
I.A . 406-PRODUCTION AND RE-
SEARCH IN THE FOREST 
PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES (g) 
I.A. 407-ARCHITECTURAL DRAW-
ING (g) 
I.A . 409-ELECTRONIC INSTRUMEN-
TATION (g) 
I.A. 417-DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY 
(g) 
LA. 418-RESEARCH AND EXPERI-
MENTATION IN METAL 
TECHNOLOGY (g) 
I.A. 419-ELECTRONICS FREQUENCY 
MODULATION (g) 
I.A . 423-THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
CONSULTANT IN THE 
ELEME TARY SCHOOL (g) 
I.A. 427-GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS (gJ 
I.A. 502-FIELD STUDIES RELATED 
TO INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
EDUCATION 
Indi vi dual and group studies of industrial 
activities in the Niagara Frontier : the wood-
working and fabrication trades: metal in-
dustries: plastic and fibre products : graphic 
ans: electrical, ceramic . airplane and auto-
motive manufacturer; conferences with rep-
rese ntatives of industry and labor organi-
zations. 
I.A. 508-WELDING 
An intensive course for students intere ted 
in the improvement of technical skills in 
welding. using the latest equipment and 
know ledge. Use of both gas and electric 
welding equipment required. Study of the 
latest research into welding applications in 
industry will be made. 
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I.A. 512-TEXTTLE TECHNOLOGY 
Ma terials. processes. and products involved 
in the Textile Industry: fabric costing and 
economic basis of the indmtry: testing as 
related to the industry and consumer de-
mands, development of teaching materials 
to improve classroom presentation and 
course content. 
I.A . 513-CERAMICS 
The Indust ri a l Arts ceramics program: basic 
forming techniques: advanced processes of 
production in throwin g and casting: decora-
tion: firing and kiln construction : body and 
glaze composition: design of ceramic prod-
ucts. 
I.A . 523- INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Opportunities for classroom teachers to pro-
mote and develop ideas for their own situa-
tions; planning, organizing and constructing 
activities for the elementary school: use of 
a variety of materials. development of TA 
in the elementary school and the changing 
industrial and technological process and 
their effect upon society. 
I.A. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT 
Research or investigation of a particular 
problem. to be planned and carried out by 
student. with consultation and guidance 
from instructor. 
I.A. 601-SEMINAR IN INDUSTRIAL 
ARTS 
Discussion, research. reports on individual 
and group problems in Industrial Arts edu-
cation. Required of Industrial Arts students 
registered for the degree of Master of 
Science. 
I.A. 606-SUPERVISION OF INDUS-
TRIAL ARTS 
Problems and techniques concerning admini-
stration and supervision of elementary. 
secondary, and adult programs in industrial 
ans education at the federal. sta te . and lo-
c::il levels. 
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I.A . 607-SCHOOL SHOP PLANNI G 
Prohlems involved in planning new indus-
trial a rt\ facil ities o r the rem ode lin g of ex ist-
ing laboratories: concepts in rel::itiomhip of 
objectives to facilities. space al location. ::irea 
development a nd orga nization . ,e rvice re-
quirement s. criteria for se lecti on and place -
ment of equipment. analyzing availabk 
equipment and writing specifi cations. ac tual 
experience in evaluating an existinl! Tndu s-
rr;aJ Arts laboratory a~d in propo~ing im -
prove ments. 
I.A. 609-HISTORY OF INDUSTRIAL 
ARTS 
European antecedent s: attempls to introd uce 
technical instruction into American educa-
tion: Ru ssian Manu al Tr::ii nin g: Swedi sh 
Sloyd System of in struction : the Arts and 
Crafts ~l ove ment: the Manual Arts move -
ment : growth of the voca tional concept in 
America : Industri a l Arts as pre-vocational 
trainin g: the social-economic concept for 
Indu strial Arts : Industrial Arts as the study 
of industry: Indust ri a l Arts as the study o·f 
rechnology . 
I.A. 612-PLASTICS IN THE BUILDING 
AND AERONAUTICAL 
INDUSTRIES 
Study of polymer materials med in the field 
of home construction and aeronautical in-
dustry: machining, formine and testino of 
materials: materials and eq~1ipment sele~~ion 
for organizing in high school plastics course: 
research techniques applicable to the field 
of thermosets. Prerequi site: I.A. 303 or 
I.A . 404 or equivalent background in plas-
tics technology. 
I.A. 613-CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY 
A detailed investigation of industrial ceram-
ics with emphasis on recent developments: 
evaluation of materials for product appli-
cation and laboratory application; emphasi, 
on industrial processes and product evalua-
tion. 
I.A. 615-POWER TECHNOLOGY 
Principle, of operation. design , function of 
power sys tems employing va rious types of 
eneines: mechanisms involved in the de -
velopment. transmission and control of 
power with emphasis o n dyn amic analy,is 
of , pecific units and their application . 
I.A 61.7 - ELECTRONTCS 
Electronics in the junior and se nior hi gh 
school Indu st rial Arts program: advanced 
electronic theory and practice in communi-
cations: deve lopment of in,tructional ma-
terials . demonstration equipment. projects. 
and visual aids. 
I.A . 618-ELECTRONICS 
Advanced study in circuit a nalysis of in-
struments: familiarization with electronic 
instruments. their operatio n. and application . 
I.A. 619-NEW TECHNIQUES AND 
MATERIALS IN WOOD-
WORKING 
Consideration given to design. application. 
and use of power equipment: preparation 
and treatment of wood: exploration of ad-
hesive s. abrasives. and finishes: experiences 
in lamination and patternmaking: introduc -
tion to house construction: application of 
new techniques and materials in wood to 
our culture. 
I.A. 620-THE FOREST PRODUCTS 
INDUSTRY 
Processes and procedures involved in the 
derivation of chemicals . solvents. human 
consumption goods and other by-products 
from the tree: research and experimentation 
to interpret industrial processes ; application 
of bending, laminating, veneering, inlaying 
and production techniques: development of 
teaching materials to improve classroom 
presentations. 
I.A. 621-NEW METHODS AND TECH-
NIQUES IN MET AL 
TECHNOLOGY 
Primarily a research seminar involving in-
vesti eation of recent and current experimen-
tal developments in metalworking knowl-
edge; securing of data from primary sources, 
abstracts, and actual contact with the de-
velopin[! laboratories or industries: labora -
tory facilities available for original de-
velopment or experimentation on part of 
the stu dent. 
I.A. 623-INDUSTRIAL ARTS FOR THE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Understandine the role of the industrial 
arts consulta~t: gai n increased proficiency 
in teaching children to work with tools and 
materials : child nature and growth. his 
potency of experience; understanding the 
relationships of industrial arts to the ele -
mentary school: develop the ability to ad-
minista a program of elementary industrial 
arts. 
I.A . 624-EYALUATION IN INDUS-
TRIAL ARTS 
General principles of evaluation: construc-
tion and use of objective tests. informal de-
vices and techniques of evaluation appli-
cable to Industrial Arts: selection, construc-
tion. and use of appropriate instruments of 
evaluation: observation, rating scales, anec-
dotal records. personnel systems, and the 
Industrial Arts project; interpreting, record-
ing and using the results of evaluation for 
the improvement of instruction. 
I.A . 627-TELEVISION TECHNOLOGY 
Circuit analysis of television; use of special-
ized labora tory equipment. 
I.A. 628-CURRICULUM DEVELOP-
MENT IN INDUSTRIAL 
ARTS 
Philosophical foundation of Industrial Arts: 
current social, economic, and technological 
conditions; curriculum patterns and cur-
riculum controls; course of study construc-
tion ; approaches to teaching; programs. 
structure and evaluation. 
I.A. 629-DRAFTING-PROBLEMS 
AND TECHNIQUES 
Technical proficiency in specific areas of 
drafting; the program of drafting in the 
junior and senior high schools; govern-
mental and industrial drafting standard: 
conventional and simplified drafting prac-
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lice~: evaluation of pupil pro_i;ress in techni-
cal drawing. 
I.A. 630-GRAPHIC ARTS 
current metho_ds of st ripp ing and plate-
making. principles of offset lithocraphic 
presswork for junior and senior hirzh in-
dustrial arts. -
I.A. 690-MASTER'S STUDY 
Updating content and met~odology of graphic 
arts education as an area of industrial arts: 
ac11v111es and presentations emphasizing in-
nova1_1ons. brought about by recent dev~lop-
ments in industry; instruction in technique, 
of copy preparation for reproduction. gen-
eral. technical and graphic art, photography. 
A s!Udy undertaken by one or more indi-
v1duab on a prob! f . . . em o special interest: 
must_ be subm111ed in acceptable form ac-
cording to directions given by the Gradual 
Office. e 
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL EDUCATfON 
COURSES IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION AND RELATED FIELDS 
Area of Specialization Education 
Advanced 
Y.T. 595 
Required : V.T. 601, 602, and in addition a minimum 
of 8 hours in Y.T. 603, 610, 615, 620, 630, 640, 645, 
650, 655. 
Professional Education 
Research in Vocational Technical Education 
(Required) 
V.T. 635, 660, 665, 670, and Educational Electives. 
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Chosen. by advisement from Art, Engli~h:··Geo~;a~hy, 
Mathematics. Music. Philosophy, Science, Social Sciences: 
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES 
Total Requirements 
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Credit 
Hours 
12 
6 
2-4 
8 
4 
30 
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL 
V.T. 590 -SPECIAL PROJECT 
Research or investigation of a particular 
problem. to be planned and carried out by 
the student. with consultation and guidance 
from· the instructor. 
V.T. 595-RESEARCH IN 
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION 
Problem~ in the reorganization of vocational 
technical education programs in the light 
of chanl!ing social and industrial conditions; 
commu;ity- and industrial surveys, curricu-
lum content. possibilities in part-time co-
operative arrangement, apprenticeship agree-
ments. Discus ions. lecture . visits to plants 
and schools. An opportunity for advanced 
students of vocational technical education 
10 make practical field studies under super-
vision. Among the fields represented will be 
aviation. marine engineering. automobile 
mechanics. building trades. metal trades, 
service trades. and other newer develop-
ments in specialized fields. 
V.T. 601-SUPERVISION OF 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
N.ature and scope of supervision; surveying, 
s!Udying, analyzing needs and facilities: 
planning. initiating. and maintaining super-
visory programs; evaluating procedures and 
outcomes. oncoming development in Voca-
tional Technical Education. 
V.T. 602-ADMINISTRATION OF 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
Nature and scope of vocational technical 
education: administrative aspects of cur-
riculum. student selection. rating, integra-
tion with industry, advisory boards, com-
munity relationships. state and federal au-
thorities. 
V.T. 603--SELECTED TOPICS IN THE 
ORGANIZATION, 
ADMINISTRATION AND 
SUPERVISION OF 
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION 
Problems arising in the organization, ad-
ministration. and supervision of vocational 
technical education. 
V.T. 610---COORDINATION IN 
VOCATIONAL AND 
PRACTICAL ARTS 
EDUCATION 
The course will analyze the philosophy. or-
ganization and procedures involved in ad-
justing the local vocational program to the 
current and anticipated employment re-
quirements for youth and adults in business 
and industry. Particular attention will be 
given to the recent reports of the National 
Manpower Council, Area Redevelopment 
Act. Manpower Development Training Act. 
V.T. 615 --SUPERVISED 
PROFESSIONAL 
EXPERIENCES IN THE 
ADMINISTRATION OF 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
An opportunity for a limited number of 
persons to secure. under guidance. experi-
ence in administrative situations in voca-
tional programs. 
V.T. 620-0RGANIZATION OF 
PROGRAMS OF 
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION FOR 
IN-SCHOOL YOUTH. 
OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTH 
AND ADULTS 
A study of the structure of a comprehensive 
program of vocational technical education 
with particular reference to the objectives 
and organization of the various types of 
courses and serv ices needed in preparing 
for and making progress in a skilled oc-
cupation or technical field. Consideration 
will be given to the effect that technological 
developments will have on existing pro-
grams. 
V.T. 630---INDIVIDUALIZING 
INSTRUCTION IN 
VOCATION AL TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION 
The need for individualizing instruction in 
trade and technical courses and the pur-
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poses to be achieved by an individualized 
approach. Methods and devices for such 
instruction. the preparat ion of appropriate 
material. and method s for evaluating the 
results of individualized instruction. 
V.T. 635-CURRICULUM PROBLEMS 
OF VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS 
A course planned to fit the needs of voca-
tional technical education ins tructors in the 
preparation and use of instructional ma -
terial for vocational technical training. 
V.T. 640-TESTING AND MEASURE-
ME'.\'T IN VOCATIONAL 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
A study of the elements to be measured 
in the teachin g of vocational technical sub-
jects. together with the application of sound 
testing procedures to the teaching of shop 
subjects, technical and related technical 
subjects. Development of test materials to 
meet individual teaching situations. 
V.T. 645-CURRENT CONCEPTS IN 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
A problems course dealing with basic is-
sues in vocational technical education: 
studies relating to need. purpose. financial 
support and evaluations of vocational tech-
nical education :. duties and responsibilities 
of specialized personnel for teaching. super-
vising, and administering such programs. 
V.T. 650-ORGANIZATION OF VOCA-
TIO;s.;AL TECHNICAL 
COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS 
Provides information for industrial arts or 
trade teachers and department chairmen or 
supervisors interested in establishing indus-
trial cooperative programs. Included are 
procedures for promoting a new program. 
working with advisory boards. developing 
employment opportunities. arranging train-
ing outlines, planning instructional facilities 
and securing Regents accreditation. 
V.T. 655.-OPERATION OF VOCA-
TIONAL TECHNICAL CO-
OPERATIVE PROGRAMS 
A course for those interested m conducting 
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effective instruction in an industrial co-
operative program, including how to inter-
view employers, supervi se trainee , . interpret 
le ga l aspects. prepare records and reports. 
and conduct classes in related theo ry . 
V.T. 660. VOCATIONAL CLRRICU-
LUi\l LABORATORY 
A laborato ry course in which e~perienced 
teachers may identify an d de,elop curri-
culum materi a ls for various Ie ,el, an d types 
of vocational technical education ;;rogra m,. 
Projects may be underta~en in trade. tech-
nical. occupational extension or appre ntice 
education. Syll abi. content outlines. basic 
curriculums. instructional and te;,che r edu-
cation materials will be de\'el oped. Special 
attention will be given to those ·., ho wish 
guidance in the solution of , ocauonal cur-
riculum problems for their comr.iunities. 
Participants will be required ,o sub mit a 
preliminary plan of the curriculum problem 
for approval in advance and carr, :t through 
to completion in the course. Th e ::iajor por-
tion of the instruction "ill be on an in-
dividual basis. Enrollment by ;:-ermission 
only. 
V.T . 665-SEi\!INAR IN VOC.-\ TIONAL 
TECHNICAL EDLC.-\ TION 
Discussions and reports on sek:,ed major 
aspects of vocational technica l education 
including relation of vocationa l technical 
education to education in gener::: i. need for 
and purposes of vocational tec:::"?1;:al edu-
cation. types. levels and trends. ~, aluation. 
the vocational technical teacher as a guide 
in the learning process. and un:que func-
tions of vocational technical te a:~.ers. 
V.T. 670-ADVANCED SE;\II'- .-\R IN 
THE ADMINISTRA TIO'- OF 
VOCATIONAL TECH'-ICAL 
EDUCATION 
Opportunities, duties and respor:o:=:iities of 
administrators of vocational te:::::::al pro-
grams . For persons preparing io~ c:,ositions 
as supervisors and directors : : '- a nous 
phases of vocational technical e:~:at ion. 
SAFETY AND DRIVER EDUCATION 
S.ED. 416-SAFETY EDUCATION (g) 
S.ED 417-DRIVER EDUCATION AND 
TRAFFIC SAFETY (g) 
S.ED. 426-DRIVER EDUCATION AND 
TRAFFIC SAFETY (g) 
S.ED. 564-ADVANCED DRIVER 
EDUCATION AND SAFETY 
Course designed to fit the needs of Teachers 
of Driver Education courses now in prac-
tice in the secondary school s. Evaluation of 
Audio-Visual Aids, survey and evaluation 
of research studies in driver education, 
practice driving analysis, analysis and 
evaluation of di agnostic tests. Evaluation 
of techniques for improving practice drivin g 
instruction and project development. Teach-
ers should have one year of teaching driv-
ing educati on on the second a ry level before 
registering. Prereq11i.1ite: S.ED. 417 . 
S.E D. 565-TRENDS AND PROBLEi\lS 
IN DRIVER AND TRAFFIC 
SAFETY EDUCATION 
Teaching. administration and supervision of 
driver education and traffic safety programs: 
methods and materials , resource people 
and ai::enc ies: critical analysis of existing 
proced~ires: discussion of problems: re-
search findings: field trips and lectures by 
leaders in related specialized a reas. Pre-
requisite: S.ED. 417 (when S.ED. 417 was 
completed after Sept. I. 1966. then S. ED. 
426 would also apply). Special Note: Re-
quired to obtain permanent approval as a 
Driver Education Instructor. 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL 
I.D. 410-TWENTIETH CENTURY 
LATIN AMERICAN 
PROBLEMS (g) 
l.D . 424-PEOPLES AND INSTITU-
TIONS OF INDIA (g) 
SIGNIFICANT DATES 
IN THE HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE 
1867 Legislature created the Normal School at Buffalo 
1871 Henry B. Buckham appointed Principal. school opened with three depart-
ments. Normal. Collegiate. Scientific 
1873 First graduating class - 23 graduates 
1886 James M. Cassety appointed Principal 
1895 Three-year .. Primary and Kindergarten Course" initiated 
1906 Manual Arts department established 
1909 Daniel Upton appointed Principal 
191 0 Household Arts Department established 
1915 Edward H. Butler. Jr. succeeds Edward H. Butler as President of Local 
Board 
1919 
1919 
1920 
1925 
1928 
1930 
I 93 I 
1939 
1944 
f945 
1948 
1951 
1958 
1958 
1959 
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Harry W. Rockwell appointed Principal 
Home Economics Program became four-year course leading to Bachelor 
of Science in Home Economics 
Manual Arts Department changed to Industrial Arts Departmen t 
Normal course became four-year program leading to Bachelor of Science 
in Education 
Name changed to New York State College for Teachers; Principal changed 
to President; accredited by American Association of Teachers Colleges 
Art Education Department established 
Moved to present campus 
Accredited by American Association of University Women 
Exceptional Children Education Division established 
Master of Science Degree authorized 
State Unversity of New York established; College accredited by Middle 
States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
President Harry W. Rockwell retired; Dean Ralph Horn became Acting 
Presiden t; Harvey M. Rice appointed President 
President Harvey M. Rice resigned; Dean Ralph Horn became Acting 
President 
Approval of Secondary Teacher Education Curricula in Mathematics and 
Science 
Kate Butler Righter appointed Chairman of Local Council 
1959 Dean Ralph Horn. Acting President. retired; Paul G. Bulger appointed 
President 
1959 Name changed to State University College of Education at Buffalo 
196 I Name changed to State University College at Buffalo 
1962 Approval of Secondary Teacher Education Curriculum m English 
1962 Approval of Secondary Teacher Education Curriculum in Social Studies 
1963 Approval of Liberal Arts Degree Program 
1963 Kate Butler Righter re-appointed Chairman of Local Council 
1964 Approval of Secondary Teacher Education Curriculum in Foreign Language 
I 964 Approval of Vocational Technical baccalaureate curriculum 
1966 Approval of Bachelor of Science curriculum with major in Home Economics 
1967 President Paul G. Bulger resigned; Dr. Houston T. Robison. Vice-President 
for Academic Affairs became Acting President 
ACCREDITATION AND MEMBERSHIP 
STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BUFFALO 
accreditations 
Board of Regents. University of the State of New York 
Middle State Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
National Council fo r Accreditation of Teacher Education 
affiliations 
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education 
American Association of College Regist rars and Admissions Oflicers 
American Association of University Women 
American Council on Education 
American Library Association 
Assoc iation for General and Libera l Studies 
Association for Higher Education 
Associat ion of College Unions 
Great Lakes Historical Society 
National Association o(College and University Summer Session 
:--.iational Association of Elementary School Principals 
National Association of Secondary School Principals 
\'ational Association of Student Personnel Administrators 
\'cw York State Historical Association 
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
CLIFTO:'.'-: W. PHALEN. B.S., LLD .. LH.D .. Chain11a11 
JAMES J. WARRE'-1. LH.D .. Vice Chaimw11 
WARRE:\' W. CLUTE. JR. 
JOS EPH E. DA vrs. LH.D. 
CHARLES R. DIEBOLD. LLB. 
MA:-.:LY FLEISCHMANN. A.B .. LLB. 
SAMCEL HAUSMAN 
GEORGE L HINMAN. A.B .. LLB .. LH.D .. LLD. 
MORRIS ICSHEWITZ 
MRS. :vtACRICE T. MOORE. B.A., LLD .. LH.D. 
MRS. BRO'.\SON A. QUACKE. BUSH. A.B. 
JOH:\" A. ROOSEVELT. A.B. 
ORE\' ROOT. A.B. , LLB .. LL.D. 
ROGER J. Sl\'NOTT. B.S. 
New York City 
Albany 
Watkins Glen 
White Plains 
Buffalo 
Buffalo 
New York City 
. Binghamton 
New York City 
New York City 
Herkimer 
Hyde Park 
New York City 
Utica 
DO'.\! J. \VICKHAM . B.S . Hector 
Cha11ce//or of 1he Uni1-ersin· SAMUEL B. GOULD. A.B .. M.A., LLD . 
Vice Clwncellor for Ad111i11is1ra1ion ... J . LAWRENCE MURRAY 
Secretary of 1he U11irersi1y MARTHA J. DOWNEY, B.S. , M.A. 
~- . r ~~""!:'"' /~ ,. ... ,_ _.,.... ,. •.:. .--........ ~. 
·1 
THE COLLEGE 
LOCAL COUNCIL 
MRS. JAMES H. RIGHTER. Cl/(/imw11 
CHARLES G. BLAINE 
MRS. JOH\' R. CAMPBELL 
PAUL P. COHE'-1 
PETER CORSON 
DAVID J. LAUB 
MRS. HARLAN J. SWIFT 
MRS. HENRY Z. URBAN 
RAYMO ND PH. WEIL 
TN111 £.\r ires 
1972 
1973 
1971 
1975 
1970 
1969 
1974 
1968 
1967 
ADMif\:fSTRA T[ON 
HOUSTO1' T. ROBISON. B.S.. M.S.. Ph.D. 
GEORGE R. SHERR IE. B.S .. Ed.M .. Ed.D. 
CARL TO~ E. BAUER. B.S. . . \f.A. Ph.D. 
CHARLES P. La\lORTE. B.A.. M.A .. Ed.D. 
A cling Preside 11, of rl,c College 
Secrerarial A 11iH(111/ ro the Preside111 
Vice-Pre .1idc111 for A d111i11isrrmio11, 
Dircclor of !11rerna1io11a/ Educarion and 
A cti11g Prcsidc111 of rhe Cullege 
Vice-Prc.1illl'111 for A dmi11i.11ra1iu11 
A c li11g Vicc-Preside111 for Academic Afjair.1 
Viu-Pre.1ide111 fur S111de111 A/]airs 
HOUSTON T. ROBISON . B.S.. MS. Ph.D. 
KATHR Y:s.I S. GRAHAM 
Coordina1or of li rhan Educarion GEORGE R. SHERRIE. B.S.. Ed.M .. Ed.D. 
Associarc Direcror of !ntenw1ional Edurn1io11 MEHDI l...:IZI LB ASH. B.A .. l\,f. B.A. 
Coordi11a1 o r of Spo11sored Rescarcl, JOHN FONTANA. B.S.. 1\1.A., Ed.D. 
Direcror o f P11hlic /nfor111a1ion SILAS R. I\IOL YNEAUX. B.A .. \I.A. 
Ani11a111 ro Director of P11h!ic ln fomwrion ELSIE U. KA YE. B.A .. B.Lit. 
Asi i.110111 10 Direclor of Pu blic 
lllfor111a11on i11 charge of Publica1io11.1 JOYCE E. FINK. A.B .. Ed.I\!. 
Acti11!! Vice-Prcsiden1 for Academic Afj11i1s CARL TON E. BAUER. B.S.. M.A .. Ph.D. 
Secretary lo rhe Via-President for Academic AfJair.1· FRANCES G. RAHN 
Acrinr; Associate Vicc-Pre.1ide111 for 
A cad!'mic A ff airs 
Aeling Asrisw111 Vice-Presidenl for 
Acad!'mic A/join 
Dean of A pp lied Science 011d Tccl11w/ogy and 
Acting Direc1or of /11du .11rial Aris 
Director of H ome Eco11omics 
Direclor of Voca1ional Tccl,11irnl 
PHILIP R. BONNER. flS. \1.A .. Ed.D. 
JOSEPH E. WILLIAI\IS. B.S.. M.A .. Ed.D. 
SHERMAN F. DREYER . B.S.. M.S. , Ed.D. 
MARGARET A. GRANT. B.S.. MS .. Ed.D. 
Ed11cario11 WALTER J. ZIMI\IER~IAN. B.S.. Ed.M .. E<.l.D. 
D ea11 of A r1., a11d Science 
ARTS AND Ht;~!~:S:ITIES 
HOWARD G. SENGBUSCH. B.S.. Ed.M., M.S.. Ph .D. 
-- Chairma11 of Eng/isl, Dcparr111e111 .. J. STEPHEN SHERWIN. B.S., M.A .. Ed.D. 
Cl,airma11 of Foreig11 Lang1111{!e Depar1mc111 ALFRED W. BECKER. B.S.. M.A .. Ph.D. 
Chair111 a11 of Heal1!, , Pl,ysica/ Educa1ion a11d 
Recreario11 Oepar1111e11t . CHESTER L. PALMER. B.S.. A.M .. Ed.D. 
Chairma11 of t'vlusic Deparr111en1 . SILAS L. BOYD. B.A .. fl .Mus.Ed. , M.A .. D.Mus.Ed. 
CJ,airman of Pl,ilo.1ophy Depamnenr NICHOLAS G. FOTION . B.S., M.A .. Ph.D. 
Cl,air111a11 of Speech a11d Theatre 
Am Depur1me1u DONALD J. SAVAGE. A.B .. M.A .. Ph.D. 
DIRECTOR OF ~IATll[~IATJCS 
AND SCIENCE DIVISION SIGMUND A. S\IITH. B.S .. M.S .. Ed.D. 
Cl,aimwn of .\fr11/,e111arics Dcpw1111e111 CECIL T. RODNEY. B.S.. M.A .. Ed.D. 
Cl,aimw11 ,,f Biolugy Depar1me111 WILLIAM C. SCHEFLER. B.A., Ed.M .. Ed.D. 
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C/l{lirnl{III of Chc111i.1rr_,. Dcparrmc 11 r JOSEPH S. ZINGARO. B.S.. M.S .. M.A .. Ph.D. 
Cluiimia 11 of Cc11eral Science 'IPKIN AB B Eu M Ed PhD RICHARD H. LA ,v . . .. . ·· · · ·· · · 
Dc1)(1r1n1c111 IRVING H. TES~IER. B.A .. 1\1.A .. Ph.D. 
C/1oiml{l11 of Geolng_,. FRANK K. HARl\lAN . B.A .. B.Sc .. \II.Sc .. Ph.D. Cll(/ir111on of Phnic.1 Dcportmcnt 
0JR[CTOR OF 
SOCIAi SC II NCI S 01\'ISI0N JOSEPH A. FEKETE. B.A.. M.r\ .. Ph.D . 
Clwimwn of Econoniio-Poliri, al Scic11cc Pl D 
MOHA~IF.D EL-BfHAIRY, R. Com .. 1\1.A.. 1. · Dcparr111enr 
Aclinl! C/l{lir111{111 of 
Geo(!;.arh .,· Deparr111cnr 
Cll(/ir,111111 of Hi, ton· Dcpur/111cnr 
Clwin11011 of P.1vcl1olo,:y Depur1111c111 
Choir111un of 
S,1ci,1logr-A ntl,n,p,,lng_,. Dcpurt1111'n r 
Deon of Profcs.,ionol Sr11dies 
JOHN H. VANN. B.A .. 1\1.S .. Ph.D. 
EDl\lUND A. BROWN. B.A .. M.A .. Ph.D. 
!R F.NF. \I . HULICKA. B.Ed .. B.A.. M.A .. Ph.D. 
GE'JE S. WEI.HORN. B.S.. M.S. Eu.D . 
ROBERT B Slf\lPSON . A A. AB .. \I. :\. Ed.D. 
A .1rnciur,, Deon of Prnfc.1.1io11ol )/{[(/in 
D irccrnr of Exccp1innol C/1ilt!rcn Edu, 111in11 
ALLE 1 G. SEXTON. BS. f\l ·\ . Ed.D. 
HORACE MANN. 13.A .. 1\1 .A .. Ed D. 
JOHN f\l. DODD. BS.. f\l.S .. Eu.D. Dirl'C/or of Cl1ild Sr11d1· Ccnrer 
Pri11cir"''· Cw111>111 Scl,ool BENFDICT J . SURWILL. JR .. B.S .. 1\1 .A .. Eu.D. 
Dircctor of A rl Educarion 
Direcrnr of Cnnrin11i11g Ed11cario11 and 
S11111111er Sn,ion 
Dirccror of Cr,u/110/<' Sr11din 
Dircc/Or of !n .11i1111ional Rc1carc/1 
Dirccrnr of rhe Cenler fo r 
Eco11omic Ed11ca1ion 
Dirccror of /n .1H11crional Rnolll'Cl' \ 
Coordinurnr of A 11dio-Virnal 
Ed11carion 
Colle:;c Lihrurian 
A swciol1' Lihraritu1 
Vicc-Pn ·.,id,,,11 for S111d, ,n1 A fluir .1 
A .,wciore. Office of S111dc11r Afjoin 
Asl{)ciorc. 0/Jicc of Sr11drnt Affair., 
A ni,wnt, Office of Sr11dcn1 Affair., 
Dirccror of S111dc111 Acri, ·iries 
A s.1isro111 Dirl'cfor of A cri,·iries 
A .11i11a11t Direcror of A cri,·i11e.1· 
Coordinator of H ousin g 
As.1i.1ta11t Coordi11otor of H o11ring 
R e\'/llen1 Dirccror. Hi-R i.1e Ho ll 
Re.1ide111 Director, Nor1l1 Wing Hu ll 
R esiden r Director, Cho,e Hall 
Rnidenr Direcrm, So111h Win:; /-fa ll 
R!'.lidc111 Direcror, Bi.,h op H oll 
STANLEY A. CZURLES. B.F A .. 1\1.F. :\ .. Ph.D. 
STEVF'l GITTLER . 13.A.. 1\1..·\ .. Eu.D . 
DAVID :\ . ROGF.RS. B.A .. 1\1.A .. Ph .D . 
CHARLES E. BALL. B.S.. l\1.A .. Eu.D 
DONALD f\l. CLARI...:. R.S.. l\l.A .. Ed.D. 
HAROLD J. STEFFEN. B.S .. Ed.\!.. Ph .D. 
I\IINF.RVA J. GOLDBF.RG. B.S.. \I.S . 
LENORE KOii'. B.S.. B.S.L.S. 
CHARLFS P. Laf\lORTE. 8.A .. l\1..-\ .. Eu.D. 
ANGELA R. PAL\IIERI. R.S.. :\I.A . 
WILLIA:S.I A. TROY. BS 
IL-KOO (TED) You:--:. B.S. :\I.A. 
Tlf\lOTHY L. GALLINEAU. B.S.. \I.S . 
JOSEPH B. IRACI. B.S.. :S.I.S. 
ROBERT L. f\lc C LARIN. B.S.. Ed.\l. 
ARTHUR J. RIEDEL. R.S .. 1\1 .S. 
DANIEL R. H NTER. JR .. B.S.. \I.Eu . 
NANCY C. BAU:'IIANN. 8.:\ .. :'11.S. 
!SABEL H. HOLL.'\'JDS. B.S 
JONATHAN D. FIFE. B.B.:\. 
R c.11denr Dirt'c/nr. Scajaq11adu To,l'l'r 
R n1dc1// {)irecror, Srnjuquuda Eo.H Ho ll 
DIANI-' :'II . KAl-'I.IN. 1-L\ .. \I.', . 
BETTY I.. REIS:\IAN. 8 .. \ .. :\IA 
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Re1ide11t Director, Scajaquada We.it Ila/I 
Rl'sidl'11 t Director, Nl'u111a1111 Ha ll 
Rl'.1ide11t DireclOr, Perry Hall 
MARY ANN GRIFFIN. B.S. 
THO\IAS J. PEFFER. B.S.. M.Ed. 
PHILIP G. SCHROEDER. B.A., M.A. 
Dirl'ctor of Ad111i.1.1io11 .1 
a11,l R l'cords FRANCIS G. STEWART. A.B ., Th.B. M.Ed .. Ph .O. 
A .1.wcill/1' Director of Ad111i.,sio11 .f 
a11d Records 
Ad111i.1~i1>11f Cou11sclor 
A d111i.1sion.1· C 01111.1£'/or 
A d111is.1io11s Cu1111selur 
A d111i.,.1io11s C o u11 selor 
Cuill'gl' Registrar 
As.1i\((ulf Colle,;e R egistrar 
Dirl'c tor of Co1111seli11r: 
Associatl' Direct//r of Co1111.1e/i11g 
C OUIIH'ior 
Cuu11selor 
Coordinator of Fi11//11cial A id., 
A ~.li\'/11111 Coordi11awr of 
Fi11a11cial A ids 
Financial A id.1 Corurselor 
Fina11 cial A ids Counselor 
Dirt•nor of P/acl'111l'nt 
Director of Student fl l'//ltlr 
Coorcli11//tor of Stuc/l'II( Hrnlrlr 
Coll<'"'' P/1 _nician 
Nunl' 
/\'11/'\ l' 
/\'unc 
t\'Ul'!,C 
Facili1ics Pror:ra111 Coordi11ntor 
Director of De, ·clo,-,111l'nl and 
Cultural A tioin 
E.rccuti,·c Sccrl't//n·, A lu111ni 
Dircct//r of Bu1·inc1s A fjairs 
Acl111 111i1trotii·e Sen·iccs Su,-,en-isor 
Se11ior Fino11cia/ Secretarr 
Purchasinr.: A!!l'llt 
A ccou11t1nr; Su,-,,•,.,.isor 
Bursar 
JOHN A. PAU.IER . B.S.. i\l.A .. Ph.D . 
FRANK J . CAPOZZI. B.S.. 1\1.S. 
ROBF.RT W. LASKIE. B.S.. M.S. 
JOSEPH OLIY.'\. B.i\l .. i\1 .S. 
MICHAF.L PIROWSKIN. B.S.. Ed . i\l. 
JA:\IF.S R. PILKF.Y . BS.. :\I.S. 
DOROTHY E. EELLS. B.A.. :\I.A . 
MAZIE E. WAGNER . B.A.. \I.A .. Ph .D . 
JOHN GAI\IBON. B.S.. Ph.D. 
LORAINE M. RAPS. R.N .. B.S . 
JAMES \I. HENDERER. B.A.. Ph.D . 
JERALD E. LOUNSBURY. A.A.. B.A.. \I.A. 
ROBERT T. TYLER. B.S.. Ed.:\!. 
PETER J. BAGAROZZO. B.S. 
MICHAEL WALIZER. B.S.. M.Ed. 
JUNE H. TRUESDALF. B.S. 
PAUL J . WEIGEL. \1.0 . 
i\!ADELINE K . TURNER. R.N .. M.S.. 1\1.A . 
W INIFRED G. l\1ERNAN. M.D . 
I\IONICA WOLCOTT. R .N. 
:\!ARY K. GLAIR. R.N . 
LORETTA A. FAHEY. R.N. B.S. . 1\1.S. 
MARY T . FOX. R.N .. B.S. 
GLENDON H . SEAI\IAN. B.S.. l\f.A. 
EDNA 1\1. LINDF.\IANN. B.S.. 1\1.A .. Ed.D. 
HIL:\!A 1\1. COOK 
E. WILLIA:\! BAKER. JR .. B.A.. 1\1.A. 
RA Y\IOND S. BURRY. B.S. 
JAMES 1\1. CAPUTI. B.A. 
LAWTON L. D ICKINSON 
WIN I FRED KL.AL'S 
SALLY M. NOWOC IN. A.A.S. 
Bu.\/111•s1 ,\/t11111,:,·nll'llt A .1.,1. for Bud!;£' / 
Pl'rso1111cl Su,-,,•,.,.i.1or 
CEC ILIA M. WOOD. A.A.S. 
CHESTER J. PULASKI. B.A.. i\! .A . 
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Dat<1 p,..,, , ·.,.1i11g .\f,11//lc;l'r 
Pl,1111 S11,-,cri111endl'11t 
/ 11stit11t io11 Safer,· Of}iccr 
Dirl'cWr of Food S1•JTiCl'S 
Dil'tiria11 
Colll',;l' Swrc J/a11ar:N 
Co1porntio11 A cco111111u11 
ALBF.RT B. SANTINI. B.S. 
LON J. McADAr-.!. B.M.E . 
BRIAN R. COLF 
JOSEPH P CANNA\I F.LA. A .S .. B.S. 
DOROTHY R. DEERING. B.S. 
CHARLOT M . FETTER\IAN . B.S. 
RORERT E. JOHNSO~ 
GRADUATE FACULTY ':' 
HARRY ADNF.R ( 1964) 
As.rnciatl' Pr//fcs.\Or of l'//c//lio11//I Tcclr -
11ical Ecl11c//tion 
Ch.E.. Ren \se lacr Poly technic Institute. 
JOHN R. AIKEN ( 1964) 
Associate Profl'ssor of f/i srory 
A. B .. Iowa We~leyan College: M .A .. Iowa . 
CHARLES R. BACHMAN ( 1965 l 
AssiHa111 Profl's.rnr of E11glish 
B.A .. Ba ylor l,Jniversity: Ph .D .. Indiana. 
OSCAR W. BAILEY ( 1958) 
A s.rnciatc Profl'ssor of Photogra,-,h,· 
B.A .. Wilmin gton College: ~1.F .A .. Ohio. 
JAGJIT S. BAKSHI ( 1966) 
Profl'HOr of Mllthe111atics 
M.A .. Ph.D .. Catholic Univ.:r,ity of 
America. 
CHARLES E. BALL ( 1956) 
Dirccwr of l nstitutio11al R,•;carch 
B.S .. State University College at Buffalo : 
M.A .. Ed .D .. New York University. 
WILLIAt\l J. BARNETT ( 1950) 
Professor of Education 
B.Ed .. State University College at Brock-
port: M .Ed.. University of Rochester: 
Ed.D .. State University of New York at 
Buffalo. 
SAUL BARRON 1964) 
Professor of Chemistry 
B.S .. Lafayette College: M.S .. Ph.D .. Ohio 
State University. 
CARLTON E. BAUER ( 195-6) 
Acti11g Vice-President for Academic Af-
fairs 
B.S .. M.A .. Ph.D .. New York University. 
ALFRED W . BECKER (1963) 
Professor of Fureig11 Language and Chair-
111a11 of the Depart111ent 
B.A .. M.A .. Ph.D .. University of Mary-
land. 
*As of June 1.1967 
THEDA E. BENNETT ( 1964) 
Pr//fessor of Biolog_,. 
B.A. . Radcliffe College: \I.A.. Ph D .. 
Syracme University. 
MARJORIE L. BESSO!\! ( 1966) 
Pr// fl'.\'.Wr of Ho111e Econo111ics 
B.S .. Simmons College: \-1.A .. 
College. Columbia University; 
Ohio State University. 
Teachers 
Ph .D .. 
MURRAY BLOUSTEIN ( 1955) 
Profc.1.rnr of Ph,·sical f!andicap 
B.S.S .. City College of New York : :\I.A .. 
Ed.D .. Columbia University. 
JOSEPH A. BOLINSKY ( 1954) 
Professor of Sculpture 
B.S.. New Jerse y State Teacher's Coll.:ge: 
M.A.. Columbia University: M.F .A .. 
Iowa. 
PHILIP R. BON 1 ER ( 1964) 
A cti11g Associate Vice-Prcsi,il'11t for 
A ctllic111ic A fjairs 
B.S .. Greenville College: M.A .. Ed.D .. 
Wayne State University. 
HAROLD C. BOX ( 1967) 
A djrmct A s.wciate Professor of Physics 
B.S .. Canisius College. M.A .. Ph.D .. State 
University of New York at Buffalo. 
SILAS L. BOYD ( 1943) 
Professor of l\1usic 
A.B .. St. Olaf College: B.Mus.Ed .. North-
western: M.A.. New York University: 
D .Mus .Ed ., Indiana. 
ARTHUR L. BRADFORD ( 1946) 
Professor of English 
A.B. , M.S., University of Missouri: Ph.D .. 
Peabody Institute. 
WESLEY F. BRETT ( 1959) 
Professor of Desii:n in Wood 
B.E<l.. Keene Teachers College: r..t.E<l., 
New Hamp~hire. 
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MONICA C. BRINSON ( 1959) 
Associate Professor of Home Economics 
B.S., State University College at Platts-
burgh; M.S., Purdue University. 
EDMUND A. BROWN ( 1948) 
Professor of History and Chairman of the 
Department 
B.A .. Amherst College: M.A .. Yale Uni-
versity; Ph.D .. Columbia University. 
KENNETH W. BROWN ( 1953) 
Professor of lnd11strial Arts 
B.S., M.S.. Kansa~ State; Ph.D .. Ohio 
State University. 
RICHARD C. BROWN (1952)* 
Professor of Histor_,. 
B.S., Ohio State University; 1\1.A .. Col-
gate University; Ph.D .. Wisconsin. 
ERIC BRUNGER ( 1954) 
Professor of History 
B.Ed., State University College at Os-
wego; M.S .. Ph.D .. Syracuse University. 
RUTH M. BUDDE:"IHAGEN ( 1945) 
Professor of Home Economics 
8.S .. State University College at Buffalo: 
M.A .. Columbia University. 
ROBERT C. BURKHART ( 1965) 
Professor of A rt 
B.A.. Colby College; M.A .. University of 
Pittsburgh; Ed.D.. Pennsylvania State 
University. 
ANNA P. BURRELL ( 1948) 
Professor of Ed11cation 
B.S.. M.S.. Pennsylvania; Ph.D.. New 
York University. 
LOUIS J. CALLAN ( 1946) 
Professor of Industrial A r!s 
B.S.. State University College at Buffalo; 
M.A., Ph.D .. Ohio State University. 
DAVID A. CAPPIELLO ( 1948) 
Professor of Industrial Arts 
B.S .. State Univer5ity College at Buffalo; 
M.S .. Cornell University; Ed.D .. State 
University of New York at Buffalo. 
''On leave 1967-68 
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MARIAN L. CARROLL ( 1954) 
Professor of Education 
B.A .. State University of New York at 
Buffalo; M.A .. Ed.D .. Columbia Uni-
versity. 
HELEN L. CAWLEY (1955) 
Professor of Home Economics 
A.B., B.S., West Virginia; M.S., Univer-
sity of Minnesota; Ed.D., Pennsylvania. 
RUDOLPH J. CHERKAUER ( 1948) 
Professor of /ndi1·id11al St11d,· 
B.S., State University Colleg~ at Buffalo; 
Ed.M., Ed.D .. State University of New 
York at Buffalo. 
F. JUNE CLARKE ( 1959) 
Professor of Home Economics 
B.S .. State University College at Buffalo: 
M.S .. Ed.D .. Cornell University. 
SIDNEY COHEN ( 1966) 
Associate Professor of Chemistrv 
B.S.. Northeastern; M .S., Tufts· Univer-
sity; Ph.D .. Colorado . 
CLARENCE A. COOK c 1947) 
Professor of Industrial Arts 
8.S .. State University College at Buffalo: 
M .S.. Cornell University; Ed.D.. State 
University of New York at Buffalo. 
ELOISE N. COURTER ( 1966) 
Professor of English 
B.A., Douglass, Rutgers State University; 
M.A .. Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity; Ph.D., University of Minnesota. 
SYLVIA A. CRAGUN ( 1949) 
Associate Professor of Home Economics 
B.S.Ed., M.S.Ed., State University College 
at Buffalo. 
ST AN LEY A . CZURLES ( 1931) 
Director of A rt Education Di1•ision 
B.F.A.. M .F.A., Syracuse University; 
Ph.D., fowa. 
EUGENE L-G DAKIN ( 1947) 
Professor of Theatre Desi,n 
B.S.. Milwaukee: M.A., Professional Di-
ploma, Columbia University. 
MANUEL P. DE ALMEDIA ( 196-n 
Associate Professor of Foreign Lanr:uagc 
M.A .. Ph.D .. Laval University. Canada. 
RAM DESAI (1963) 
Professor of Political Scil'nce 
B.A .. Bombay; M.A .. Wayne State Uni-
versity; Ph.D .. Michigan State University. 
STANLEY DICKSON ( 1956) 
Professor of Speech Pathology and 
A11diologv 
B.A .. M.A .. Brooklyn College: Ed.D .. 
State University of New York at Buffalo. 
MARY K. DIENST ( 1965) 
Associate Profe.1.wr of Home Economics 
B.S .. [o\\'a State University; M .S .. Cornell 
University. 
JOHN M. DODD ( 1959) 
Professor and Director of the Child Stud,· 
Center 
B.S.Ed.. University of Kansa~; M.S.. 
Kansas State University; Ed.D .. Univer-
sity of Kansas. 
WILLIAM A. DONNELLY (196-4) 
Associate Professor of English 
B.A .. Notre Dame University; M.A .. 
Ed.D .. Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity. 
EDITH F. DOUGLAS (1951) 
Associate Professor of Home Economics 
B.S.. M.Ed .. Univer,ity of New Hamp-
shire . 
NUALA M. DRESCHER C 1965) 
As.wciwc Profenor of f-listor_,. 
B.A .. St. Joseph's College for Women: 
M.A .. Ph.D .. University of Dela\\'are. 
FRASER B. DREW ( 19-45) 
Professor of English 
A.B .. Vermont College; A.M .. Duke Uni-
versity; Ph.D., State University of New 
York at 8uffalo. 
SHERMAN F. DREYER C 196-4 l 
Dean of Applied Science and Technolo,?_\', 
A ctin~ Director of lndmtrial Arr., 
B.S .. M.S.. Stout State College; Ed.D., 
Oklahoma. 
WALTER M. DRZEWIENIECKI ( 1963) 
Professor of Histor_v 
B.S.. Wisconsin State College; M.A., 
Ph.D .. University of Chicago. 
THEODORE E. ECKERT ( 1953 l 
Professor of Biology 
A.B .. State University of New York at 
Albany; M.S., Ph.D .. Cornell University. 
DORIS K. EDDINS ( 1947) 
Professor of Education 
B.S.. Bowling Green State University: 
A.M.. University of Chicago; Ed.D .. 
Michigan. 
BERNARD K. EGAN ( 1961) 
Associate Director of Ed11cation 
B.S.. State University College at Buffalo: 
M.Ed .. Pennsylvania State University. 
NOR;..fA A. ENEA ( 1964) 
Profe.,sor of Foreign Language 
B.A.. M.A .. State University of New 
York at Albany; Ed.D .. State University 
of New York at Buffalo. 
CATHERINE A. ENGLISH (1953) 
Professor of Music 
B.S.. State University College at Potsdam; 
Ed.M., Temple University. 
ELEANOR B. EVENSON ( 1962 l 
A s.wciate Professor of Home Economics 
B.S.. M.A .. Minnesota. 
VELMA J. FEBEL ( 1956) 
Associate Professor of Education 
B.Ed .. Ed.M .. Ed.D .. State University of 
New York at Buffalo. 
JOSEPH A. FEKETE ( 1960) 
Professor of Geograph_v and Director of 
Social Sciences Di,·ision 
B.A.. Baldwin-Wallace College: M.A., 
Miami University; Ph.D ., Illinois. 
ABEL K. FINK ( 1956) 
Profe.1.wr of Education 
B.A .. Brooklyn College: M.A .. Ed.D .. 
Columbia University . 
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MARYE. FIORE (1963) 
Professor of Music 
A.B .. University of California: M.A .. 
San Jose State College: Ph.D .. Indiana 
State College. 
IRVING S. FOLADARE ( 1958) 
Associate Professor of Anthropology-
Sociology 
A.B.. Georgia: Ph.D.. Columbia Uni-
versity. 
JOHN FONTANA ( 1929) 
Coordinator of Sponsored Re.1earcl1 
B.S., State University College at Buffalo; 
M.A .. New York University: Ed.D .. State 
University of New York at Buffalo. 
NICHOLAS G. FOTION ( 1963) 
Professor of Philosop/1_1· and Chairman oj 
the Department 
B.S., North\\estern: M.A .. Iowa: Ph.D., 
North Carolina. 
BERNHARD FRA'-IK ( 1965) 
Assistant ProfC'Ssor of English 
B.S., City College of New York: M.A .. 
New York University: Ph.D .. University 
of Pittsburgh. 
BARBARA R. FREY ( 1963) 
Professor of Educa1ion 
B.Ed .. State University College at Gene-
seo: M.Ed.. Boston University; Ed.D .. 
Indiana. 
MARTIN B. FRIED ( 
Professor of Enr:lish 
B.S .. State University College at Buffalo: 
-- - M.A .. Harvard University; Ph.D .. Un i-
versity of Chicago. 
BETTY GALLAGHER ( 1946) 
Professor of Speech Pathology and 
Audiology 
B.S., State University College at Buffalo: 
M.A., University of Michigan: Ph.D .. 
University of Wisconsin. 
HERTHA S. GANEY ( 1934) 
Professor of Enr!lish 
A.B .. State Universil\· of New York at 
Albany; A.M .. Colu1;1bia University. 
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STEVEN GITTLER ( 1955) 
Director of Continuing Education and 
S11111mer Session 
B.A .. Lake Forest Colletce; !'vi.A .. Wash-
ington State: Ed.D .. State University of 
New York at Buffalo. 
MINERVA J. GOLDBERG ( 1958) 
Coordinator of ,\,/edia-Materials, Integra-
tion 
B.S.. M.S.. Ed.D .. State University Col-
lege at Buffalo. 
WILSON B. GRAGG < 1949) 
Professor of English 
A.B .. Illinois: A.M., Ph.D., Northwestern. 
MARGARET A. GRANT ( 1937) 
Director of the Home Economics Di,·i-
sion 
B.S.. State University College at Buffalo: 
M.S., Cornell University: Ed.D .. State 
University of New York at Buffalo. 
FRED. H . GREENBERG ( 1964) 
Associate Professor of Chemistn-
B.A .. Berea College; M.S.. Ph .D .. Chi-
cago university. 
WALTER 8. GREENWOOD ( 1950) 
Professor of English 
A.B .. _ Transylvania College: M.A .. Colum-
bia University: Ph.D .. University of Cin-
cinnati . 
BENJAMIN F. GRONEWOLD ! 1947) 
Professor of English 
B.A .. North Central College: M.A .. Wis-
consin; Ph.D .. New York University. 
PAUL V. HALE ( 1963) 
Professor of English 
A .B .. Canisius College: A.M., Cornell 
University; Ph.D., New York University. 
DA YID HARKER ( 1967) 
Adjunct Professor of Physics 
8.S., University of California; Ph.D., 
California Institute of Technology . 
FRANK K. HARMAN ( 1955) 
Professor of Physics and Chairman of the 
Depart111enr 
B.S .. M.Sc .. Ph.D .. Ohio State University. 
LYLE H. HEM INK ( 1962) 
Professor of Educarion 
Ed.B .. State University College at Fre-
donia: Ed.M .. E<l.D .. State University 
of New York at Buffalo. 
DONALD (\ HESS ( 1964 l 
Professor of Speech Pathology and Audi-
olugy 
B.S.E<l .. Clarion State College; M.E<l .. 
Ed.D .. Pennsylvania State University. 
PAUL A. HILAIRE ( 1956) 
Associate Professor of 1\1ath1·11111tics 
B.S .. State Teachers College. California, 
Pennsylvania: M.E<l .. University of Pitts-
burgh. 
FREDERICK J. HOLLISTER ( 1948) 
Professor of Sociolog_,. 
A.B .. Union College: M.A .. State Uni-
versity of New York at Albany: Ph.D .. 
Syracuse University. 
JULIUS J. HUBLER (1948) 
Professor of A rt 
B.S., Southeast Missouri State College; 
M.A .. Ed.D .. Columbia University . 
IVOR ILMET (1967) 
Associate Professor of Chemistn• 
A.B .. Ph .D .. New York University. 
GEORGE L. KAL TSOUNIS ( I 963) 
Associate Professor of Education 
8.A .. M.A .. Ph.D .. Un iver~ity of Michi-
gan. 
ESTELLE M. KANE ( 1959) 
Associate Professor of Home Economics 
B.S .. Kent State University: M.A .. State 
University of Iowa . 
JAMES M. KEECH. JR. (1965) 
Assistant Professor of En,dish 
A.B., North Carol ina: M.A.. Ph.D .. 
Louisiana State . 
HENRY KLOMP (1955) 
Professor of English 
A.B., Calvin College: M.A .. Ph.D., Uni-
versity of i\lichigan. 
*On Leave i 967-68. 
ROBERT H. KOHLER ( 1966) 
Professor of Phvsics 
B.S.. Ph.D.. Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 
MARVIN J. LaHOOD ( 1964) 
Associate Professor, Enrdish 
B.S.. Bo~ton: M.A., Ph.D .. Notre Dame 
Univer;ity. 
CHARLES P. LaMORTE ( 1955) 
l ' ice Presidenr for Student Affairs 
A.B .. M.A .. Ed.D., Columbia University. 
RICHARD H. LAMPKIN ( 1950) 
Profes~or of General Science 
A.B .. B.Ed .. M.Ed., University of Cin-
cinnati: Ph.D .. Columbia University. 
LORRAINE A. LANGE ( 
Professor of Education 
B.A., Iowa State: M.A., Ph.D., Ohio State 
University. 
GEORGE \1. LAUG ( 1949) 
Professor of Biolog_,. 
B.S.. M.S.. Ph.D., Syracuse. 
CHARLES R. LEFCOURT (1964) 
Assisrant Professor of English 
B.S .. M.A., New York University; Doct. 
Univ. (Paris) . 
MYRON E. LEWIS. JR. ( 1962) 
Associate Director of Education 
B.S., M.S., State University College at 
Oswego. 
EDNA M. LINDEM/\NN ( 1946) 
Director of De,·elop111ent and 
A fJairs 
B.S .. State University of New 
Buffalo : M.A .. Northwestern; 
Columbia University. 
HAROLD R. LOFGREN ( 1949)" 
Professor of Adolescent A rt 
C11l111ral 
York at 
Ed.D., 
B.S. . Miami; M.A., Columbia University. 
FRANKLIN C . MACKNIGHT ( 1961) 
Associate Professor o/ General Science 
Ph.B .. Ph .D .. University of Chicago. 
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HORACE \!AN'-/ (1953) 
Director of Exceptional Children Educa-
tion Di1·isio11 
A.B .. Brooklyn College: A.M .. Columbia 
University: Ph.D.. Pennsylvania State 
University. 
ANNA A. \IARTORANA ( 1946) 
Professor of Edur(l[ion 
B.S .. State Cniversity College at Buffalo: 
A.I\! .. Columbia University: Ph.D .. Uni-
versity of \linnesota. 
DANIEL T. \IELOON ( 1966) 
Assistant Prufessor of Chemistn· 
8.A.. \I.A.. Ph.D .. State University of 
New York at Buffalo. 
ANTHO:'-:Y \!ILANOVICH ( 1950) 
Profc.1sor of Education 
B.S.. M.S.. Indiana State College; Ph.D .. 
Ohio State Cniversity. 
REX MILLER / 1957 ) 
Professor of Industrial Arts 
B.A .. lo"a State Teachers: M.A .. Colo-
rado Stat~ College: Ed.D .. State U niver-
sity of ;-s:ew York at Buffalo. 
MABEL D. \10:--ITGOMERY (1958) 
Professor of _\,fathematic.1 
A.B .. Houghton College: M.A .. Ph.D .. 
State Uni,ersity of New York at Buffalo . 
EMERSON E. '-IEUTHARDT ( 1946 ) 
Professor of In dustrial Arts 
B.S.. State Lniversity Co lle ge at Oswego: 
M.A .. Ne11 York University: Ed.D .. State 
University of :--Jew York at Buffalo. 
MAE O'BRIE>i ( 1931) 
Professor o j Ed11catio11 
B.S. . M.A .. Ph.D .. Columbia University. 
MARY 8. PARKE ( 1965) 
Associate ProfeHor of Ho111e Eco110111ics 
B.A .. Vassar College: M.Ed .. State Uni-
versity of New Yo(k at Buffalo . 
ELIZABE'TH G. PENN ( 1947) 
Professor of Education 
B.S.. >le\, Jer,ey: M.A .. Ed.D .. Columbia 
t..:niversitJ . 
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HAROLD F. PETERSON ( 1933) 
Professor of History 
A.B .. Knox College: M.A .. Minnesota; 
Ph.D .. Duke Univer,ity. 
JULIA C. PIQUETTE ( 1952) 
Professor of Speech and Theatre Arts 
8.S .. M.A. , Ph.D., Northwestern. 
ARTHUR W. PITTS. JR. (1963) 
Assistant Professor of En1:lish 
A.B .. Princeton University: A. M .. Catho-
lic Univer,ity of America: Ph.D., Loui-
siana State University. 
LEONARD J. POLESZAK ( 1956) 
Professor of In dustrial A rt.1· 
B.S.. State University College at Buffalo: 
Ed.M .. State University of New York at 
Buffalo: Ed.D., Michigan State Univer-
sity. 
JOHN E. REEDY ( 1965) 
Associate Professor of English 
A.8. in Th .. Gordon Col lege: M.Ed .. 
University of Maine: Ed.D., 8-os ton Uni-
versity. 
HOUSTON T ROBISON ( I 949) 
A cti11g President 
8 .S .. M.S.. Oregon: Ph.D .. Univer,ity of 
Chicago. 
CECIL T. RODNEY ( 1948) 
Professor of A111thl'111111ics and Ch11ir111an 
of the Deparr111ent 
B.S.. St. Lawn::nce University: M.A .. 
Columbia University; Ed .D .. State Uni-
versity of New York at Buffalo. 
JOHN A. ROEDER ( 1962) 
Professor of Vocational Technical Ed11-
ca1ion 
B.Ed .. M.Ed .. State University of New 
York at Buffalo. 
MILDRED S. ROESSER ( 1940) 
Pro fessor of History 
B.S .. M.A .. Ed.D .. State University of 
New York a t Buffalo. 
DAVID A. ROGERS (1950) 
Direc tor of Graduate Studies 
B.A. , M.A .. State University of New 
York at Buffalo ; Ph.D., Wisconsin. 
ELLSWORTH M. RUSSELL ( 1948) 
Professor of Industrial Arts 
B.E., Eastern Illinois University: M.S., 
Iowa State University: Ed.D.. Pennsyl-
vania State Uni versity. 
LAWRENCE J. SACKS ( 1965) 
Associate Professor of Che111istn• 
A.B .. Drew University: M.S.. Pennsyl-
vania State University; Ph.D., University 
of Illinois. 
DONALD J. SAVAGE (1963) 
Professor of Speech and Theatre Arts and 
Chair111an of the Dep11r1111 e11t 
A.B. , Hamline University: M.A., Ph.D. , 
Minnesota. 
WINIFRED E. SCH ASEL ( 1963) 
Associare Professor of Ho111e Econo111ics 
B.S.. Bowling Green State University: 
M .S.. Cornell University. 
WILLIAM C. SCHEFLER ( 1958 ) 
Professor of Biology and Chair11ia11 of 
the Department 
B.A .. Ed.M .. Ed.D .. State University of 
New York at Buffalo. 
HOWARD G. SENGBUSCH ( 1951) 
Dean of Arts and Science 
B.S.. State University College at Buffalo: 
Ed.M. , State University of New York at 
Buffa lo: M.S.. Ph .D. , New York Uni-
versity. 
ALLEN G. SEXTON ( 1953) 
Associate Dean of Professional Studies 
B.S.. State University College at Buffalo : 
M.A., Ed.D .. State University of New 
York at Buffalo. 
GEORGE R. SHERRIE ( 1947) 
Vice-Preside11t for A d111inistra1io11 
B.S .. State University College at Buffalo; 
Ed.M .. State University of New York at 
Buffalo; Ed.D., Syracuse Un iversity. 
J. STEPHEN SHERWIN ( 1956) 
Professor of English and Chairman of 
the Department 
B.S.. University of Wisconsin: M.A., 
Columbia University: Ed.D. , New York 
University. 
NOEL SIMMONS ( 1959) 
Professor of Che111istn· 
B.S., City College of New York : M.S .. 
Ohio State University; Ph.D., University 
of Minnesota. 
ROBERT B. SIMPSON ( 1966) 
Dean of Professional Studies 
A.A .. California: A.B .. M.A., Stanford 
University; Ed.D.. Teachers College, 
Columbia University. 
SURJIT SIGNET ( 1967) 
Associate Professor of Chemistn· 
B.Sc .. Kh. College, Armister, Indi a; M.Sc .. 
Panjab. India: Ph.D ., St. Louis Univer-
sity . 
EDWARD 0. SMITH (1963) _ 
Assistanr Professor of History 
B.A .. Muhlenberg College; M.A., Lehigh 
University. 
SIGMUND A. SMITH ( 1964) 
Director o f Mathf'matics a11d Science Di-
1·isio11 
B.S .. State University of New York at 
Albany; M.S.. State University College 
at Brockport: M.S.. University of Illinois: 
Ed .D .. Pennsylvania State University. 
RALPH D. SOLLARS ( 1965) 
Associate Professor of Education 
B.S.. Ohio State University: M.Ed., Bowl-
ing Green State University. 
ROBERT SQUERI ( 1955 ) 
Professor of A rt 
B.A., Brooklyn College: M.A., Ed.D., 
Columbia University. 
H . GENE STEFFEN ( 1946) 
Director of Instructional Resources 
B.S., State University College at Buffalo : 
Ed.M .. State University of New York at 
Buffalo: Ph.D .. Cornell Universi ty. 
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ROBERT C. STEIN ( 1965) 
Professor of Biology 
B.A .. St. Olaf College; M.S.. Ph .D .. Cor-
nell University. 
BENJAMIN STEINZOR ( 1953) 
Professor of Ceramics 
B.S .. New York University; Ed.M .. Al-
fred University; Ph .D .. University of 
Southern California. 
SAMUEL T. STERN ( 1962) 
Professor of /11athematics 
B.A., M.A., Ph .D .. State University of 
New Yo rk a t Buffalo. 
FRANCIS G . STEWART (1962) 
Director of Admissions and R ecords 
A.B .. Grove C ity; Th.B .. Western Theo-
logica l Seminary: M .Ed .. Ph .D .. Uni-
versity of Pittsbu rgh . 
RAYMOND P. STONE ( 1959 ) 
Professo r of Economics-Political Science 
A.B .. University of Massachu se tts; M .A., 
Ph.D .. Princeton University. 
MABEL M. STO ER ( 1960) 
Associate Professor of Hom e Econo111ics 
B.S .. West Virginia: M.Ed .. Pennsy lvania 
State University. 
RUTH SUGARMAN ( 1946) 
Professo r of Education 
B.S. , State University College at Buffalo ; 
M.A.. orthwestern: Ed.D .. State Uni-
versity of New York at Buffalo. 
BENEDICT J. SURWILL. JR. ( 1963) 
Principal. Ca111p11; School 
B.S.. M.A ., University of Arizona; Ed.D., 
University of Colorado. 
ROBERT A. SWEENEY ( 1966) 
Assistant Professor of Biology 
B.S. , State U niversity of New York at 
Albany: M .S., Ohio State University. 
IRV! G H. TESMER ( 1957) 
Professor of Geo/or!\· and Chairman of 
the Department · 
B.A ., M.A., State University of New 
York at Bu/Talo ; Ph.D .. Syracuse Uni-
versity. 
*On Leave 1967-68 . 
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CLEMENT T . TETKOWSKI ( 1949) 
Professor of Com111uni1_,· Desi{?n 
B.S .. New Jersey State Col lege; M. A .. 
Ed.D .. State University of Ne-;._, York at 
Buffa lo. 
DAVID H. THIELKING ( 1948) 
Professor of Physics 
B.S .. St. Lawrence University; Ed.M .. 
Ed.D .. State University of New York at 
Buffa lo. 
GUY B TORCINELLI ( 1959) 
Associate Professor of ,\1athematics 
B.S.. Hobart College: M.S. . University of 
Illinois . 
NORMAN F . TRL'ESDALE ( 1947) 
Professor of Photograph,, 
B.S .. State University College at Buffalo: 
Ed.M. , Ed.D .. State University of Ne" 
York at Buffalo. 
REN -DEH TUAN ( 1962) 
Professor of General Science 
B.S.. Cheeloo: !\1.S .. Ed.D., University 
of Denver. 
MARVIN TUNIS ( 1965) 
Adjunct Associate Professor of Chemistrl' 
A.B .. Hunter College: M.S.. Ph.D .. lJni-
ver,ity of Illinois. 
JOHN URBAN ( 19-l6) 
Professor of Biolog_,. 
B.S .. Kent State L'niversity: A.I\.!., Ph.D .. 
Columbia University. 
ROLLAND VAN HATTUM ( 1963) 
Professor of Speech Pathology and 
Audiology 
B.S. . Western Michigan University; M.S. . 
Ph.D ., Pennsylvania State University. 
JOHN H. VANN ( 1963 )'' 
Professor of Geography 
B.A., M.S .. Louisiana State Universi ty: 
Ph .D., University of California. 
MARY C. VUCINICH (1947) 
Professor of English 
B.S.. M.A .. Uni,ersity of Cincinnati: 
Ph.D .. Iowa. 
MAZIE E . WAGNER ( 1950) 
Directo r of Counseling 
B.A .. M .A .. State University of New 
York at Buffalo : Ph .D ., Columbia Uni-
versity. 
INEZ M . WARE ( 1959 ) 
Professor of Education 
B.A .. Occident a l College: M .A .. Ed.D., 
Columbia University. 
NORMAN F. WEAVER ( 1950) 
Professo r of f-li swry 
B.A .. Ba ll State Teachers College; M .S., 
Ph.D .. University of Wi sconsin. 
PAULINE A. WEAVER ( 1948) 
Associate Professor of Ho m e Econo111ics 
B.S. . Ohio State University: M .A., Colum-
bia University. 
GENES. WELBORN (1958) 
Professor of Anthropology-Sociology 
B.S. . University of Illinois; 1\.1.S ., Indiana 
University; Ed.D .. New York University . 
MILDRED C. WELLS ( 1957) 
Professor of Education 
B.A., State University o f Iowa : M.A ., 
Ph .D .. Ohio State University. 
MARGARET WILSON ( 1966) 
A ssisrnnt Professor of Biology 
B.A .. Smith College: M.D .. University 
of Michiga n Medical School. 
*On Leave 1967-68. 
JOSEPH F. WINCENC ( 1947) 
Professor of Music 
Mus.B., Oberlin College: Mus.M., State 
Conservatory of Music , Prague, Czech-
oslovakia; M .A. , Columbia University. 
D . KENNETH WINEBRE ER (1939) 
Professor of Jewelry 
B.S .. Indiana State College. Pennsylvania: 
M .A., Ed.D., Columbia University. 
RALPH YALKOVSKY ( 1962) * 
Professor of Geology 
B.S.. M .S .. Ph .D ., University of Chicago. 
BERNARD B. YORMAK ( 1963) 
Profes.wr of Emotional Handicap 
B.S., Long Island University; M.S .. Uni-
versity of Wisconsin; Ph .D .. Pennsylvania 
State University. 
WALTER J . ZIMMERI\.IAN ( 1962 ) 
Director of Vocational Technical Dil'i-
sion 
B.S.. State University College of Buffalo: 
M.S .. Ed.D .. State University of ew 
York at Buffalo. 
JOSEPH S. ZINGARO ( 1958) 
Professor of Chemisrry and Chairman of 
the Department 
B.S.. State University College at Geneseo; 
M .S .. M.A. , Ph .D ., Syracuse University. 
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STA TE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
UNIVERSITY CENTERS 
State University at Albany State University at Buffalo 
St:ite University at Binghamton 
MEDICAL CENTERS 
State University at Stony Brook 
Downstate l\leJical Center at Brooklyn 
Upstate l\ledical Center at Syracuse 
COLLEGES OF ARTS AND SCIENCE 
(New York City) 
College at Brockport College at Fredonia College at Oneonta College a t Pla!lsburgh 
College at Butfalo College at Geneseo College at Oswego College at Potsdam 
College at Cortland College at New Paltz 
(Three additional Colleg.:s of Arts and Science are under development. Two four-
year campu,es, in Westche,ter and Na,,au Counties, are in early planning. A third. up-
per-divi,ion:il in nature. has been proposed for the Utica-Rome-Herkime r Area.) 
SPECIALIZED COLLEGES 
College of Forestry at Syracu~e 
Graduate School of Public Affairs at Albany 
Maritime College at Fort Schuyler (Bronx) 
College of Ceramics at Alfred University 
College of Agriculture at Cornell University 
College of Home Economics at Cornell Univer,ity 
School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University 
Veterinary College at Cornell University 
AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES (Two-year) 
Agricultural and Technical Colleges at: Alfred Cobleskill 
Canton Delhi 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
Farmingdale 
Morrisville 
( Locally-sponsored two-year colleges under the program of State University.) 
Adirondack Community College at Hud,on Falls 
Auburn Community College at Auburn 
Borough of :'-lanhattan Community College at New York City 
Bronx Community College at New York City 
Broome Technical Community College at Binghamton 
Corning Community College at Corning 
Dutche,s Community College at Poughkeepsie 
Erie County Technical Insti tute at Buffalo 
Fashion lnstitute of Technology at New York City 
Fulton-Montgomery Community College at Johmtown 
Hud son Valley Community College at Troy 
Jamestown Community College a t Jamestown 
Jefferson Community College at Watertown 
Kingsborough Community College at Brooklyn 
Mohawk Valley Community College at Utica 
Monroe Community College at Rochester 
Nassau Community College at Garden City 
New York City Community College of Applied Arts and Sciences at Brooklyn 
Niagara County Community College at Niagara Falls 
Onondaga Community College at Syracuse 
Orange County Community College at Middletown 
Queensborough Community College at New York City 
Rockland Community College at Suffern 
Staten Island Community College at New York City 
Suffolk County Community College at Selden 
Sullivan County Community College at South Fallsburg 
Ulster County Community College at Kingston 
Westchester Community College a t Valhalla 
State University College at Buffalo 
1300 Elmwood Avenue 
Buffalo, N. Y. 14222 
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